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AIDS EDUCATION OF SCHOOL-AGED YOUTH

THURSDAY, MAY 3, 1990

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON GOVER_ 'MENTAL AFFAIRS,

Washington, DC.
The Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:35 a.m., in room

SD-342, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. John Glenn, Chair-
man of the Committee, presiding.

Present: Senators Glenn, Kohl, and Heinz.

OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN GLENN

Chairman GLENN. The Committee will come to order.
Today's hearing is about children and teenagers who, in the

words of one of our witnesses, are lovable, capable and of infinite
worth. None of us would quarrel with that one, certainly. However,
it is simply not good enough that we adults know this about our
children It is essential that every young person believe this about
himself and channel that self-esteem to eliminate or reduce the
risk of becoming infected with the human immunodeficiency virus
(HIV), which causes AIDS.

Now, that is no easy task. As they grow up in the world today,
young persons face increasing pressure to engage in high-risk be-
havior such as IV drug use and sexual activity. Too often, family
constraints, guidance, and counseling are missing or just not there.
Tragically, too many iouths havr, no idea where their next meal or
bed is coming from It is not surprising that those realities tend to
skew a young person's ability to evaluate the threat of death from
AIDS 5 to 10 years flown the road.

The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) is the lead Federal agency
responsible for educating our school-aged youth about the dangers
of AIDS and ways to avoid HIV infection. While CDC grants for
such education have grown from $7 million in 1987 to over $40 mil-
hon in 1990, infjrmation about the resulting programswhat is
working and what is not workinghas been limited. As a result,
the Governmental Affairs Committee requested that GAO evaluate
CDC's efforts, and C kiD has prepared its findings and recommenda-
tions in two reports, which we are releasing today. I believe those4
are probably cop:es of the two reports back there on the table that
are available now.

The GAO's first report is based on its nationwide survey of
school districts and their policies toward reaching kids who stay in.
school, and training teachers to teach about this very sensitive sub-
ject The GAO found that for this nationwide problem, more Feder-
al leadership is needed to improve not only HIV curriculum, but

(I)
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also tJacher training and information about students knowledge,
behavior arid beliefs.

The second GAO report concerns the slow progress by the Feder-
,a1. State E. d local governments to reach the small but critical per-
centage of youth who are not in school. This group includes the
runaways, the homeless, the incarcerated, the migrants, and street
youth who may be involved in a variety of high-risk behaviors such
as IV drug use and prostitution.

As much as people may want to get AIDS behind them, get rid of
it, thus get the problem solvtd and go on, the epidemic among
youth may be only just beginning. According to CDC, there are 500
reported cases of AIDS among teenagers. Now, that does not sound
like much, does it? Five hundred cases of AIDS among teenagers.
And that figure is small when compared with the over 100,000
AIDS cases overall, but it is no comfort to the health experts who
know it is possible to be infected with the human immunodefi-
ciency virus and not show any symptoms of the disease fur 10 years
or more. So, that figure of 500 confirmed AIDS cases now among
teenagers undoubtedly translates into many, many, many times
that number who now have the virus that will progress to AIDS as
the teens go into their twenties. In fact, health experts see that 20
percent of those people diagnosed with AIDS in this country are be-
tween the ages of 20 and 29.

And there are abundant signs that the virus is spreading. Some
doctors report that they now have a dozen infected teenage pa-
tients, while only a year ago they had one or none. Studies indicate
that as many as 1 percent of teenagers in cities like New York and
Miami, where the virus is prevalent, are already infected 1 per-
cent, 1 out of every 100 kids you would run into would have the
HIV virus now in some of those areas. That translates into an
enormous and expensive medical probkm for our Nation until a
cure and a preventive vaccine can be developed.

In the meantime, the battle against the disease can only be won
if our children -Are taught how to fight against further infection.
Indeed, the P esidential Commission on the HIV Epidemic has
stated. "The term 'AIDS' is obsolete. 'HIV' infection more correctly
defines the problem . . . Continued focus on the label 'AIDS' con-
tributes to the lack of understanding of the importance of HIV in-
fection as the more significant element for taking control of the
epi iemic Since education is still the most potent weapon we have
to control this epidemic, we need education programs that provide
the facts about this disease. We need education programs that prc-
mote safe behaviors.

Most of all, we need education programs that work, and today
that is what we are trying to explore, what is working and what is
not, and how do we know.

Now, I want to do something a little unusual this morning. I de
not usually do this, '..mt I am going to read from the report. I know
the report is available and the press people and all the rest of you
can read it as well as I can, so there is no need to read it. But I was
rereading some of it this morning, and it was so shocking that I
think it is wurthwhile to read this into the record and draw special
emphasis to it, so we realize what the risk is and what the situa-



Let me just quote in part from this and, for those of you who
have copies of it, it is oil page 10 of the report on school programs.
Starting out at the bottom:

Yet the myth that there is no need to educate heterosexuals because the diserse is
not spreading beyond homosexual or drug-using people persists, the Citizens com-
mission says This belief hinders adequate education efforts.

Many teenagers engage in sexual behavior, such as unprotected intercourse or
intercourse with two or more partners, that can transmit HIV. Data show that.

1. Youth have sex at an early agethe average age of first intercourse is 16. The
Office of Technology Assessment reports that 78 percent of males and 63 percent of
females have sex while teenagers.

2 For many adolescents, sexual activity is frequent or often with more than one
partners. Among unmarried females 15 to 19 years old, about 40 percent reported
having sex once a week or more, and 51 percent reported having two or more part-
ners.

3

tion is with regard to trying to control the spread of this HIV virus
among our young people.

This is the age group 15 to 19 we are talking about.
An c Ticial of a national organization serving youth said that adolescents Interpret

a -1ong-...irm monogamous relationship- L be one with their current lover that lasts
for several months

3 Much of teenagers' sexual intercourse occurs without the protection of con-
doms Although estimates vary, studies we reviewed found that only about one-quar
ter of sexually active adolescents used condoms. Serial monogamy in combination
with the reluctance to use condoms with one's monogamoua lover exposes youth to
the risks associated with unprotected intercourse with multiple partners

Homosexual youth, particularly males, are if s,Jecial concern as they have been
one of the high-risk groups for HIV transmission in the United States. As youth,
these teens a:_io search for their identity and struggle to establish satisfying rela-
tionships, leading them, in some cases, to experiment with heterosexual affiliations
This places lesbian youth, who generally would Ix in a low-risk category, at height-
ened risk of infection Such exploration also serves as a possible link between homo-
sexual and heterosexual youth in the transmission of HIV.

Thus, many teenagers are at risk of HIV infection through sexual contact The
gravity of the situation is indicated by the fact that young people have the highest
incidence of sexually transmitted disease ISTD)as it is calledIn comparison with
other age categories.

Listen to this:
Nearly one-half of the 20 million STD patients are under age 25 About 2 3 mil-

lion teenagers contraut a sexually transmitted disease annually. The incidence of
STD among minority youth is generally far higher than among their white counter
parts

Women who become pregnant through unprotected sexual activities place not
only themselves, but also their unborn uhildren, at risk of HIV infection, as the
s rus can be transmitter.. eermatally. Ten percent of teenage womer become preg
nant every year, and -10 percent of U S. teens will become pregnant at least once
bef)re age :20, he Guttmachez Institute reports. There are 1 million teen pregnan
cies each year.

I guess the answer to that is you do not just say "don't," because
that is not going to work. But I found those figures really shocking.
As I say, I think I t.lin pretty well up on things and keep in touch
with the kids and all, but that kind of stuff shocks me and there
just is no way around it. We have a bit of a problem, it is a nation-
al problem and i+ is one we are trying to address here today.

I do not want to go on. We are here to hear our witnesses, not
me today, but I found that shocking enough that I thought it was
good to dr& Qv special emphasis to it this morning.

One of our Committee members who has repeatedly expressed a
very, very major interest in issues related to kids and our young
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people and how we can improve their tot and do things here at the
Federal level where we address problems that are national is Sena-
tor Kahl. He has been active in looking into these different areas
and supporting our efforts in that area. He has another hearing
this morning he has to go to and preside cver, at 11 o'clock, so he
could not preside over the whole hearing this morning. But he will
be taking the lead in some of these areas and I am particularly
grateful for his help and for the wonderful work that he is doing in
this area. I am glad he can be here at least for the first hour or so
of the hearing this morning, and he will be taking the lead in a lot
of these areas for the committee in the tuture.

Senator Kohl.

OPENING STATEAENT OF SENATOR KOHL

Senator KOHL. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
There is no question among experts that AIDS is the most dire

public health crisis facing our country today. Over 120,000 Ameri-
cans have already been diagnosed with the disease and, of these,
over 70,000 have died.

It is estimated that more than 1 million people in our country
are FIIV infected. There are very many who are not learning about
AIDS. They are not being taught to avoid the behavior that leads
to HIV infection, nor are they learning how to deal compassionate-
ly with persons with AIDS. Without adequate educathm, two things
happen. Kids continue to believe they are immune Crom this dis-
ease and misunderstanding and prejudice are allowed t;.-, fester .

The GAO reports that one-third of America's schools are not pro-
viding AIDS education. The GAO also reports that many of the
schools that do provide AIDS education are not doing enough.
Many students only learn about AIDS once in the 7th or 8th grade,
when they are low risk of infectiGa.

In my own State of Wisconsin, the only money being spent on in-
school education is $246,000 of Federal money allocated by the
CDC. This effort is grossly under-funded. Recent legislation passed
by the State Legislature would have required students to take at
least two comprehensive AIDS education programs, but this legisla-
tion was vetoed. The rationale was lack of funds, not the expense
to society caused by an increasing number of kids coming down
with AIDS.

As tough as it is to get the message to kids in the classroom, it is
infinitely more difficult to reach kids on the street and they are at
incredible risk. A report released just 2 weeks ago by the Wisconsin
Division of Health stat .:1 that 1 in 500 Wisconsin residents became
infected with the HIV virus in the 1980's. In the next decade, be-
tween 9,300 and 14,000 more will become infected. Kids on the
street are easy targets for both the pusher and the pimp, and if we
cannot find a way to reach out to these young people, we will be
writing a lot of death sentences.

Part of what we hope to learn here today is what is being done
right. It seems important that, if we are going to stem the spread
of this disease in both high school and out of-school populations, we
need a sense of what is happening in those kids' lives and what
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their needs are, then we have lo match our resources with these
needs.

One of the things that strikes me is how different it is to be a kid
growing up in the 1990's. I did not have to worry about AIDS or
drugs or street crime. I could just be a kid and have fUn, and
sooner or later start taking responsibility for a life full of hOpe and
bright prospects. If I screwed upwhich I want to assure the
Chairman I never didit was not a life )1- death sentence, it was
just part of growing up and I could learn from my mistakes and
move on. The stakes for that screw-up today are much highei-.

With dangers like AIDS, ignorance kills. Getting the word out to
today's young people is a special challenge and I hope some of our
witnesses can shed some light on the best ways to face that chal.
lenge.

So, I thank the Chairman for his leadership on this critical issue
and look forward to hearing from our witnesses.

Chairman GLENN. Thank you, Senator Kchl.
Senator Heinz, any comments?

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR HEINZ

Senator HEINZ. Just briefly, Mr. Chairman.
First, It was my hope to spend a fair amount of time here this

morning, but I have two other hearings, both starting at 10:00. I
did want to come by to commend you for conducting this hearing,
Mr. Chairman, on AIDS prevention and education, activities. And,
I agree with Senator Kohl, on the need to be directed more than
ever before at our young people. I think Senator Kohl was extreme-
ly eloquent about the costs of being wrong today.

Twenty or 30 years ago, if you made a mistake, the cost was not
fatal. Today, life literally depends on avoiding mistakes. Outside of
the research laboratory, education and counseling on HIV is our
best line of defense to combat the growing AIDS HIV epidemic. I
for one see absolutely no alternative o early intervention with
education as a means of helping control the spread of HIV infec-
tion. I particularly want to commend and applaud the Centers for
Disease Control for their efforts in this area.

J say that, because the Centers for Disease control has developed
a range of HIV risk assessment prevention activities, including ef-
forts targeted to school- and college-age youth. I hope, indeed I an-
ticipate that today's hearing is going to illustrate that more must
be done to strengthen HIV education and pceventio.. outreach for
our youth.

An effective cure for AIDS, in spite of newspaper articles that
might lead you to conclude, is out of our immediate grasp. D'otwit!-
standing the possibility at some future time of perhaps a vaccine,
that is not where we are today, let alone any place close to a cure.
As long as people do not delude theraselves into believing there is
some immeNliate magic technological, biological fix just over the ho-
rizon, then I think we should focus n d will focus correctly on the
prevention, education, and outreach that is necessary and a sound
investment.

Mr. Chairman, I look forward to working with you, Senator
Kohl, other members of this Ccmmittec, the administration, and

I 0
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the CDC, to make sure that we improve insofar as we can and fully
support our current endeavors and efforts to reach this very vul-
nerable segment of our population, namely, our younger people.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman GLENN. Thank you, Senator Heinz.
We will proceed. Wa do have quite a witness list this morning. I

hope we have not overstepped ourselves in trying to do too much
this morning with too many witnesses. I think we have eight or
nine to appear and some of them have one or two people accompa-
nying them, so we are going to have to move right along this morn-
ing.

Our first panel, Mr. Mark V. Nadel, Associate Director, National
and Public Health Issues of GAO; accompar ied by Ms. Terunl Ro-
sengren, Evaluator-in-Charge of the Bosi.on Regional Officr of
GAO; and Mr. Martin Landry, Evaluator-in-Charge of the Ati,..nta
Regional Office of GAO.

Mr. Nadel, we look forward 4.1 your testimony. As I said earlier,
in reading that GAO report this morning, I was rather shocked at
what you have found just with regard to behavioral matters which
indicatts, even emphasizes how difficult it is going to be to deal
with this whole thing.

We appreciate your testimony.

TESTIMONY OF MARK V. NADEL, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR, NATION-
AL AND PUBLIC HEALTH ISSUES, U.S. GENERAL ACCOUNTING
OFFICE,' ACCOMPANIED BY TERUNI ROSENGREN, EVALUA-
TOR-IN-CigARGE BOSTON REGIONAL OFFICE, AND MARTIN
LANDRY. E VA LUATOR- IN-CHA RG E, ATLANTA REG IONAL
OFFICE

Mr. NADEL. Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, I am
pleased to be here tod ly to discuss our review of education pro-
grams for youth designed to limit the spread of HIV infeet'on.
AIDS education generally refers to programs to provi& young
people with the knowledge and skill to avoid high-risk behavior
leading to HIV infection.

We focused oar work on programs sponsored by CDC. In 1990,
CDC allocated $438 million of its fiscal year budget for all AIDS
programs. As shown in the chart,2 about half of these funds were
v.sed for prevention aLtivities such as counseling and testing and
health education and risk reduction. About 10 percent of CDC's
overall AIDS fandmg was targeted specifically for youth edncation
activities, which Is the subject of my testimony today These activi-
ties are generally run by State and local agencies which receive
CDC funding.

I will be summarizing our findings very briefly, Mr. Chairmau,
because I know time is tight.

While American teenagers have received essential information
on how to minimize the risk of becoming infected, we found that
there still are gaps in the provision of AIDS education.

With regard u. the programs for kids in school, I would like to
make four points. First, while AIDS education is offered in two-

' See p 47 for Mr Naders prepared statement.
t See p 51

1 1
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thirds of the Nation's school districts, smaller districts are much
less likey to offer it. Second, AIDS education is usually not provid-
ed at the upper-grade levels where the neea may be greatest. CDC
has recommended that students at every grade level receive age-
appropriate AIDS education. However, only 5 percent of s,:hool dis-
tricts did so. Coverage has been most extensive in the middle
grades, roughly grades 7 through 10, and much less so in the upper
grades.

As our chart shows, only 15 percent of school districts provided
AIDS education in the llth and 12th grades. This . troublesome,
because, as you pointed out earlier, sexual activity is likely to in-
crease at these grade levels.

Third, essential data needed for planning and evaluation are :n-
adequate. For programs to set priorities, evaluate success and im-
prove operations, they must collect data based on students' HIV
knowledge, beliefs and sexual and drug behaviors. However, over
80 percent of the recipients of CDC funds did not collect this infor-
mation in an effective manner

Finally, there is i. sufficient teacher training in most school dis-
tricts. We have made a number of recommendations to the Secre-
tary of Health and Human Services. Ger. lrally, we have recom-
mended that CDC be required to provide more guidance and leader-
ship to local education apncies for the provision of HIV education
ix/ the upper grades ono in smaller school districts, to overcome
barriers to the collection of essent1 information, and to develop
guidelines for teacher training.

Now I would like to turn to the status of HIV education for out-
of-school youth who, Le you pointed out, are at higher risk because
of their sexual and drug use behaviors. Pro% iding AIDS education
to this population is especially difficult, because they are hard to
reach and resistant to prevention messages.

CDC's Division of Adolescent and SCI1001 Health, which I shall
refer to as DASH, has the lead responsibility for out-of-school
youth, as well as for in-school youth, but we fount. that DASH has
been slow to address the AIDS education needs of the out-of-school
population.

State and local education agencies who are the primary recipi-
ents of DASH funding are not. geared to serving out-of-school
youth Because they lack experience with out-of-school youth and
the organizations serving them, few of the education departments
targeted them for any AIDS education services.

DASH also funded six national organizations whose programs in-
cluded out )f-school youth, and these organizations received almost
six percent of the division's furds for all youth AIDS education.

Because their efforts did not effectively serve out-of-school youth,
DASH plans to fund six local health departments or other local
agencies to serve as focal points. These desigLated agencies will co-
oidinate comprehensive community services, including AIDS edu-
cation in high incidence cities.

However, another center in CDC, the Center for Prevention Serv-
ices, already funds similar prevention programs in the same agen-
cies We believe these programs potentially duplicate DASH's
planned initiative to fund health departments to target out-of-
school youth Considering the urgent need to reach these high-risk

1 `I
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youth, we recommend that CDC consider concentrating its efforts
where the system is already in place to reach this population,
rather than waiting to develop a new initiative.

This concludes the summary of my statement, Mr. Chairman. I
would be happy to answer any questions from the Committee.

Chairman GLENN. Fine. Thank you very much.
Why not the 11th and 12th grades? Why does education fall off

there? There must be some reason for this. That is obviously one of
the periods of highest risk. Why is there less attention given? Is
the idea that if you get them in the 7th, 8th, 9th and 10th, grades
you have set the patterns that will then follow later on? It just
seems to be irrational not to concentrate in the two top years of
high school, when I would 'hink sexual activity is probably going to
be the very highest.

Mr. NADEL. It seems to be a matter of curricular considerations,
Mr Chairman. AIDS education is usually provided in the context
of health educaticn courses and these health education courses are
most usually given in the junior high and early high school years.
When there is no more :lealth education, there appears to be no
more AIDS education.

Secondly, educators have told us that there is already a very
crowdee school curricular and they find it difficult to shoehorn
AIDS education in beyond the context of health education courses.

Chairman GLENN. Well, I can appreciate that we have got a full
curriculum, but we are going to have some full graveyards out
there, too, if we do not do something about this, unless we can find
a better solution to the problem than we have so far.

In the spring of 1988, CDC assisted 24 States who agreed to ad-
minister a survey of students' knowledge, behavior and beliefs. Of
those 24 States, only four used the survey questions that developed
baseline data about students' behaviors that may result in HIV in-
fection The other 20 States just used the questions going to stu-
dents' knowledge and beliefs about HIV. How could we best break
down this resistance to learning about students' sexual or drug use
behaviors? Do you have any thoughts on that?

Mr. NADEL. I think the first thing we need to do is to more care-
fully identify what those behaviors are. We think we know what
some of them are, reaction in some communities against the sensi-
tive nature of surveys probing students' sexual behaviors, fear in
some school districts about publicity showing a very high propor-
tion of their students use drugs or engaging in sex, premarital sex,
so there are those kinds of concerns and there may be others.

The first thing is to identify, and once you identify them, to try
to break down those barriers. Some of the things that might be
done are to go to those school districts which have been succesiful
in having surveys which completely streveyed the KBB's and find
out what they did right, how did they overcome potential communi-
ty opposition. Another possibility is to try to allay the fears of
school districts and schools who do not want publicity, as I said.
Perhaps the data could be confidential and only aggregated for
pt.blic consumption at the State level, so no district o- school needs
to feel that it ;s vulnerable to criticism by parents.

There are probably more ways and I think CDC could well ad-
dress means to break aown these barriers.

13
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I should add, Mr. Chairman, that the barriers, of course, that the
barriers are not only at the local school district. There has been
considerable opposition here in Washington to attempts to have
surveys which ask people about their sexuai behaviors.

Chairman Gr..Erix. Well, that is all very titillating. We all
giggle when we discuss these issues. Too many people do. It is nice
that we all sit around thinking that our sons and daughters are out
there being nice pure sons and daughters, except the statistics, if
these things are even half-way correct that I read into the record
earlier, show what the kids are actually doing.

Mr. NADEL. That is coi-ect, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman GLENN. I cannot change that and we cannot pass a

law that changes that, and parents cannot really control that, so
the next best thing is to try, it seems to me, to get the information
so that at least we can address this, and I would Lope that people
would start cooperating. We just .vant to take a head-in-the-sand
approach that we will not deal with this, because we do not want
to think about our daughter getting pregnant, we do not want to
think about our son being a father at the age of 15 or 16. So we
just put our heads in the sand and say no, it will all go away some-
how. Yet, while they are doing this and becoming fathers and
mothers at an earlier age, that is enough of a problem in itself.
They are going to kill themselves, too often, with the spread of
AIDS and that is what we are trying to prevent.

We are going by the 5-minute rule this morning here. Senator
Kohl.

Senator KOHL. Thad( you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr Nadel would ou agree that, in many instances, the reason

that schools are . providing AIDS education or providing only to
the 7th and 8th graders, it is because of some general discomfort
from a political perspective with the wnole issue of sex education?
And to the extent that these problems are real, what specific types
of things should we be doing through cooperative agreements that
can facilitate education at the local level?

Mr NADEL. I would like Mr. Landry to address that, because I
know he has given this a lot of thought.

Mr LANDRY. Yes, Senator, I think there may be some areas of
the country where there is more reluctance to deal with this issue
than in others. I think one thing types of hearings like this help
bring out is to impress upon people the importance of educating
their children.

For example, some children may be from rural areas whose
school systems not think they need AIDS education. They
need to think ahead that many of those children will be moving
from rural areas to urban areas, where there is a much greater
chance of getting the virus, and those children need to have the in-
formation and be aware of the risk factors that they will have to
deal with in those more urban environments.

Senato- KOHL So, are you saying there is a level of discomfort
with the discussion of AIDS and sex at the school level?

Mr. LANDRY. Yes, Senator, very much so, there is in some loca-
tions.

Mr NADEL We also found, Senator, we reported on the results of
the Guttmacher survey of what is actually taught, that the more
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sensitive and explicit the topic, as one might expect. the less cover-
age there is in the classroom. There might be, you know, general
discussions of the use of condoms, but once you get to more specific
issues regarding the use of condoms, both classroom coverage as
well as teacher training tends to drop off, so we think that is due
to the sensitivity of the subjects.

Senator KOHL All right. On the issue of data and research on
the kids' knowledge, behaviors and beliefs, on the one hand, we say
we have a crisis, an epidemic, so we need to respond to that imme-
diately. On the other hand, we seem to be saying also that, in order
to make most effective use of our limited resources, we have to get
better information on the kids. So, how dc we balance these two
things? And how many variations of the message really are there?
Can we not design a model curriculum that touches all the bases
and is still targeted to those kids in an appropriate fashion?

Mr. NADEL. Senator, that is why we called for some greater ef-
forts for CDC to exert more Federal leadership. It may be that
there is a model curriculum. CDC has given guidance on generally
the kinds of subjects to be covered and also has given guidance on
the kind of survey that should be used, but perhaps there needs to
be more emphasis on the fact that school districts do not have to
reinvent the wheel and perhaps there should be more of a push for
a model curriculum.

I know there is some resistance to Washington prescribing what
the States should teach, but given the urgency of this problem, per-
haps people could put those kinds of considerations aside for the
moment and work together to see whether a singk model curricu-
lum is the way to go.

Senator KOHL Okay. Just one other brief question, to get back to
my first original question. There are what, many, many school dis-
tricts in this country that refuse or simply will not teach education
on AIDS and AIDS prevention and AIDS spread, for political rea-
sons, sensitivity reasons, whatever, head-in-the-sand reasons?

Mr LANDRY. Senator, we found about 27 percent of the school
districts in the country do not teach AIDS education in their
formal curriculum. We do not know exactly the specific numbers of
those A. ho do not do it for the reasons you mentioned, although it
is 27 percent of the nationwide school districts who do not provide
that education. Primarily, those tend to be the smaller school dis-
tricts in the country.

Senator KOHL Yes, I understood that is the statistics, but would
you surmise that the biggest reason is the political sensitivity rea-
sons?

Mr NADEL. I do not know that we have a basis for knowing spe-
cifically for what rear, ns.

Mr. LANDRY. I think there are three or four reasons, Senator.
One, of course, what you have mentioned. Some school districts
have low incidence of AIDS and they do not see the necessity for
dealing with that issue. Others do not have resources, they may
want to but they do not have the resources to implement those pro-
grams Finally, as we mentioned earlier, the crowded curriculum
just tend to squeeze AIDS education out as a priority matter. We
just cannot categorize those in any more detail.

Senator KOHL Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Chairman GLENN. Thank you, Senator Kohl.
I think we go back to square one on this and I do not know

whether this was in the scope of your investigation or not. I think
it was. Are schools the answer, or do we need another approach?
We talk about tr-...ining and education as though automatically the
schools are the place where we are going to solve this, if we are
going to solve it. I wonder if we need to consider other appivaclies.

In your study did you tulk directly to any of the kids who had
changed their behavior and find out why they changed their behav-
ior; was A because of a role model cr something they saw on TV, or
was it from a teacher in school that put forward something or
showed them charts or pictures or gave them the statistics that
made them realize they had better shape up and change their be-
havior or they are going to kill themselves?

Did you talk a) any of the kids to find out what had worked and
what had not, up to now, at least? Wo re 4 years into this pro-
gram. It took a long while to get going, w. know that, but we are 4
years into it and there should be at least the first glimmerings of
some experience level with these programs. What is working, what
is not, and why?

Mr. NADEL. The unfortunate answei is that we do not have a
real good handle on what is working and why. NIMH and NIDA
are doing a major study now of how to change behaviors, but that
is an ongoing effort and I do not think they have any results. Our
toff did visit some classrooms where AIDS education was going on,

but as to whether we interciewed kids, let me defer to my col-
leagues.

Teruni?
Ms. ROSENGREN. Well, in addition to providing HIV education in

the school system, you also have to provide the same education at
the community level. There are lots of different approaches that
can attract their attention. You can use music celebrities and film
celebrities, you can use peer educators, you can use outreach work-
ers. Those are other kinds of methods that can effectively reach
these kids in school, as well as out of school youth.

Chairman GLENN. We will have some examples a little bit later
when we have some of the students put on a demonstration of what
they have used to get the attention of their peers. I do not know
whether things like that are working or not. We will talk to them
when they get here.

Mr. NADEL. Senator, one of the frustrations about the lack of
generalizable surveys and the lack of surveys which actually ask
about sexual behavior is that not having such surveys, you have
much less idea of what does work, which is why we emphasize the
importance of collecting this information.

Chairman GLENN. Were surveys of the young people themselves
part ot your study?

Mr. NADEL. No, it was not.
Chairman GI.ENN. It was not. Is that the fertile field we should

look into and does GAO want to take that on as a different study?
Well, we can approach that later on. I am getting ahead of myself.

Mr. NADEL. On that one, I think I would like to defer to NIMH
an.1 NIDA.
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Chairman GLENN. And Mr. bowsher. That is all I have right
now. Thank you very much. We may want to get back to you with
some additional questions from other members when we review the
other testimony here today. de appreciate your work on this.

I thought that one page of one of the reports was particularly
worth reading into the mcord because it defines what the actual
behavioral patterns are right now in this regard. It is an enormous
program and In enormous problem, and we look forward to work-
ing with you on this in the future.

Mr. NADEL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman GLENN. The second panel, Ms. Delores DuVall,

Warren Easton High School teacher, of New Orlernis Pullc School
District, New Orleans, Louisiana; Mr. David Kamero, neer Fduca-
tor, Washington, D.C.; M. Wanda Wigfall-Williams, Cankr for
Population Options, of Washington, D.C., and she will be introduc-
ing at some point Mr. Brian Bess, a peer educator that I referred to
a moment ago, at Ballou High School in Washington, D.C., and Mr.
Rahim Jones, another peer educator at Ballo.. High School.

Ms DuVall, we welcome you this morning and appreriate your
bringing the other people along with you this morning.

TESTIMONY OF DELORES K. DIA. 'ILL. TEACHER, WARREN
EASTON HIGH SCHOOL, NEW ORLEANS PUBLiC SCHOOL DIS-
TRICT, NEW ORLEANS, LA

Ms. DuVALL. Wel), I really did not, I just brought myself, but I
am glad they are all here.

I am vely delighted to he here, certainly, because I really do
have a lot to say and I guess it is really nick, that I can vocalize
about a hundred words a minut:i, so I l'uess I will be able to impart
a lot of information.

I do not really want to spend any time going over figures. I think
everyone here is aware of the statistics. But what I would like to
get down to and what I think is probably one of the most impor-
tant areas is how do we reach our children, how do we make them
believe the things the we are trying to impart to them.

One of tile questiono that you asked is what am I doing, am I
getting this information across, is it working, and if it is not, why
is it not. Well, I am really pleased to say I think, in my particular
school district in Louisiana, in New 0 .eans, it is working. Maybe I
am tooting my own horn, but I do believe in this program. I think
probably that is one of the first points.

I must agree that I think more teacher education is needed in
this area. It is really easy for us to sit in the classroom and have
this data and get all the information that r- eed concerning
AIDS and say, yes, this is what happens with hi v and this is how
we should prevent this and this is how it is contacted and this is
how it is passed on Rut then ir a teacher gets into a classroom and
he or ,ne is not comfortable telling the students this, the kids read
this, they see that, "Ah, this is B.S., because its an adult telling it,
but do they believe what they're saying." I think we have to make

' See p. 63 for Ma. DuVall'a prepared statement.



them believers, we have to become actors and atAresses and we
have to make sure the point hits home.

I would like to think that I do that in my classes. Some of the
methods I usewc gave a play last year, my students wrote this
play, after having all of the instructions on AIDS and HIV, on pre-
vention and all 4)f the other aspects we talk about. They gave the
play, wrote the script, and performed it in front of our entire
school body. This way, we were reaching everyone. We touched all
of the students from 9th grade to 12th grade.

Of course, as with GAO, they found that, in Louisiana, students
are only allowed to take 2 years or only required to take 2 years of
physical education, which is the area health is taught and that is
usually in the 9th and 10th grades. Again coming back to what Mr.
Kohl said, we lose the 11th and 12th graders. I do not know why
we feel those studnnts do not need this.

We also lose some of our students because we are giving them a
choice now of taking ROTC, instead of health and physical educa-
tion, so they may not get any teachings or training at all.

My program is to touch everyone in Warren Easton, everyone in
our school and everyone in the city, and I think I do that fairly
well. The play we put on touched on all aspects of premarital sex,
it talked about S:D's, it talked about unwanted pregnancies, and
we performed this for all of our students. We have the video tape
in our library, we also have other schools that borrow the tape. So,
kini of coming in the backdoor, I am getting a lot of information
out.

I hold poster contests once a year. The students draw some very
graphic posters. I think part of what we have to understand is, we
have got to get out of this "bible belt" kind of thinking. Religion is
great and we love it, we love God, but how do we deal, how do we
talk to these children? We have to be straight up-front, we have to
be honest with them, and if a child draws a poster for me and he
shows someone having sex, what can I say except, " is that how
you see this?" "yes", this is what it is. I have to accept that but we
can do this with taste, the students are giving a message and these
posters have a message.

We have our poster contest, they put posters all over. After the
posters are made and presented, and the best chosen, every class-
room ..1 our school puts one in their room. I flood our school with
ilosters.

speaking about information on AIDS, I have posters in Spanish,
i have them in Vietnamese, I have had them made because our
school body envelops that portion of our society. We have quite a
multi-racial environment.

Besides that, we have put on puppet shows, where the students
write their own scripts, make their puppets and act out their
scripts Then they go around to the classrooms to perfcrm this.
What I do is I put out a list, the teachers sign up, "yes, Ms.
DuVall, come to our class on third period with your children to
perCorm," and we have done this and we visit every classroom.

I am really proud to say that I think the students at Warren
Easton are very knowledgeable. We have taken part ii1 many of the
surveys, in fact, every survey that comes around I insist that we
take part in. My students are very willing to do this.
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Of course, not only being on the Drug-Free Schools Committee in
New Orleans and on the Writing Committee for AIDS in Louisiana,
I think I have had quite an impact.

I think what we need to do, one of the--
Chairman GLENN. If I could interrupt for just a moment, you say

you participate fully in the surveys. Have you seen, as a result of
your activities, a change in activity and--

Ms. DUVALL. Yes.
Chairman GLENN [continuing]. And do you have any data to back

up the effectiveness of it?
Ms. DUVALL. Not hard data, other than just verbally talking

with my students and what I have observed. I can tell you that we
have fewer pregnancies in my school. Fewer children seem to be
contacting STD's and, believe me, I get the word. It seems any time
a kid has a problem, they come to me, they come to Ms. DuVall
and say, "Ms. DuVall, what am I going to do, this is what's happen-
ing to me, I've got these red bumps all over me, what can I do."
You know, they come to me with these kinds of things. Students I
do not even have in my classes, but they know what I am about
and they know that I am very candid and I am very blunt and I
am very frank and I am not phoneyand I use scare tactics.

Maybe it is my old military training, but I believe if that is the
only way we can get to them, scare the hell out of them, let me
scare them, you know, make them believe what I am saying. That
iswhen you are dead, you are dead, if you contact AIDS, it is
over. There is no cure, they know this, you had better believe it, do
not put yourself outside saying this cannot happen to me(famous
last words), and we are all aware of that, I think.

I have students coming to me. I have even had them come to me
and tell me when they have had their first sexual experience. You
know, sometimes I feel like I want to punch them out, but I ask,
"didn't you learn anything in my classes? What are you doing?

Now, we have a State law that is really kind of strange. First of
all, they do not want us to even show contraceptives or condoms or
anything like that. I do it anyhow. I may lose my job if they see
this, but I do, because I think it is necessary. I show our kids, our
young men, how to properly put on a condom. Surprising enough,
some of them do not know. Teens feel "Oh, I know what this is
about " How do they know what this is about? They think they
know.

So, I think pert of what our teachers have to do and I think some
of the problem., that we find, are so many of our teachers are not
comfortable teaching this subject and are not teaching so it hits
home, not teaching about behavior and how it is necessary that we
must change how we act, how we behave, and what we do.

My students know that when they are in high school, they do
more dating during those four years than they will do their entire
lives I tell them, you cannot go to bed every time you fall in love.
You are going to fall in love 15 times in these 4 years and every
time it is devastating. Students think, Oh, this is the last time, this
is it for me, and then 2 months later it is all over and they're are
in love all over again.

Look on their books and what do you see? They draw the little
hearts and the hearts say "Dolores DuVall" and my boyfriend's
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name is HenryMrs. Henry, Ms. Henry Brown, Mrs. H.J. Brown
ell kinds of things that let us know how much in love we are. I
show this to them, "look at your books," and they get really tickled
when they see this, because they know I am telling them the truth.

We must have more teachers who are more willing to be candid,
I think, to be up-front, to be stark about it. You know, we can
spout out figures, we can give numbers, but let us face it, that be-
comes boring. We listen to iL That is not what w want it to be.
We do not want to be boring, because that goes in ont ar and out
the other. We must hit home. We have to know that figures mean
nothing to these kids.

In New Orleans, we have the French Quarter, we know we have
a great many street children who are at high risk and who are in
true danger, but thankfully we do have programs that are in oper-
ation to try to get a hold of these kids. I do not know how fully
successful these are. I do not think they are as successful as they
could be because I am almost at a pointI do not -.ant to say that
those students, those young peopie are lost to us, but they certainly
are the hardest hit. They are the hardest ones to reach, because
they have become so street wise. They I hink they know everything.
You cannot tell them anything. "I know what this is, I am doing
this because I have to live, I have to have food, I have to have a
place to live, so I am going toif it means selling a little sex, so
what?" You see, they still do not think about the possibility of con-
tracting AIDS.

How we are going to address that problem, I do not know. I
think we need to go back to what we are doing in our homes. I
think we have lost our family life and I think, above all else, that
is the beginning. It is nct family any more. We are all so busy into
"my thing," that we no longer are into "our thing,"and I think
that makes the difference.

We have kids who never see their mothers, single families who
come home and kids raising themselves. The mother brings a boy-
friend home for if .?, weekend and he stays for the weekend. I try to
make parents understand, they are sending out a message and that
message is that it is all right to have sex without being married,
you know, we have to understand that the marriage institution is
still the basis of this Nation, and without it we do not have any-
thing We are going to have problems like this and the AIDS epi-
demic is going to get larger, it is going to get worse and we are
going to lose more children.

As the GAO office said, which is very true, is that people who
are contacting or who are showing AIDS now are people who have
contacted the virus years ago. They did not know it. So, kids think
that if it is not right here under my nose, it is not going to happen.
They ea not see down the road. They do not see that in another 5
yeam how devastating this could be.

There is a film that I show my kids called, and it was televised,
called "Susie's Story," which I think gave a very excellent ens% -er
addressing this, about a young lady who got married after she had
had an affair, prior to her marriage, then she falls ;n love, she gets
married, she has a child and now she discovers she has AIDS and
has passed it on to her son. How devastating this is.
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ttgain, like I said, the numbers are astronomical. We teach a lot
of children in New Orleans. I think that AIDS needs to be taught
in the lower grades. Right new it is only taught in the 7th through
10th grade, that is our State law. We know for a fact that there are
children below the 7th grade who are sexually active, either by
choice or whether this has been put on themwe know that child
abuse and the sexual abuse of youngsters is probably higher today
than it has ever beenbut we have children and you would be sur-
prised to listen to the things they talk about, the things they think
they know.

I think what we need to do is have more education at an earlier
age, definitely, and I think somewhere along the line we had better
start pushing the family. We had better start pushing what it is to
have a mother and a father in the house, and we must also under-
stand, as they say, the family that prays together stays together.
You know, those things seem to be lost to us any more. Like I have
said, we had better start doing "our thing," instead of just "my
thing."

Thank you.
Chairman GLENN. Thank you, Ms. DuVall.
I think we will question as we go along with this panel.
Senator Kohl, do you want to lead off?
Senator KOHL. Thank you.
Ms. DuVall, first, obviously we need to commend you on the

great job you are doing. I would like to ask you this question. In
view of your success, what is it that others are not doing that they
should do, other teachers are not doing that they should do to emu-
late what you are doing? Why are you more successful, in yor
judgment, than many others?

Ms. DUVALL. I think probably because, first of all, I really love
what I am doing and I see the necessity and I am not uncomfort-
able teaching this. I am very comfortable with teaching sex educa-
tion.

Of course, you know, in Louisiana, being one of the southern
Statesand I am not putting down any southern States, so do not
throw shoes at me or anythingwe do have this "we don't ta.
about these things," and so a lot of teachers, I think in the South,
particularly those that were born and raised there, were brought
up with that idea, we do not think about these things, subsequent-
ly, they are very uncomfortable teaching sex education. So, I think
that we need more intensive teacher training, not only on just the
facts, but how to impart this information. I think that we need
more than those couple of hours of workshops that we have. It tells
us nothing. We need teachers, we need to let them know that they
have to begin to feel comfortable and be able to honestly say to a
kid, 'Hey, you can't go to bed with everybody you see, and if you
do, if that is your problem, this is"I almost souni like "Good
Morning, Vietnam"they need to learn how to share this informa-
tion and bring it down to the point where the kids believe what we
are saying, and not read it from a sheet.

Senator 'tom. How would you describe your level of commit-
ment to v.,,at you are doing?
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Ms. DUVALL. Absolutely total. I cannot say anythink-else, I do,
because I think it is important. It is disgusting to see our children
dying.

Senator KOHL. How would you clfcribe yoar sense of urgency
with respect to what you are doing?

Ms. DUVALL. It is most urgent. We are losing far too many of our
students. We are not only losing them to diseases, but if they are
not where we can put our hands on them, where we can give them
something, then they are really lost. The child that is on the street,
he is hard to get information to.

Senator KOHL. So, you are a person whom you would describe as
totally committed to success in your job----

Ms. DUVALL. Oh, 9bsolutely.
Senrtor KOHL. And you feel that it is a job of the greatest urgen-

cy.
Ms. DUVALL. Yes, I do. I could have had an administrative posi-

tion, but never, I'm needed in thc classroom.
Senator KOHL. You approach it in that kind of Aanner, obvious-

ly, and commit yourself to it.
Ms. DUVALL. Yes, I do.
Senator KOHL. It has a lot to do with your success?
Ms. DUVALL. Yes, it does. The students read this and they under-

stand and they respond to that, yes, they do.
Senator KOHL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman GLENN. Thank you.
Ms. DuVall, are there other approaches lxsides school that may

be part of a community program, or do you think the school is the
most effective way of doing this? And yoa may be prejudiced be-
cause you are part of that particular system, hut are there other
things that can be done also?

Ms. DUVALL. Yes, I do think there ate other things. In fact, I
have done other things, such as, going to churches with informa-
tion, with films, going to the pastor or the priest or whomever and
saying, "Hey, may I come in one night when you're having one of
your meetings, can I come in and can I show .you this, can we talk
about this." But there needs to be more of me to get into those
communities.

We have so many communities in New Orleans that are se
treacherous, and it seems not only New (Means, but all over,
where people arc just afraid to go into these communities because
of the crime rate, which is so very high. We ;Lave a hard time
reaching those people. We have a hard time getting into those
areas. Even if you get someone to say yes, I will let you us6 this
building, you can come in and you can talk, what is the number of
people that you get attending? Very small.

Chairman GLENN. What kind of feedback do you get from the
parents of the students? Do they react favorably, generally? I can
just hear some of the comments, when you are teaching the boys
and showing them how to put condoms on.

Ms. DUVALL,. Right.
Chairman GLENN. That is an incitement to go use them. I can

just hear the commenis from some people in the community. What
reaction do you get from the pareLis?
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Ms. DUVALL. Surprisingly, not that. I have found overwhelming-
ly with my school that my parents are in total agreement with
what I am doing. They say to me, "Ms. DuVall, you were right, we
need more teachers like you, yes, please. I don'... know what I'm
going to do with Johnny, I'm glad you're here to do it," and so they
really do. I can honestly say I have had no negative feedback what-
soever.

Chairman GLENN. My name being what it is, can you make that
Frank, instead of Johnny? [Laughter.]

Well, thank you very much. 'We will go on to the other witnesses
here this morning.

Mr. David Kamens, Peer Educator, Washington, DC.
David, go ahead.

TESTIMONY OF DAVID KAMENS, PEER EDUCATOR,
WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. KAMENS. Thank you.
Putting AIDS and HIV behind uswell, we cannot do that and i

cannot do that. In July 1988, a month after my 18th birthday, I
was diagnosed with AIDS and it was something that I did not think
would happen to me.

Chairman GLENN. Do you have HIV now or do you actually have
AIDS now?

Mr. KAMENS. I was diagnosed with CMV, cytomegalovirus, which
is an AIDS opportu-,istic infection. At the time, I was very sick and
I had come from a pretty sad state of despair, but I am doing well
now.

At any rate, I travel all over the country speaking to peers;
speaking to parents; working with doctors, nurses, and lawyers;
and trying to help people understand how HIV relates to them aud
the importance for people to begin to understand and talk about
this.

I think the most effective education we have is peer education. I
think it needs to happen within the peer group. We talk about peer
pressure, this awful negative force that drives kids to sex and
drugs and all sorts of things, but I really believe that peer support
can be the most powerful, nurturing, educating force that we have
and I would like to use that, and I have seen some model peer edu-
cation programs.

I grew up in Arlington, Virginia. I went to Yorktown High
School here.

I think the hardest group for me to work with are parents. I
spoke in front of a PTA a little while ago in the DC. area and the
parents were angry. They were outraged. They said, "David, why
can't you just say no? That's what we want you to say." I do not
believe I can say that. I do not believe that is realistic.

Growing up is a trial and error process and kids experiment. I
experimented. I beLame sexually active when I was 15 and I looked
around me and started doing the things my peers were doing. I
started using cocaine, I started smoking pot, the typical partying
cn the weekend. That was normal and it was what was going on
around me.

I tried so hard to find a group that I could fit in with. A group of
people that I could relate to; and I did. I put myself in unhealthy
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situations over and over and over again, not realizing how self-de-
structive I was being. We think we are invincible. How and why
can somebody, when they are 14, 15, 16, even 25 years old think
about their own mortality? And that is not happening. We think
we are invincible as I thought I was invincible and it was not some-
thing I thought I would have to live with, but I do.

We are not talking about high-risk groups, we are talking about
high-risk behavior ana everyone is at risk and I think we need to
help people understand that. It is not a gay disease. It is not a dis-
ease that only affects the Latino community. It is something that
affects all of us.

Through my work, I have seen positive results. I have seen kids'
eyes just light up and start doing this work that I am doing for
themselves and for their peers. I think one problem is we have
these educational packets, some of them are adequate, some of
them are not adequate, and schools are teaching them, but it is up
to the comfortability level of the professors or the football coaches
or whoever is teaching this information to include what they want
and what they are comfortable with.

The thing about HIV education is that we are talking about sex-
uality, we are talking about experimenting, we are talking about
growing up, and I believe .he most effective way to do that is to use
peers and peer education. Peer educators can relate to their peers
as they know what the issues are.

I remember sitting in a classroom just 2 years ago in high school,
listening to a doctor talk to the class about AIDS and it was going
right over mv head. 'hink it was going over my head because it
was a scare t-actic. Tha i. was being used, showing these awful slides
and ugly pictures and stets and he was saying, "Don't this!
Don't do that! This is what's going to happen to you--dor, nave
sex, don't do drugs," and I walked out of there thinking, "I don't
have time for this, I already know everything."

I was pretty educated on HIV disease and what it was aboet and
safer sex and transmission, but I think knowing and acting on it
are two different things, and I think support from my peers is im-
portant and was important. I think it is important that kids under-
stand they have a right to make decisions for themselves, that they
have a right to make choices that they can live with, instead of
people pointing the fingers at them and telling their whcfi c do.

I also think that education has to come from all sid-A, it has to
come from the family, it has to come from the school, starting in
the lowest gr..fdes possible. It has to come from peer educators. It
has to come from different government standards. So, I do not
think it is just one person's role. I think it is something that we all
have to attack and it is a challenge. It is a real challenge.

A student said to me last we k, "David, if someone came to you
and said you're okay. You know, respect yourself, love yourself.
Would you have stopped using drugs and stopped partying and
stopped experimenting?' I do not know, but it might have clicked
in my head that I had a right to begin to think about taking care
of myself.

When I walked down the halls at Yorktown I did not look like a
druggie. I looked like a typical student. In fact, people callea i.
"Mr. David Goodie Two-Shoes." I was not a typical drug user. I did
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well in school, but I tiad another life; a life my parents were not
aware of. A life some of my friends were not aware of, but it was
really my way of coping and my way of fitting in.

Like I said, it is a challenge, but I think it is important that we
are realistic and we need to be realistic about where young: people
are today, the growth process, experimenting. We need to be open
when talking about bisexuality, homosexuality, heterosexuality as
part of somebody's sexual self or just sexuality.

I have received some community opposition, but this is such a
social disease and I think it is time, once we start talking about it
and opening it up, we can become more comfortable with it. I have
tried to break down the barriers and I am doing some of that work.

I guess one of the most important things is to include young
people in this effort and to listen to them. To include them in the
surveys, to talk with them and use them as role models for other
peers. I think that is one of the best ways and one of the most ap-
propriate ai roaches to this, because I really can see the eyes light
up and ! can see the young people listening to what I have to say.

Before I was sick, me taking care of myself was not an issue, and
until it was a life or death situation, I had not heard or undrstood
that I really had a right to respect myself and I really had a right
to take care of myself, and it is sad that that is what it took. I see
(so many other kids out there who are going about living like they
are going to live forever. We look at the people around us, too. I
look at my teachers and my professors and the parents and the
community; we respond to what is going on around us.

I was on a campus last week and I met with the faculty. They
were all sitting around drinking cocktails, talking about the
campus problems and the akoholism on campus.

I just look around me and I see the models around us and that is
what kids feed on, they pick up some of this stuff

I look at the messages. I picked up a magazine last week and I
opened it up and there was a picture of a ,exy man and woman in
their underwear toasting each other with a glass of vodka. What
kind of message is that for yo.. .g people? I fed on that and we do
feed on that type of thing. I think it is important that we look at a
lot of things.

FIV education and AIDS awareness encompasses so much and,
like I said, it is an in.redible task, an incredible challenge.

Chairman GLENN. Thank you.
Senator Kohl.
Senator KOHL. Thank you.
David, can you tell us, based on your own experiences, what you

think the majority of kids believe and think about AIDS and how,
if at all, their behavior is affected by these beliefs and knowledge?
How do kids respond to this?

Mr KAMENS. It is true, I do not think young people understand
that HIV is their problem. I think we are still feeling that AIDS is
a gay disease, it is not something that affects us. Through different
stories, through some statistics and through sharing what I have
learned with young people, I have begun to see them talk about it.

I cannot do it all ard I do believe that the message is slowly get-
ting out there. I do not knov, how much behavior is changing. It is
Et long process, a long road, but I am seeing some eyes open up and
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increased awareness about STD's and HIV. But, generally, I would
say there is still a -ximmon belief that this is something that
"won't happen to me," but I think this is part of growing up.

We all think "that will not happen to me," whether it is AIDS or
being killed in a drunk-driving accident or whatever, "it won't
happen to me," and that is certainly what I believed.

Senator KOHL. In my opening statement, I tallu.. about the mis-
takes that people made when I was young, the m.stakes were never
fatal as they can be now with respe-ct to AIDS, drugs and drinking
and driving while you are drunk and all of those things. The point
was when you are 14 or 16 or 17, you are not in a Fasition to make
those kinds of responsible decisions, because you du not see life as
being mortal, and I think you touched on that. So, what do you do
about trying to help young people who are 13 and 15 and, in many
cases, just simply unable, understandably unable to make those
kinds of life and death decisions with respe i to their actions?
What does society do about responding to that human thing which
is not changeable? You zannot expect a 13- or a 14-year-old to
make those kinds of responsible decisions. What would yau sug-
gest?

Mr KAMENS. True, you canrot, but I think we cln begin to talk
about self-esteem and self-respect and where that comes from. I be-
lieve that self-respect and self-esteem come from acting on deci-
sions and experience. Young people making a decision, acting on it
and seeing the results. Seeing that it was a responsible decision,
the results were worthwhi!, they can walk away from it feeling
good about what thLy decided and who they are. I do not think it is
an overnight procs. It is part of growing up.

Senator Kom.. I was getting at something a little different. If a
society like ours presents those 4tions to young people as we are
today, to some extent is it not almost inevitable that we arc going
to have the kinds of unhappy r.:sults that we do have?

Mr KAMEN& I think to some extent we are going to see STD's
and pregnancy and drunk-driving accidents. I cannot see that, you
know, in the future, but I have found that through ju3t greater
awareness and talking about the issues, becoming comfortable with
them, and addressing these things that we are not addressing is a
start I do not have the answers for that, but I do get lett,4rs after I
speak with who say, "Thank you, David. You know, you
opened my eyes to my behavior, I'm going to go out and do some of
the work that you're doing. Thank you," and this is what makes it
wc.Thwhile for me _ .hink they feel thc results. They can relate to
what I am saying and where I was and where I am coming from
and hopefully they will go out and continue some of the same
work.

Senator KOHL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman CLENN. Thank you very much. David, yc..irs is a very

powerful message. I hardly know whit to ask yoa. What reaction
do you get fro.n the comm.. .ty? You said you sometimes encoun-

- ter resistance in the community.
Mr. KAMENS. Like I said, just 4 weeks ago I stood up in front of

parentb in Arlington County and they were angry. They were
one of the most misinformed groups I had ever spoken to. One
m,oman said, "Daid, I cannot believe you are Lilking about respon-
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sible decision-making skills and you're not just slying no." I said,
well, that is not realistic, that is not realistic for me to say that. I
said I am sexually active, I have done drugs, I have done all these
things that are forbidden and are not going to talk about.

So, I understand where they are coming from, but I would say
that from my peers, I gvt wonderful support and am met with won-
derful compassion. I mean compassion and education is what we
have, along with funds and scientific research. What I can do is
educate and I can use the comi,sion that is there to help myself
and help other people understand what this is about.

On a whole, yes, I have met some opposition, but I think it is de-
rived from ignorance and misunderstanding. I have not met that
much anger, it was only just a little while ago when I met with the
parents.

Chairman GLENN. I think it would be nice if we lived in such a
perfect society where you could say ho and that was it and the prob-
lem solved itself. But the statistics I read into the record out of the
GAO report were to me just sort of mind-boggling. I am not easily
shocked any more, I will tell you that, but this thing was a real
shock. I think the reason this hits me particularly this morning is
that you are from Yorktown. We lived over there back in my days
in the space program and my son was in the very first class that
ever went to the new building at Yorktown.

Mr. KAMENS. I know that, sir.
Chairman GLENN. SO, I am sitting here obviously this morning

thinking what if.
Mr. KAMENS. When I was working with these parents before I

spoke. they showed an educational video and this was through the
Department of Health, and it was full of stats. It was about 4 years
old. It had four profiles of people living with HIV and they all said,
"Don't do drugs, don't have sex, this is ping to happen to you, I'm
going to die, it's a death sentence." It was very negative and that is
what the parents wanted. They really wanted to show thei kids
this video.

One uf the first things I said is, I am put off by this video, this is
not what kids want to hear, this is what they turn off, this is what
I now turn o1f and have turned off. I think we need to give infor-
mation that is very sensitive to young people today and specific to
different populations. I do not mean categorizing it, you know: the
gay youth and the Latino community and the Asian community,
but I do think we need to be sensitive, I really do. Lke I said, we
need to talk about sexuality and not give sex negative messages. I
think this is r- ally important. We are giving sex negative messages
and I know kids who see these sex negative messages go, "Oh,
that's bad, well, I have to try it," you know.

Chairman GLENN. You have spoken on college campuses. Do you
get a different response on college campuses than working with
your high school peers?

Mr. KAMENS. The younger the students are and the younger the
people I work with, the more frank they are, the more interested
they are. They have not been as inundated with information or see
the headlines and they are more wiiling to listen. By the time they
get to college, they do not turn me off and they are very active in
participating in the dialogue, hut I think they feel like they know
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it all and this will not happen to them. They are already 25 and 26
years old sometimes and believe if they have made it to that point,
it cannot happen, it will not happen.

Chairman GLENN. Thank you. We are going to have to move
along. Your testimony has been fascinating. I wish you well.

The next witness is Ms. Wanda Wigfall-Williams, Center for Pop-
ulation Options, Wasnington, DC., and she will have a couple of
other people she will also introduce for us.

Ms. Wigfall-Williams?

TESTIMONY OF WANDA wmPALL- WILLIAMS, DIRECFOR. NA-
TIONAL INITIATIVE ON AIDS AND HIV PREVENTION AMONG
ADOLESCENTS. CENTER FOR POPULATION OPTIONS, WASHING-
TON. DC.' ACCOMPANIED BY BRIAN BESS. PEER EDUCATOR.
WASHINGTON. DC, AND RAHIM JONES. PEER EDUCATOR, WASH-
INGTON, DC

MS. WIGFALL-WILLIAMS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman
I am Wanda Wigfall-Williams, Director of the National Initiative

on AIDS and HIV Prevention Among Adolescents L. the Center
for Population Options. This national initiative is funded, in part,
by the CDC.

The AIDS and drug epidemics are gaining ground. Approximate-
ly 20 percent of reported AIDS cases are of people in their twen-
ties. The long incubation period--up to 10 yearsfor the virus indi-
cates that many of these peopl_ were probably infected with HIV
during their teen years.

Although adolescer,- make up less than 1 percent of the total
number of reported A S cases, the Centers for Disease Control re-
ported a dramatic 42 percent increase in the number of adolescents
diagnosed with AIDS between July 1988 and August 1989. Tragical-
ly, thest statistics refer only to young people who have developed
AIDS, not the unknown numbers of teens who are seropositive and
asymptomatic.

Risk-taking behaviors, such as experimenting with drugs and en-
gaging in unprotected intercourse, can result in deadly conse-
quences. The need for HIV prevention and AIDS education is grert.
In our Nation's Canital, 1 in 300 adolescents tested positive for
HIVthis was at Children's Hospital in 1988.

Chairman GLENN. What was that? Give that again, please.
MS. WIGFALL-WILLIAMS. One in 300 adolescents tested positive for

HIV. Yet, focus groups with area teenagers conducted by the
Center for Population Options found that, while teenagers are
aware of HIV and AIDS, many do not perceive themselves at risk
of being infected.

it is difficult to protect the extent to which adolescents engage in
activities that place them at risk for bfection with HI" as well as
other sexually transmitted diseases. However, teen pre6..ancy rates
can serve as one measure of se-ual activityone of the highest
risk behaviors. Approxir.tely 1 million teenage women become
pregnant ach year.

See p 66 for Ms Wigfall-WIlliame prepared statement.
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Parents, teachers, religious leaders, policy makers, health edma-
tors and youth have a responsibility to address this epidemic. CPO
has developed a comprehensive program focusing on reproductive
health, health promotion and "life planning" for adolescents.

In order to reach young people with motivating messages, practi-
cal information and accessible services, CPO approaches young
people from a diversity of concerns and perspectives with reality-
based, simple messages. We work through national, State and com-
munity based organizations to reach the largest numbers of youth,
particularly those at greatest risk; we encourage multi-dimensional
programs which provide formal and informal information and com-
prehensive health services, we create new programs, if needed, and
evaluate existing ones to ensure that effective models are available
to youth-serving professionals; and we assist opinion makers to re-
inforce messages and policy makers to support programs which
prevent infection with HIV.

Peer education is one powerful approach to education for adoles-
cents Numerous studies have demonstrated that teens are more
likely to ask their friends than an adult for information on a varie-
ty of topics, including health and sexuality. Often, peers are not
only the main source of information for each other, they are the
most influential in their ability to shape others' behavior. The peer
group is a primary reference for values and behaviors.

In a foms group study conducted by CPO, inner-city adolescents
said they would most likely listen to and believe what a person
their age infected with HIV said about AIDS, rather than what an
older person or a famous person said about AIDS or the virus. Fur-
ther, an unpublished survey on condom use among adolescents
found that teens' perceptions of other teens' condom use behaviors
was the best indicator for determining their own condom use. In
other words, if they i.hought that their peers thought using a
condom was cool, they too would probably consider using a condom.

Recognizing the power that teens have over one another, and
that this power can be used to influence teens' behavior in a posi-
tive way, CPO developed Teens for AIDS Prevention, otherwise
known as TAP, to educate adolescents about AIDS and HIV pre-
vention.' The TAP program provides 25 hours of skill-building
training for a small group of peer leaders.

Once the TAP members complete the training, they create and
implement activities in their school and community that focus on
reducing misinformation, explaining consequences of and alterna-
tives to risky behaviors, and increasing sensitivity to HIV infection
and AIDS, including personal vulnerability, and ways to protect
one's self from HIV infection.

It takes time to increase knowledge and change behaviors. Re-
search indicates that simple, straightforward and reality-based
HIV prevention messages delivered consistently by numerous
sources, including peer educators, have a positive effect on chang-
ing knowledge, attitudes and behavioral intent.

Today, I am accompanied by Brian Bess and Rahim Jones from
Ballou High School, located in Washington, D.C. As a result of

See p 129 for a letter by the mencan Medical Association.



their involvement in the TAP program in their school, they have
written a rap about HIV prevention and AIDS and they will per-
form it for you now.

Chairman GLENN. Good, we appreciate that. Where do you want
to go, gentlemen? Come on up here, if you would like. Come up in
this area right in here, so everybody can see you. If you could just
stand at the side, then the audience can see yot present it to them
and I will watch from the back. That is great.

[The following rap song was performed]
Acquired Immuno Deficiency Syndrome,
I'll tell you straight up people it hits home.
It hits you hard and soon you know you're done for.
No rejoicing or praying you know the score.
I mean you can have AIDS you 6ay you doubt it,
You or you with AIDS think about it.
I wanna milk this subject like I would a cow,
No ignorance needed just listen now.
Can you catch the disease by just shaking hands, from toilet seats,

from meats, from touching, no you can't.
You should know shooting up would do you harm,
Injecting dope and disease right up in your arm,
I mean I pack me a rubber like it's a lucky charm,
So put you sex in check or else Joe your gone.
Because it can't be contained it'll spread around,
You're the problem won't solve 'em let me break it down.
Human Immunodeficiency virus,
You have co take high like Osiris.
C.P.O. and we will educate thee,
On the do's and don'ts of A-I-D-S, I want to express,
The negative trip that's coming from the rest.
Who thinks a subject like AIDS is just a gay click,
You're disillusioned, you're being stereotypic.
The needle drug users, the over abusers,
Are subject to AIDS and the accusers.
Male or female, gay or straight,
The AIDS virus doesn't discriminate.
Quote unquote D.D.P. for a while,
You just can't trust a big butt and a smile.
Not to be contacted from a kiss or cold sore,
Not to be given through the sweat of your pores,
Now that you know the information the score,
And if you wish it, I'll tell you more,
You see black, Latin Americans, white caucasians,
With the daily barbers, no discrimination,
A baby from when soon to come to an end,
Yot. want to know why? Well, let me tell you, my friend.
Mothers abuse them, fathers just reuse them,
Shooting I.V. drugs, because it soothes them.
Everybody bopples, even to music,
But when the virus pops up, they start accusing.
But how about the baby who did no wrong,
Not the one you give the rattle, but the death song,
I mean would you beat your baby until they were dead?
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Uh-uh, I didn't think so, so why don't you use your head?
Without protection, every time you get an erection,
Before you are the only man who has a yeast infecthon.
My friend. Please go on and learn to deal, and if you will,
Because it kills.

[Applause.]
Chairman GLENN. I understood Brian perfectly. I am not sure,

R-him, I understood you. [Laughter.]
That was excellent. What kind of response do you get when you

put this on? I know all the kids get a kick out of the rap part of it,
but what do they say about your message? Do they talk about it
later, seriously?

Mr. BESS. Of course, it always has an effect likeit is not like me
or Rahim are like so-called as the school likes to depict them, two
nerds which have not been seen at school all year round--

Chairman GLENN. You do not look like nerds to me, I will tell
you that.

Mr. BEss. I am the captain of Ballou's football team and Rahim
is one of the co-captains, and we were involved in Ballou Against
Temi Pregnancy, which was an organization created like in 1985, I
believe, and we received no bad vibes from it at all. I mean our
friends come to us regularly every day, students from Southeast
Washington, if you want to say that, and they get the message.
They like the rap, o: course, but they always get the message and
you always see the changes. The changes are very vivid, always.

Chairman GLENN. That is great. Rahim, the same thing, do they
talk to you about it?

Mr. JONES. Yes. You have people who come out and ask us for
condoms or they sit down and have talks with us. They are not
afraid, but they do not want to go to anybody older than them, be-
cause they might not understand their point of view. They come to
somebody their age.

Chairman GLENN. Yes.
Mr. BESS. The teen-to-teen concept is like real important. We had

an overnight thing held by Jackie Sadler of D.C. public schools and
we had people following us around the whole weekend, asking us to
do the rap over an over again or either do other raps that we had,
like teenage pregnancy raps or, you know, anti-drug raps or what-
ever, and it is just another --

Cl- .irman GLENN. How many subjects do you cover with your
raps? Are you covering a number of different subjects?

Mr. BESS. Of course. You know, it is like--
Chairman GLENN. Rap is still a new concept. You talk about

teenage pregnancies. What other things are you doing raps on?
Mr. BEs.;. Like I said, the teenage pregnancy rap we have just

finished, because there are three people, really four people in our
group, but me and Rahim were the only ones as far as the AIDS
education went Another member in our group, Danny Capers, he
has been with us as far as like the drug raps and, you know, the
teenage pregnancy raps. When I was in BATP, Ballou Against
Teen Pregnancy, we had a rap, it was written by someone else, I
cannot remember who, but what happened, we received the rap
and you could tell it was a dull ring, you know, it wasI am not
going to say it was an idiotic rap, but we had to change it around
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to our liking, really. We had to change it around to our liking and
we made sure that everyone else wculd like it, you know, and
make sure the other students would hear it. We had to put it into
high scho,4 or junior high school perspective.

Chairman GLENN. Have you done this in other schools?
Mr. BESS. Yes, me and Rah im, as far as us too, we just recently

went to Bethesda-Chevy Chase, BCC, and that was done in front of
the whole 1,300 students, but that performance there went on real
well.

Bal lou Against Teen Pregnancy, they said they were going to
take it up, because the woman that was overseeing it was Ms.
Gloria Odoms, she is not at Ballou any more. Before that, we did it
at schools around the area like Hart Junior High School and
Friendship, Johnson, and it was ilways the fact, when they see
people that they might seeany Hty kids see people they might
see on the streets and people they know have thatlet me see how
I can put itstatus, I would say street status, but people that are
known to be good people or whatever and they see them delivering
this message and it gets to them and they see nothing wrong with
it, because a lot of students have a fear, well, I am not going to
follow this, because nobody else is following that person, so why
should I follow that person. But if you see that dominant leader
role and they see somebody that is on the popular level, they tend
to follow it, really.

Chairman GLENN. Have you recorded this or put it on tape or a
record, so other kids can benefit from it, too?

Mr. JoNEs. We are oh the verge of putting it on a record. It is
recorded on tape, our personal tape.

Mr. BEss. But as far as like being given out for a record compa-ny--
Chairman GLENN. Ha,.,e any of the local radio stations picked it

up?
Mr. JONES. No.
Chairman GLENN. Ms. DuVall, are you going to invite them

down to New Orleans?
Ms. DUVALL. Absolutely. Listen, we have quite a few rappers

down there ourselves. I think it was great, what the gentlemen did
and, as they said, that is exactly the point I was trying to make, we
have got to hit home, it has got to be told as the students and the
children will hear it and listen to it and heed it. You guys, hang in
there. It sounds great.

Chairman GLENN. Obviously the first thing you have to do is get
people's attention. I was looking from behind you at the audience
while you were doing your rap and you had the whole group right
there with you. I can tell you that this is the first time that has
happened in this hearing room. I would like to invite you guys
back for a lot more hearings on different subjects.

Thank you. That was excellent. I am glad to see this. We are
going to have to move along. Mr. Kamens, I appreciate your being
here this morning. It is a very personal thing for you and we wish
you well, all of you. Ms. DuVall, thank yhu for being here this
morning.

Ms. DUVALL. Thank you for having us.
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Chairman GLENN.. The next panel is Gary Noble, Deputy Direc-
tor (HIV), Centers for Disease Control, Atlanta; accompanied by
Ms. Virginia S. Bales, Deputy Director of the. Center for Chronic
Disease Prevention and Health Promotion, Centers ft..1. Disease
Control; and Dr. Lloyd Kolbe, Director, Division of Adolescent and
School Health, Center for Chronic Disease Prevention and Health
Promotion, Centers for Disease Control.

We welcome all of you this morning. Dr. Noble, if you would lead
off, we would appreciate it. Thank you. If you want to put on a rap
demonstration, we would welcome that, too, this morning.

Mr. NOBLE. I would not dare. [Laughter.]

TESTIMONY OF GARY R. NOBLE, M.D., ASSISTANT SURGEON GEN-
ERAL, AND DEPUTY DIRECTOR (HIV). CENTERS FOR DISEASE
CONTROL, ATLANTA, GA,' ACCOMPANIED BY VIRGINIA S.
BALES, DEPUTY DIRECTOR, CENTER FOR CHRONIC DISEASE
PREVENTION AND HEALTH PROMOTION, AND LLOYD KOLBE,
M.D., DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF ADOLESCENT AND SCHOOL
HEALTH. CENTER FOR CHRONIC DISEASE PREVENTION AND
HEALTH PROMOTION

Dr. NOBLE. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to be
here and would like to thank the Chairman and the members of
the Committee for focusing attention on this very important prob-
lem.

Chairman GLENN. We welcome you back again. You have been
here before. You were a witness before the Committee back, what
was it, a year ago?

Dr. NOBLE. Two years ago.
Chairman GLENN. Two years ago. Time passes.
Dr. NOBLE. I am Dr. Gary Noble, the Deputy Director of the Cen-

ters for Disease Control, with responsibility for the HIV prevention
programs at CDC I am pleased to have this opportunity to discuss
CDC's efforts to help prevent HIV infection among school-aged
youth.

I am accompanied today by Ms. Virginia Bales, Deputy Director,
Centt for Chronic Disease Prevention and Health Promotion, and
Dr Lloyd Kolbe, Director, Division of Adolescent and School
Health, who helps direct the CDC programs to prevent HIV infec-
tion among school- and college-aged youth.

In October 1986, the Surgeon General of the United States, Dr.
Koop, called for schools to teach our Nation's youth about the risks
of becoming infected wiOt HIV. In the same month, CDC's program
on school health education, to prevent the spread of HIV infection
was initiated.

The primary purpose of CDC's program is to prevent HIV infec-
tion among youth CDC's programs are designed to build the capac-
ity of schools and other youth-serving organizations, to implement
effective education about HIV that is consistent with community
values and needs.

Why is HIV prevention education so important for our youth?
CDC is concerned about the extent to which teenagers and young

' See p. 7- .or Dr Noble's prepared sthtement
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adults are at risk kr 1-r:V infection. We know that 1 cut of every 5
persons reported with '),IDS in the U.S. was between the ages of 20
and 29 when diag,i and with the incubation period being, on
the average, 10 ri; rs, that means many of those were infected
before the age of : °.

We know abotr. the sexual behaviors, and we have heard this
morning about th high rates of STD and unintended pregnancies.
These are often interrelated problem'. and they are often behav-
iors that are esta73c:shed during adolescence. This is a critical popu-
lation to reach, if we are to improve the health of the Nation.

We think tint; oiticational programs to prevent HIV infection
and other importsuit health problems can be most effective when
they are implemented as part of a planned sequential, kindergar-
ten through grade 12 program of comprehensive school health edu-
cation.

The Nation's schools provide an existing and efficient system to
reach almost all young people during the ages when they are most
impressionable, and to reach many young people who may ulti-
mately drop out of school. That is one reason why CDC has invest-
ed in helping the Nation's schools to provide effective HIV educa-
tion. We need to remember that virtually all out-of-school youth
were at one time in a school environment.

Let me describe some of the CDC programs to reach school-aged
youth. We have established a multi-faceted program thaL combines
the work of national health and education organizations, State and
local education agencies and health departments, numerous com-
munity-based organizations, and our own National AIDS Informa-
tiov Education program.

CDC has been working to help schools provide comprehensive
school health education since 1974. In 1986, to fill the gap in the
Nation's HIV prevention strategy, CDC's core staff in school health
education, then numbering only four, began planning a nationwide
program to prevent HIV inf ction, specifically among school-aged
youth.

In September 1987, with a budget of $11 million, CDC launched
its program vf school health education to prevent the spread of
HIV infection by providing support to 15 national organizations
and tr ' State and 12 local departments of education that serve
the ju. Ions with the highest cumulative number of reported
cases of DS.

By the fall of 1988, with a budget of $30 million, CDC was provid-
ing fiscal and technical assistance to 19 national organizations, and
all 50 State and 5 territorial and 16 local departments of education.
By fiscal year 1989, the budget had increased to over $35 million,
and today, in fiscal year 1990, CDC has a staff of 45 and a budget of
$45 malion to help prevent HIV infection among school-aged
youth.

I have been told by others that CDC has the finest collection or
one of the finest collections of experts in this area in the Nation.
The request for fiscal year 1991, totaling over $52 million, will
allow CDC to improve its assistance for its in-school programs, as
well as to expand its efforts for out-of-school youth.

CDC requefits each year that the State and local education agen-
cies funded by us develop four objectives to assure that school-aged
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youth receive HIV education: Fira, to increase the number of
junior and senior high schools that provide HIV education; second,
to increase the number and percentage of junior and senior high
school students at each grade level who receive HIV education;
third, to increase the number of junior and senior high schools that
integrate HIV education within a more comprehensive school
health program; and, fourth, to increase the number of other agen-
cies that implement HIV education for high-risk youth, minority
youth, out-of-school youth and youth with special education needs.

We also request that these funded agencies collect data on an
annual basis to measure their progress in meeting each of the four
objectives described above.

About 9 million youth, ages 14 to 21 years, do not attend zehool
or college and may be at greater risk of HIV infection than their
peers who are in school and college. I would say that the real
figure of street and homeless youth is not known, but it is probably
in the range of a million. To reach these youth effectively, a varie-
ty of activities from several program areas are necessary.

Let me describe some of the activities of the Center for Chronic
Disease Prevention and Health Promotion io reach out-of-school
youth. For example, five national organizations that receive CDC
funding develop and implement educational programs for out-of-
school youth and provide training to staff working in agencies that
serve out-of-school youth. Over 75 percent of the funded State and
local departments of education are carrying out activities to assist
agencies that serve out-of-school yeah in their jurisu..tions to im-
plement HIV prevention education.

Finally, a training and demonstration center in San Francisco
has conducted 12 training and demona;..-ation programs for over
400 staff serving out-of-school youth from 35 States, in 74 cities. Let
me say that, in addition to the Center for Chronic Disease Preven-
tion and Health Promotion, which is represented here today, there
is a coordinated effort at CDC.

The office that I direct coordinates and provides leaderbhip for
the HIV prevention programs throughout CDC, including those
that reach out-of-school youth. Our office is the focus of the preven-
tion efforts in this population, coordinating work of the Center for
Chronic Disease Prevention and Health Promotion, the Center for
Prevention Services, and the Center for Infectious Diseases.

The Center for Prevention Services has cooperative agreements
with State and local health departments, as well as with minority
and other community-basee organizations and with the United
States Conference of Mayors, and these are implementing pro-
grams to prevent HIV infection, many in out-of-school youth.

The Center for Infectious Diseases is currently conducting blind-
ed HIV serosurveys of homeless populations, including youth in 11
cities throughout the country, and we would be glad to expand on
some of the evidence that has been found in those serosurveys.

In fiscal year 1991, CDC is planning to help local health depart-
ments in three to six cities with the highest number of AIDS cases
build more effective and coordinated HIV prevention programs for
out-of-school youth. In addition, we will be funding increased sup-
port of relevant community-Lased organizations in these high-inci-



dence cities to develop and evaluate intensive HIV programs for
out-of-school youth.

In summary. CDC began its program to stimulate health educa-
tion for children in this country with a small staff of four and a
budget of $250,000. in 1990, the program consists of 45 staff mem-

, hers and a budget of $45 million. These resources have enabled
every State and several major cities to have the capacity to put in
place programs to prevent HIV infection among school-aged youth.
Through activities such as program planning, developing policies,
and training teachers, the State and local levels will help prevent a
new generation of AIDS cases.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman GLENN. Thank you very much, Dr. Noble.
Does CDC have an estimate for the percentage of teenagers cur-

rently infected with HIV? How do you arrive at figures like that?
Do you have figures you feel are fairly accurate?

Dr. NOBLE. Well, the best way to get information on this is
through various seroprevalence surveys. We have --scussed, of
course, the possibility of a national household seroprevalence
survey, but that would not reach many of the populations we are
talking about. We have a national family of surveys, which in-
cludes blood samples taken from over 40 hospitals; thtze are ran-
domly selected admissions at all ages. Of the first preliminary data
that wa just analyzed, we find that in the 13- to 18-year-old group,
in 26 hospitals in about 26 different States, the rate of infection is
about 1 in LOGO. In the 19- to 24-year age group, males have a rate
of infection of about 1 in 250, and females, about 1 in 1,250.

Regarding military recruits, there are ten. of thousands of young
people applying for military service, and the Department of De-
fense has analyzed their data and published it recently. They find
that in the urbn countie. af Maryland, Texas, New York, and the
District of Columbia, for example, the rates in the under-20 age
groups is 20 times higher than it is in the upper Midwest. That
demonstrates the major differences between geographic areas in
the United States.

There are also, as we have heard this morning, major differences
in the prevalence of infection in different racial and ethnic groups.
Among black applicants for military service under the age of 20
the rate is about 1 in 1,000. It is five times higher than the rate in
white applicants for military service.

Chairman GLENN. Do you find a difference in willingness to give
data on this or to respond to surveys? Is there a difference from
one part of the country to another?

Dr. NOBLE. We have had some initial reluctance in implementing
the family of surveys, but that has improved over time.

Chairman GLENN. I was going to ask a surveyor, and I did not
get around to it, but they are still in the room, Ms. Rosengren and
Mr. Landry. Ms. Rosengren, you come from what is looked at as
super-liberal Boston, and Mr. Landry, yvu come from Atlanta
which is looked at as sort of a center of conservative thought for
thP country by a lot of people. I do not not necessarily think that
way, of course, but that is the way a lot of peeple look at those two
cities.
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You two have talked, I am sure, about your difficulties in obtb.in-
ing information. Do you find differences in your two parts of the
country? This is a little unusual, but you can stand up and make
yourself heard at the microphone, if you would.

Mr. LANDRY. I might have to think about that for a second, Sena-
tor. As I think about the school districts we called, 93 percent of
the school districts were willing to. talk to us, so they were real
open with telling us what their policies were and where they were.
That is all I can think of right at the moment.

Chairman GLENN. Ms. Rc engren, what ip your percentage that
would compare with that? He has got 93 percent in Atlanta, do you
have better than that or less than that?

Mr. ROSENGREN. I personally did not look at that issue, but we
have heard that private schools are providing more in the way
than public schools.

Chairman GLENN. Okay. Good. Thank you both.
Dr. Noble, GAO has made some specific recommendations that I

would appreciate your comments on. Now, we have a lot of school
districts nationwide that sit) not offer HIV education. What is CDC
going to do to try and correct that?

Dr. Nona Well, we have made it very clear in the announce-
ments of the availability of our funding that we expect schools to
have age-specific education ri61,t through the grades and, as I have
mentioned in my testimony--

Chairman GLENN. All of them including 11 and 12?
Dr. NOBLE [continuing]. That we have specifically requested that

each of the applicants address the gaps in all age groups and have
as a target an increase in each grade, including the 11th and 12th.

I would say that we really do feel th?t this is important, as the
Surgeor General Dr. Koop said in October 1986, on the release of
his repoA. At the time, it seemed rather controversial that there
should be age-specific education right down to the youngest ages
where this information can be understood. We believe it should be
part of a comprehensive educational program. We do not feel that
at the Federal level we have the opportunity to require specific
education, The control over content of materials presented to our
youth throughout the history of our Nation has been very jealously
guarded by local authorities.

Chairman GLENN. When will guidelines be issued for teacher
training in HIV studies? I think that has been a criticism of CDC;
no guidelines out yet after all this time. Why not?

Dr. Nostx. Well, I would say that in January 1988 we did ie
recommendations for education of teachers. We published spetafic
information that should be taught to age groups, each age group,
and we feel that each teacher should be familiar with that informa-
tion. We believe that the teachers, in order to teach the informa-
tion, as any teacher teaching any subject, must be knowledgeable.

We have not specifically required certification or standards,
again because that is not generally viewed as a Federal responsibil-
ity, but we have made it clear and we intend L .,iake it even more
clear that the content that should be provided for each age group is
well documented in the publication that we put together in collabo-
ration with many national and regional health organizations,
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cal.ed "The Guidelines for Effective School Health Education to
Prevent the Spread of AIDS," I, ished in January 1988.

Chairman GLENN. There has th..en a lot of comment about wheth-
er some of the material being used is adequate or not or whether it
is doing the kind of job that it should do. There has been congres-
sional activities, you may be aware of, back and forth from time to
time on what was permitted to be put out, and I think we have
come to a better resolution of that now than we had at Brat.

Health and education officials back in my home State of Ohio
and representetives of other federally funded organizations do not
feel they are getting adequate support for clear and explicit lan-
guage thr AIDS education, including the America Responds to
AIDS Campaign. What do you plan to do to mstke sure that this
message is carried, that we can convey a stronger message, and
what can be done to allow the State agencies and organizations to
convey that stronger message?

Dr. NOBLE. We feel that it is absolutely important to have clear
messages. We have heard this morning from some of the witnesses
on the importance of words that speak to the intended audience. At
the same time, we live in a pluralistic society that has a variety of
views about what is acceptable, and we must deal with the balance
there.

Part of our overall education responsibility at CDC and in other
parts of the government is to help to change not only the peer
values at the teenage level, but, if I may say, at all levels of our
population, among community leaders, and even among members
of the Congress and the Executive Branch; we hope to create the
appropriate climate that allows people to accept the need for very
clear messages. It is a difficult area, and we aim to clear these mes-
sages promptly for thcse national groups that are trying to provide
clear messages. We have as a goal a turn-around of 12 weeks in re-
viewing these documents.

However, I would say that for materials produced by the State
and local groups that are funded, for example, by our Center for
Prevention Services, we do not review those at CDC. We provide
guidelines and expect panels made up of members of those commu-
nities to decide what is appropriate for their communities, because
what is acceptable in New York City may not be acceptable in the
Midwest.

Chairman GLENN. We are concentrating this morning, of course,
on school-age populations, those in and out of school and what
works at I wha t. does not and what the programs are. The same
need exists for getting information, of course, on adult programs,
as well. Can you tell us what proposals CDC has or has under con-
sideration for improving the data on other than our teenage and
ochc ol population?

Dr. NOBLE. I am sorry, improving the data on?
Chairman GLENN. On the adult population with regard to HIV

and AIDS. In other words, we are concentrating on schools this
morning, but how about your information on out-of-school people,
the adults, the general population? They have been one of the bar-
riers to getting back your data. How are you coming on that? What
is the status of that?
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Dr. NOBLE. Collecting information on the prevalence of infection
or getting out the m

eairman GLENN.ileosIt:
Dr. NOBLE. We feel it is very important to track the course of the

HIV epidemic. As the Presidential Commission on the AIDS Epi-
demic said, this really is an epidemic of HIV infection, not just an
epidemic ,:f AIDS, and that is why we are implementing a family of
surveys that ix-1(11.14es a wide range of things. Every child born in
over 44 States has antibody testing at birth to determine the preva-
lence of infection in the mothers.

Chairman GLENN. The figures I read this morning, I think you
were in the room when I read those, about the sexual promiscuity
and the patterns and the percentages as estimated by GAO for the
school-age population, do you have sin lar figures for the general
population at-large?

Dr. NOBLE. One of the difficulties of getting information about
sexual behavior in adults has been the issue we have dealt with
earlier today, and that is the reluctance of many people ti) openly
discuss these questions. We believe that a national survey of behav-
iors that put people at risk, sexual and drug-use behaviors, would
be very useful, and we are looking forward to working with Con-
gress [on] a national survey that would provide that information.

There are other ways of getting that information, and our col-
leagues in the Center for rlronic Disease Prevention and Health
Promotion have been doing .iurveys of behaviors. As you have
heard this morning, it began with a small number of States, but itis now up to 33 States that are implementing surveys specifically
for sexual behavior.

Chairman GLENN. What kind of support have you received or not
received from HHS and from OMB for collecting information iikethis on the general population? Have they supported your efforts toget that kind of information or opposed it?

Dr. NOBLE. In general, the decision has been left to the Depart-ment, that iswhat is the statusthe negotiations specifically onthe survey of behaviors are being considered within the Public
Health Service and the Department. There was, as you know, a
congressional statement that no funds should be used for such asurvey.

Chairman GLENN. But has HHS not supported your efforts?
Dr. NOBLE. They have supported these efforts.
Chairman GLENN. They have supported you. How about OMB,

have they given you the money for this?
Dr. NOBLE. Yes. I am not sure specifically which request you r.:aybe referring to, but
Chairman GLENN. As far as really getting these data collection

programs underway, you are receiving full cooperation out of HHS
and OMB. Is that rieht?

Dr. NOBLE. Yes, I would say yes.
Chairman GLENN. All right.
Dr. NOBLE. I would add specifically that OMB has approved the

survey that I mentioned for collecting information on sexual behav-
iors among the youth.

Chairman GLENN. From 1987 through 1990, the President re-
quested in his budget for HIV school education essentially what
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the Centers for Disease Control had requested. For fiscal 1991, how-
ever, CDC requested $76 million, but the Pres:.dent only submitted
a budget request for $52 million. What is going to get left out? You
obviously had plans for that $76 million. What is going to get left
out, if you are only granted $52 million?

Dr. NOBLE. The primary intent of that information was to target
out-of-school youth. I might ask my colleagues to amplify that.

Ms. Balms. The entire budget request for school- and college-aged
youth, the increase was to target out-of-school youth. We were very
successful in gett;ng an initiative included in the President's
budget which is now before Congress for out-of-school youth. The
difference between the amount that CDC requested and the
amount that is id the President's budget was also to be directed to
out-of-school youth.

Chairman GLENN. The figures I gave would be $24 million short
of what you wanted. Is that correct?

Ms. BALES. That is correct.
Chairman GLENN. SO, you just will not be able to go after the

out-of-school targets the way you wanted to?
Ms. Balm. We will but not as intensively and not in as many

cities as we might have been able to reach with a larger budget.
Chairman GU. 'N. Was the reason for this strictly budgetary or

were they unhappy with your program?
Dr. None. My understanding is it was simply budgetary.
Chairman GLENN. Okay. It is my understanding, the average

grant to States and local education agencies to date has been
$260,000 and they 'have been told not to expect an increase in fund-
ing for 1991. Is that your understanding?

Dr. NOBLE. Yes.
Chairman GLENN. How about money that went Lnspent? Last

fall, the Cleveland Plain Dealer reported that $34 million CDC pro-
vided to State Ind local health departments for 1988 had been un-
spent. Was that rectified? We are not puehing people to spend
money just to spend it because it is there, but what was the reason
that money was not spent? We sure have a problem out there. We
thought we were helping them take care of it by addressing the
problems with out-of-school, school programs, adult programs, and
others, but the money is still sitting there in the accounts. Ward
happened?

Dr. None. The article you refer to in the Cleveland Plain Dealer
dealt with funds given by our Center for Prevention Services, and I
would say several things. First, that money will be spent. It obvi-
ously is not going to go down the drain.

Second, I would say we have a balance between the urgency for
getting money pent and the concern for spending it wisely, for
spending it within the direction, the guidelines, given by Congress
in the appropriation. There are a variety of reasons why many of
our program. funded by CDC have carryover funds. It is not un-
common in .ur tuberculosis control programs, our immunization
programs, our STD control programs, to have carryover funds. In
some ways, a certain amount of carryover might be considered ac-
tually a responsible management of money. We are concerned
[about reducing] that to the lowest amount.
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Some States have constraints on spending the money efficiently
or quickly. For example, there may be hiring freezes, there may be
problems with legislative authority. I was at a meeting in Charles-
ton yesterday with representatives from around the United States
representing State and local health and education agencies, and a
colleague from one of your neighboring States mentioned that at
the time the funds were received from CDC, there was a bottleneck
in the State legislature concerning school education programs that
had to be resolved before they could proceed with the expenditure
of those funds.

So, it is a problem that we are concerned about and work to
reduce, but there will be an inevitable minimum amount of carry-
over in all programs.

Chairman GLENN. What are yor doing to see that school districts
conduct KBB, knowledge, beliefs and behavior, studies of their stu-
dents?

Dr. NOBLE. Let me ask Ms. Bales or Dr. Kolbe to address that.
Chairman GLENN. Dr. Kolbe, we have not heard you yet this

morning.
Dr. KOLBE. Mr. Chairman, we do a number of things. Firstly, we

were actually requested by the State and local education agencies
with which we work to help them develop cne common instrument,
so they could all work together and determine the kind of instru-
ment that they could each use, o they can compare their data
amongst each other.

We provide technical assistance to them with our research staff
out of CDC, but, in addition, we provide technical assistance
through a contract with Westat Associates. It is difficult to define a
sampling frarr to go out and collect data and to analyze that data,
so that they 1L..,e support actually to do the technical work.

Chairman GLENN. Do you ever consider withholding a State's
HIV funds until these KBB studies are completed?

Dr. KOLBE. We would not. We think that it is important for the
States to collect these data and we provide every assistance that we
can, but we do not think it is the Federal role to demand that the
States provide these kinds of data, to collect these data, especially
when those funds are urgently neede, no matter whether they col-
lect the data or not.

Chairman GLENN. Do you people provide any guidance to the
States on how they might distribute their Federal funds'

Dr NOBLE. Yes, indeed. Each State is expected to provide to us
reports, and they, in turn, expect to have accountability from the
local school districts plans must 1...e submitted by the organizations
within the States that use those funds.

Chairman GLENN. The reason I ask is, with the grant it receives
from CDC, the State of Maryland, for example, requires school dis-
tricts to apply to the State for separate grants which may range
from over $10,000 to as low as $3,000. Not all school districts apply
or get in the ball game. Does that system make any sense to us?
Should there not be some guidance maybe on how the funds are to
be used?

Dr. KOLBE. There is guidance for how the funds are to be used. In
that particular case, the State of Maryland does provide through
its State Department of Education activities, resources, support,
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e to all of the schools in that State, but then, in addition to
that, there are particular schools that want to launch their own
demonstration activities, so it is a combination approach in that
State.

Dr. NOBLE. We do need to work on sensitizing all school districts
that there is a need. I think we have heard earlier that some
people still believe that it is not their problem and that is an issue
we have to recognize and deal with.

Chairman GLENN. We are going to have to move along. We ap-
preciate your being here, all of you. Thank you very much.

Dr. NOBLE. Our pleasure.
Chairman GLENN. We are going to have to move along to the

next panel. I have to be over on the floor at just before 12:00
o'clock, so we are going to have about 20 minutes here for the last
panel and we have four members of that panel that we welcome
this morning. My time constraints do not reflect any lack of inter-
est in your presentations this morning, I can ass...re you.

Our panel this morning is Ms. Patricia Brownlee, AIDS Educa-
tion Facilitator, Baltimore City Public Schools; Ms. Katherine
Fraser, Program Director, AIDS Education Project, National Asso-
ciation of State Boards of Education, here in Washington; Ms.
Sandra McDonald, President, Outreach, Inc.. Atlanta, Georgia; and
Mr. Jay Coburn, Director, Safe Cho:ces Project, National Network
of Runaway and Youth Services, of Washington, DC.

Ms. Brownlee, if you would lead off, please. Any statement any of
you have will be included in the record in its entirety. We would
appreciate a summary this morning, so we can get to everybody,
and I am sorry I do have these time constraints. Ordinarily, we
would run over with whatever time was required. but we cannot do
it this morning. I have to be over there to floor manage a bill in
the Senate.

You may lead off, please.

TESTIMONY OF PATRICIA J. BRONN NLEE, AIDS EDUCATION FACI-
LITATOR, BALTIMC:ZE CITY PI BLIC SCHOOLS, BALTIMORE,
MD

MS. BROWNLEE. Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity to
testify today as part of the committee's hearing on HIV prevention
education, serving in- and out-of-school youth. My name is Patricia
John Brownlee and I am the AIDS Education Facilitator for Balti-
more City Public School System, in Baltimore, Maryland.

Baltimore City Public Schools receives funding for AIDS/HIV
education through a cooperative agreement vith the Center for
Disease Control, Division of Adolescent and School Health. Re-
quests for funding have been made annually since 1987.

With the funding support from CDC-DASH, a specific AIDS/HIV
prevention curriculum consisting of three lessons each level, in
grades 3 through 12, have been integrated into a comprehensive
health education program. Baltimore City Public Schools has been
able to initiate and maintain a model 4.IDS/HIV education pro-
gram, impacting nearly all of the 108,000 students enrolled. Com-

' See p. 102 for Me Brownlee's prepared statement.
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municable disease prevention is taught in kindergarten through
grade 2 with HIV infection presented as part of the larger body of
communicable diseases.

The construction, writing and printing of the curriculum was
supported by CDC-DASH funding. To assure and reinforce the suc-
cess of the HIV curriculum, extensive teacher trainirg has been
provided, through in-service workshops and college courses. Fund-
ing for substitutes to promote teacher attendance at worksh,-,ps and
stipends to defray tuition costs have been provided to teachers
through CDC-DASH funding.

Support and supplemental materials, videos, pamphlets and up-
dates have been provided to teachers responsible for AIDS preven-
tion education. These various materials are on-site in each of our
178 schools offering maximum accessibility and motivation for use.
The lessons in the curriculum provide for specific use of these A-V
supports.

Numerous parent and community group presentations have been
made to raise the awareness of the surrounding communities.
Through heightened parent awareness, in-school youth and out-of-
school youth have been reached. Follow-up presentations are en-
couraged.

Reaching out-of-school youth with HIV prevention messages is a
more complex undertaking and requires creative techniques for fa-
cilitation. With support from CDC-DASH, several programs have
been initiated in Baltimore City.

Five Baltimore City public school teachers serve as u;_ltreach
workers at the Francis Scott Key Medical Center Adolescent De-
toxification Unit to deliver HIV prevention messages, as well as
safer sex and other health information to the young patients.
These teachers average between 20 and 22 hours per week of in-
struction.

A unique project has been initiated in the community of Cherry
Hill, a subdivision of Baltimore City. Through collaborative effort
between the American Federation of Teachers, also funded by
CDC-DASH and Baltimore City Public Schools, three outreach
teams, consisting of one teacher and one paraprofessional, have
been form xi and trained to present HIV messages to parent,
church and other interested groups. This project has been so suc-
essful, that it will be expanded to other high-risk areas in Balti-

more City, using Cherry Hill as a model.
A pilot peer education program itilizing 10 students from a Bal-

timore City Health Department "at-risk" youth education group
was successfully initiated during the summer of 1989. The partici-
par ts were trained in communication skills, HIV prevention educa-
tion, empowerment skills and rclusal techniques. As peer educa-
tors, these students made presentations at 27 sites, libraries and
recreation centers, to well over 800 in- and out-of-school youth.
This program will operate once more this summer, using the same
peer educators as trainers for new peer educators. This plogram
will also be expanded to service in-school youth in middle school in
September 1990.

Reaching out-of-school youth is difficult and more costly than
reaching the larger population of in-school youth. For example, the
Francis Scott Key program will cost approximately $20,000 this
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year to service about. 250 youth. This is 9 percent of my total
budget to reach a relatively small number of youth.

The AIDS educatic _ program in Baltimore City Public Schools
has been successful for several reasons. The messages begin early
and are repeated consistently through all grade leveh ": we con-

., sistently teach self-esteem building and self-concept r& sing tech-
niques, our students will be in a better position to make positive
choices in health, as well as in other aspects of their life.

Most young people do not use their knowledge base to make deci-
sions concerning sexual behavior. It is important to teach our
young people skills that they can put into action when faced with
compromising situations where a decision must be made.

Giving a definite message about abstinence from risk behaviors
is important. Peer pressure is extremely strong in adolescence. An
unclear message gives no direction and the youth will follow peers,
which may or may not be a healthy path.

A one-time HIV prevention presentation for students is not satis-
factory. Students need consistent, repeated messages about HIV
prevention. Through past experiences in teacher training, it has
been determined that a one-time presentation for teachers is far
from satisfactory. Training must be consistent and occur often with
an initial "dose" and frequent follow-ups thereafter.

In a large system, there is also the lack of appropriate personnel
to accomplish mammoth tasks involved in HIV education. There
are also varying readiness levels of administrators and teachers in
dealing with HIV/AIDS information, and differences in perceived
relative importance of the subject.

HIV prevention education works best when integrated into a
comprehenshe health education curriculum. There needs to be con-
tinuity so that good health decisions become a part of life processes
and behavior.

Federal, State, and local governments can assist in the following
ways: Mandate comprehensive health as a graduate requirement
for all high schools seniors; mandate that health (ducation be
taught by well-trained health educators; provide :ncrFased funding
for teacher training; pr, vide increased funding for instructional
support matenals due to rapidly changing information about HIV
infection; provide financial support for activities targeted to reach
minority and out-of-sLhool youth, and provide additional financial
and technical support and opponmaity for networking with nation-
al organizations to existing HIV prevention programs.

In t-ummary, CDC funding, technical assistance and networking
support provides the impetus for school systems to produce viable
HIV pre-:ent:m programs for both in- and out-of school youth. As-
sistance in these areas from CDC-DASH has been instrumental ir
Baltimore City Public Schools' an/ education effort for both in-
and out-of-school youth and tfie com-nunity at-large.

Thank you.
Chairman GLENN- Thank you very much.
Ms. Fraser. would you go aead, please?
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TESTIMONY OF KATHERINE FRASER, PROGRAM DIRECTOR, AIDS
AND COMPREHENSIVE SCHOOL HEALTH PROGRAMS, NATION-
AL ASSOCIATION OF STATE BOARDS OF EDUCATION, WASHING-
TON, DC.,

Ms. FRASER. Mr. Chairman, I am Katherine Fraser and I am Pro-
gram Director of the AIDS Education Project for the National As-
sociation of State Boaids of Education. I am pleased to be here
today to talk to you about what our organization, as one of the na-
tional organizations that CDC is funding, is doing to promote AIDS
education.

We assist State Boards c,f Education, the policymakers who are
charged with outlining the response of State Education Agencies to
the AIDS epidemic. We provide direct, on-site technical assistance,
we produce publications that help in policy development, and we
help provide national leadership about the AIDS epidemic and the
health crisis underlying it.

Our State Board of Education members believe that AIDS is part
of a bigger issue that concerns other health problems of our young
people. They are concerned that health problems are interfering
with students' ability to learn, their motivation to graduate from
high school, and their readiness to take their place in the world.

Teenagers who are depressed, who are alienated or taking drugs,
or who feel like they have no future are at risk of school failure.
For us, this means that schools need to be much more involved
than they ever have been in the past with supporting the health
and emotional well-being of students. Many people will disagree
with this idea, because they will think that the school's role is to
strengthen academic achievement and not stray into the health
field But we believe that schools must be partners with families
and communities in doing this.

With CDC support, we have formed the National Commisdion on
the Role of the School and the Community in Improving Adoles-
cent Health. The Commission is composed of leaders in health, edu-
cation, the media and business and will issue a report to tne
Nation with concrete recommendations on June 8th.

Also with our CDC grant, we have become a national and an
international center for information about AIDS and education.
Last year, we produced a publication, "Someone at School Has
AIDS," that has been requested by 17,000 organizations and indi-
viduals in the past 6 months. It has been the basis for many State
and local policies for people with AIDS that are medically correct
and compassionate.

We also help States develop AIDS education policies and,
through our surveys, we have learned about the imptv't of our
work. In the summer of 1987, seven States required AIDS educa-
tion. Now, in May of 1990, that number has inc-eased to 30 States
and the District of Columbia.

I want to tell you that I have been working closely with the Cen-
ters for Disease Control and the Division of Adolescent and School
Health for 3 years and I think their program is first-rate Like any
innovative new program, it has had its growing pains, especially

See p. 10.7 for Ms Fraser's prepared statement.



since it was dealing not only with a public health issue, but a very
emotionally and politically charged issue in the States.

As the program progresses, I have two main recommendations
that would address the problems that are reflected in the GAO
report. First of all, that CDC continue to draw upon its national
organizations and the strength that it has built there, to educate
their constituents in the States about the importance, for example,
of conducting surveys, of making sure that llth and 12th graders
are educated about AIDS, of making sure that rural schools are
giving AIDS education, and to support teacher training.

I would also suggest that, as CDC continues to strengthen State
education agencies, that it also build links with other State agen-
cies and with legislatures and governors. Many States that have
made a very stro..g commitment to providing AIDS education have
had the support of their legislators and governors. It is these
people whose hearts and minds must be won in order to develop a
comprehensive approach to this epidemic.

I want to thank you for your leadership on this issue. It helps
organizations like ours and it has been a pleasure to be here.

Chairman GLENN. Thank you, Ms. Fraser.
Ms. McDonald.

TESTIMONY OF SANDRA McDONALD. FOUNDER AND PRESIDENT,
OUTREACH, INC., ATLANTA, GA 1

Ms. MCDONALD. Thank you very much, Senator Glenn, for giving
us this opportunity to come before you.

I am -esident and Founder of an organization called Outreach,
Inc., ot A.tlanta. It is a minority community based organization
formed 4 years ago to address the needs for HIV education of the
minority community. It is the first nuoority organization started in
the State.

We use traditional and non-traditional approaches to provide our
education and on our staff we have 15 recovering IV drug users
and five persons with HIV disease. We have an in-school and out-
of-school program and I would like to talk a little bit about what
we have seen with our out-of-school activities.

You asked earlier what works and what does not work and, in
my tew minutes, I am just going to gAdress that. What works is
peer-to-peer level education; what works is David's testimony that I
am 19 and I am HIV positive; what works are rappers who are
young leaders, football players in their schools who are looked up
tc by other kids, who will say it is not cool to do this, you really
need to know a out AIDS.

What does not work are programs designed by adults for teen-
agers who have no feel for what is important to them and what is
not; what does not work is just "don't say no," becvae no is not in
the teenagers' vocabulary, plus it is not in %Ns vocabularies, so
what we expect of them is not what we do oursi.slves

What I often have to remind myself and others is that the kids
that we are calling teenagers today were born in the seventies,
when those of us who were in our twenties and beyond experienced

' See p. 111 for Ms. McDonald's prepared statement.
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our sexual revolution. So, what they were able to, see and what
they were able to put back to us in the sexual revolution or drug
usage, it used to be very popular in the hippie generation to smoke
dope publicly. These kids were 2 and 3 then and they remember
those kinds of things, or parents who drink all of the time. If those
kinds of messages, that that is what you see at home, it is very dif-
ficult to go to a school setting and hear this boring lecture about
just sayinE, no, because you do not see anybody practicing no. In
the seventies, we were not using condoms. Our kids are just getting
exposed to condom use, how to use them and all.

What works is talking straight. What one of our problems is the
restrictions that we have on Federal money, to not be able to talk
to kids on their level, to not be able to use culturally sensitive
slangs which might be our only way of getting messages across. It
would be just like killing me to go on the streets of DC, where it is
a high drug usage area and speak French, if I am not allowed to
talk the ways street kids accept and understand the way I talk, if I
do not look like they look, if I E. a dressed in this suit, that will not
make it.

So, what has worked is using peer-level education in all ranks
and I will be very glad to give you some follow-up information in
wAting on what has worked and what has not worked. Let me tell
you that we have seen some definite change in behavior. We first
started and it was a joke to even try to give a young black youth a
condom. We now distribute 1,000 condoms per night just in our
little program.

What also works is the credibility and trust that you get if you
continue to go back. Please let me say about finishing, that it is
just not enough to provide the education, no matter how much you
provide in education. We have to take the next step ard help
people learn how to change behavior and that is the tougner job.

Thi_nk you.
Chairman GLENN. Thank you very much.
Mr. Coburn.

TESTIMONY OF JAY H.S. COBURN, DIRECTOR, SAFE CHOICES
PROJECT, THE NATIONAL NETWORK OF RUNAWAY AND YOUTH
SERVICES, WASHINGTON, DC 1
Mr. COBURN. Chairman Glenn, my name is Jay Coburn and I

direct the Safe Choices Project for the National Netwo rk of Run-
away and Youth Services. I am here representing the National
Network of Runaway and Youth Services and over 900 community
based programs that serve the thousands of young people living
without the supp2rt of our- schoris and other institutions. The Na-
tional Network of Runaway and Youth Services educates and as-
sists the Nation in providing support aiid services for high-risk
youth and their families, so they may lead safe, healthy and pro-
ductive lives.

Thank you for the opportunity to speak. I would like to briefly
talk about why high-risjc_youth are at the greatest risk for HIV in-
fection, describe our CDGfunded Safe Choices Project..and discuss

See p. 118 for Mr. Coburn's prepared statement.
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what we have learned in working with CDC's Division of Adoles-
cent and School Health on HIV prevention initiatives.

So, why are adolescents at the greatest risk? Adolescence is a
time of experimentation for most young people, as they assert their
independencr from parental fignres and begin to explore new ideas
and behaviors in preparation for adulthood. Unfortunately, this ex-
perimentation includes early sexual activity and alcohol or drug
use, placing youth at risk for a variety of health problems, includ-
ing HIV.

Youth at highest risk for HIV infection face the same develop-
mental challenges as other youth. They experiment, test limits and
believe they are invulnerable. However, they are moving into
adulthood without guidance. They are isolated from institutions
such as families, schools and doctors that provide HIV prevention
messages.

Runaway and homeless youth are particularly vulr_ rable. Life
on the streets appears to be the most viable option for many r. the
estimated 1.3 million youth who have fallen through the cracks of
an overburdened child welfare system or who have fled abusive
families. These young people are black, brown and white, their
families are affluent and poor, many have been abused and be-
trayed by adults. They are distrustful and have been emotionally
battered.

In fact, 40 to 60 percent of these young people have been phys-
ically or sexually abused. They lack self-esteem and turn to drugs
ard alcohol to fit into the street scene and escape their pain and
sense of hopelessness. Many are the survivors of sexual abuse.
They have yet to learn the difference between intimacy and sexual-
ity and engage in sex, when all they really want is someone to hold
them aud take away their hurt. Their lack of education makes sur
vival sex or prostitt. .ion one of the few ways to earn a living.

Runaway and homeless youth often lack HIV prevention infor-
mation, the negotiation skills necessary to practice safer behavior,
and access to condoms or bleech to disinfect needles. Too often, de-
pressed and demoraiized, these youth lack the will to save their
livc s through less risky behavior.

Getting young peoplc. off the street is bottom-line HIV preven-
tion. Also, street outreach and youth emergency shelter programs
are the point of access for many of these high-risk young people.
With resources and training, these community-based organizations
are strategically poised to help young people change their behavior
to make them safe from HIV infection.

So, what are we, doing at the National Network to provide train-
ing and assistance to these community based organizations? Our
Safe Choices Project has received funding from DASH for the last 3
years. The project's goal is to expand HIV prevention activities
benefiting out-of-school youth. Working with community based
groups nationwide, we provide educational materials, training and
technical assistance and public information.

Our Safe Choices Guide is the central component of the project
and is designed to help youth serving organizations develop HIV
policies and staff and youth HIV prevention education programs.
Final approval on the text of the guide was received from DASH
on April 27, and the guide will be distributed free to over 340 feder-
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ally-funded runaway and homeless youth centers and other yol
serving agencies nationwide.

Workshops and training seminars are held throughout the coun-
try to alert youth workers to the impact of the epidemic on young
people. So far this year, we have reached 400 youth workers, teach-
ers and other professionals. By October 1, an additional 300 youth
workers in each of the 10 Federal regions will have participated in
our 2-day intensive training.

We also provide technical assistance and a toll-free hotline to
provide anistance in developing programs and finding materials
for professionals serving at-risk youth.

So, what have we learned from working with DASH on HIV pre-
vention initiatives? Effective HIV prevention for all youth must
provide information and skills. Teaching young people about how
the virus impairs the immune system will not help them if their
partners refuse to use a condom. Young people need refusal and
negotiation skills and explicit information, if they are to reduce
their risk.

A recent study found that at-risk youth lack negotiation skills
and, despite a high level of knowledge about HIV infection, contin-
ue to engage in high-risk behaviors with multiple partners. Suc-
cessful behavior change intervention requires 10 one-hour sessions,
providing explicit information and skills training. Local communi-
ties need highly skilled trainers to work with these young people.

Numero-s Federal agencies within the Public Health Service, in-
cluding .=ASH, NIMH, and NIDA, fund agencies serving out-of-
school youth. However, there is not enough coordination between
agencies nor is there enough sharing of resources and model pro-
grams.

To address these difficulties, we recommend that more funds be
made available directly to community based organizations, to pro-
vide you-g people with intensive training necessary to initiate and
sustain behavior change, and to national organizations who can
provide training and materials to local organizations.

We recommend that the CDC modify current restrictions on the
content of HIV prevention messages, to be consistent with the
Cranston Amendment allowing the use of targeted materials
proven to be effective by public health experts, even though they
may offend some audiences.

We also recommend that PHS increase coordination among Fed-
eral agencies making HIV prevention grants to community based
organizations targeting out-of-school youth.

I would also like to comment on the placement of the out-of-
school youth initiative at CDC. As you know, the initiative is now
based with'..n DASH. At first glance, the wisdom of making the de-
partments of education responsible for students who appear to
have left their system may seem questionable. However, practice
yields other conclusions.

First of all, the boundary separating in-school and out-of-school
youth are permeable. Youth may be in and out of school over peri-
ods of time, for a variety of reasons.

Second, schools know young people and the technologies that en-
hance their learning better than any other system. Young people
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in trouble need to be served by systems tailored to meet their de-
velopmental needs.

Health departments, homeless shelters or drug treatment pro-
grams designed for adults are inappropriate for adolescent4. Minors
are often denied services at adult oriented programs and if they
can be served,"they are often exposed to the influence of very trou-
bled adults:

Also, as schools respond to the crisis in education and train the
workforce of the future, adolescents who have left school need en-
couragement and help in reconnecting with the school system. The
DASH prograrn reinforces this involvement.

Finally, .DASH's initiative is resulting in some unique and effec-
tive partnerships between public agencies and community based or-
ganizations. Some examples of these collaborations include, in Sen-
ator home State of Wisconsin, the Department of Public In-
struction funded a training conference for runaway and homeless
youth programs, using CDC funds and conducted by our stfq.

We have provided technical assistance to 24 State teams of
public and private agencies at three DASH-sponsored conferences
for State education agencies. Next Sunday, Monday anu Tuesday,
in your home State of Ohio, we will be training 40 youth workers
who will attend a 2-day training provided by our project. They will
be joined by representatives of the Ohio Department of Education,
the American Medical Association's DASH-funded Youth HIV Edu-
cation Project, as well as a program officer from the AEtna Life &
Casualty Foundation, who is interested in funding HIV prevention
for high-risk youth.

However, these collaborative relationships need to be expanded
and DASH should continue to require education agencies to work
more closely with community-based youth-serving agencies. Some
State education agencies still lack expertise for reaching out-of-
school youth or..1 IDASH should use its six national organizations
serving these youth, to provide technical asaistance to education
agencies.

We recommend that CDC's HIV prevention efforts targeted at
out-of-school youth l'ontinue to be coordinated by DASH, that
DASH should require education agencies to more aggress..ely work
with community based agencies reaching out-of-school youth, and
that DASH should increase funding for national organizations that
work with constituencies serving out-of-school youth, enablin us to
provide more comprehensive technical assistance to SEA s and
LEA's These ground-breaking partnerships will ultimately benefit
out-of-school youth by teaching those who work with them how to
provide HIV prevention and by teaching educators the needs of the
out-of-school youth and how to best reach them.

Under DASH's and the Federal Government's leadership, com-
munities are finally banding together to address the myriad of
problems facing high-risk youth and their families. It is our recom-
mendation, Senator Glenn, that DASH's efforts should be contin-
ued and strengthened. Thank you and we appreciate your leader-
ship in drawing attention to this issue.

Chairman GLENN. Thank you all very much.
I have two pages of questions here that I am not going to be able

to get to. What we will do is send some of these to each one of you
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or maybe the whole works "to all of you, I do. not Inow. We will
break it down somewhat and, we Would ask that you resPopd ;for
the recordplease, -becausel do have to' go>ito .theAloor. I-!hiaire a
-ornmitment over, there and. I am-sorry we:AO not.lakie-tiinfor
more Auestions.- this morning: (fyou wouId respiond tôbeéwe
would appreeiate it very ,much and-your response wiltbeineltided
in the recofd.as part of thelearing., - -

Lain 9orry I do,notzhaVe thie;toistick around'and talk Yvith:some
of you-aiittle bit anordliere this '

David, I *anted with'yowiwparikular, a:little-bit about
this, but do have to go over

Thank yowall very!much for;being here **aiming. The Corn-
mitice will standin recess, tubjebt to call of the' Chair.

[Whereupon, at 12:00 nOon, the Committee was in recess, to re-
convene subject to call of the Chair.]
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SUMMARY

Most American teenagers heva received essential information on the
causes of AIDS and how to minimize the risks of becoming infected
with HIV. However, GAO found that there still were gaps in the
provision of AIDS education.

In reviewing the school-based HIV education program nationwide,
GAO found that

Two-thirds of the nation's school dis.ricts offer HIV
education:

smaller districts were less likely to provide HIV education:

HIV education is not provided at all levels, particularly in
the upper grades, where the likelihood of sexual activity is
greatest:

essential planning and monitoring data on students'
knowledge, beliefs, and behaviors are inadequate: and

teacher training is often insufficient or lacking.

In reviewing education programs targeted at high-risk, out-of-
school youth, GAO found that

CDC's Division of Adolescent and Schcl Health has been slow
to address HIV education needs;

the Divisl...n has primarily funded education agencies and the
resulting out-of-school activities have been limited:

the Division plans a new initiative to fund health
departments to reach out-of-school youth that potentially
duplicates another CDC Center's approach.

N53
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Kr. Chairman rnd Members of the Committee:

I en pleased to be acre today to discuss our review of education

programs tor youth designed to limit the rpread wt the human

iimeunodeficiency v4zus (HIV), which causes acquired.

immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS). We focused our work on the lead

federal effort--the HIV education program run by 'be Division of

Adolescent and School Health (DASH), within the Centers for Disease

Control (CDC). Without a human vaccine or cure available,

education is the priaLry weapon againsv. the profound medic-1 and

social costs of the HIV epidemic.

Most AmericaL eenagers have received essential information on the

causes of AIDS and how to minimize the risks of becoming infected

with HIV. However, there still are gaps in the pzIvision of AIDS

education. For example, AIDS education drops off sharply in tha

Ilth and 12th grades, just as sexual activity tends to increas6.

In addition, students in smaller school districts are less likely

to receive any AIDS education. Furthermore. AIDS education efforts

are most clearly deficient where they are most clearly neededin

the high-risk out-of-school population, which 'ncludes runaway and

homeless youth.

V. 4
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DACXGROUNQ

Many young people are engaging in sexual behaviors and drug use

that place them at risk of HIV infection. Although few teenagers

have AIDS, about 20 percent of people with AIDS are in their 20s.

Because HIV's median incubation period is estimated at nearly 10

years, many of these people were infected with HIV while they were

teenagers.

CDC has the lead responsibility for federal HIV elucation efforts.

Its Center for Chronic Disease Preventionvand Heitlth Promotion,

responsible for HIV education for school-age youth, initiated a

nationwide HIV education program in late 1986. DASH, whith is

within this Center, provides technical and financial assistance

through cooperative agreements to state and selected local

education agencies and national organizations. These cooperative

agreements are designed to help schools and agencies serving both

in- and out-of-school youth develop HIV educatiLn programs. The

education agencies and national organizations then design and

operate their own programs.

CDC allocated $136 million of its fiscal year 1987 budget for all

AIDS programs. Funding increased to about $438 million in fiscal

year 1990. As shown in figure 1, about half of these funds were

used for prevention activities, such as counseling and testing,

health education and risk reduction, and minority initiatives,

2
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which Are administered by another CDC component, the Center for

Prevention Services. About 10 percent of CDC's overall AIDS

funding was targeted specifically for youth education activities

in DASH.

CDC russang of AIM Programs

ItzaA121111/4mase

///
my testimony today will cover DASH's efforts targeted to both in-

school youth and out-of-school youth, which includes runaways, the

homeless, migrants, and incarcerated youth.

3
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YOUTH IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS

First, I will discuss efforts to provide HIV education to students

in public schools nationwide. HIV education in the school setting

attempts to give students the knowledge and skills they need to

avoid HIV infection. DASH focused on pub) ic schr,o1 students

because most youth are in rather than out of school. Also, it

reasoned that HIV education provided in the school system could

influence behavior before youth dropped out of school. Our

infoimation is based largely on a telephone survey of a nationally

repreeentative rwmple of school district officials.

illY._EstuaatigiLLLIsirErsaidzi
at All Grade Levels

CDC recommended that students at every grade level receive age-

appropriate HIV education to expand and reinforce knowledge.

However, only 5 percent of school districts required that HIV

education be provided at every grade level. Coverage is most

extensive in the middle grades and less so in the upper grades.

As :igure 2 shows, only 15 percent of school districts provided

HIV education in the Ilth and 12th grades. This is troublesome

because sexual activity is likely to increase at these grade

levels. School district officials told us that already crowded

curricula restricted their ability to provide HIV education at

every grade level.

57
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Tvo-thirds of public school districts nationwide required that HIV

education be provided at some point in grades through 12 during

the 1988-89 school year. Of the districts that did not require HIV

education, most vere small, enrolling fewer than 450 students.

5
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Eauntialilanning-Anilisnlitsmina
pate !trot Inadeauate

For programs to set priorities, evaluate success, and improve

operations, they must collect data on students' HIV knowledge,

beliefs, and sexual and drug use behaviors.

However, over 80 percent of recipient . of CDC funds did not

collect this essential information. Only 11 percent of recipients

met CDC standards for generalizable surveys dealing with students

sexual and drug behaviors. CDC officials stated that essential

information was not collected because this was tho first program

year for many states, and some lacked staff to conduct surveys. In

some cases, recipieots cculd not obtain state or local

authorization to ask questions about students' sexual or drug use

behavior.

Teacher Treinino Is Often

jnsufficient or Lacking

Training for some HIV teao;m:s was absent or often insufficient.

CDC has not set any standards for the amount of training :uired

to effectively teach about HIV, but educational authorities with

whom we consulted recommended at leas' 12 hours of HIV training.

One-fifth of HIV tea.thers received no specialized training. The

remainder received some training, but it was oftmn less than 12

59
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hours. That is, teachers i two-thirds of the districts received

training of 10 hours or less, with a median of 7 hours. Most

school district officials we talked to wanted to provide more

training to their HIV teachers.

How I would like to turn to the status of HIV .ducation for out-

of-school youth. These youth are especially vulnerable to HIV

infection because of the extraordinary stresses in their lives,

their psychological problems, and the resulting high-risk sexual

and drug behaviors they are more likely to engage in than other

youth. Providing HIV education to these youth is difficult

because they often are hard to locate and resistant to preventlon

messages. HIV edu-ation programs targeting out-of-school youth

should provide information on HIV transmission and pravention and

the skills to change high-risk behaviors. These programs are most

effective when linked to others that provide for basic needs, such

as food and shelter.

DASH Slow to Address

Out-of-School Youth

DASH h. Loon slow to address the HIV education needs of out-of-

school youth. Cooperative agreements with education agencies

generally included funding for both in- school and out-of-school

7
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youth, but DASH initially targeted efforts to the larger, easier

to reach, in-school population. DASH provided no specific

guidance on how recipients should approach out-of-school youth.

Nor did it specify what portion of any particular cooperative

agreement was to be spent onCut-of-school youth.

State and local education agencies, the primary recipients of DASH

funding, are not geared to serving out-of-school youth. These

agencies received awards averaging less than $300,000 to meet the

needs of both in-school and out-of-school youth. Host of the

funding was used for in-school programs. About 5 percent of the

funds awarded to education departments were used to fund out-of-

school youth programs. DASH also funded six national

organizations to target their efforts to out-of-school youth.

These organizations received about 5.6 percent of total DASH funds

for youth education.

DASH-Funded Education for

gut-of-School Youth Is Liaiited

DASH-funded HIV education efforts for out-of-school youth are

limited. Few of the funded education departments targeted out-

of-school youth for any HIV educat!on services. Services needed,.

but usually not provided, included direct contact with out-of-

school youth and design of appropriate HIV ,:ducation materials or

curricula. Recipients said this happened in part b.c.m,se they

8
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A lacked experience with these youth and the organizations that

serve them. Moreover, those education departments that funded

efforts outside the traditional school setting primarily ta' Jetted

teenage parents or problem in-school youth, rather than homeless

or runaway youth.

ltv Relvina on Health Departments DASH Plans to Wtand Prot:ram

Because thes effoits did not effectively serve out-of-school

youth, MASH plans to fund six local health departments or othr

local agencies to serve as focal points for adolescent education

activities. Mese designated agencies will coordinate ccmmunity

HIV education efforts in high-incidence cities. Anothr center in

CDC, however, has a similar effort underway to educat high-risk

youth.

C2CLA.Lenter for Prevention Seryicaa

Also Funds Health Departments to

Taroet Riah-Risx Youth

The Center for Prevention Services also funds prevention programs

in health departments and ccamunity-based organizations for

populations at risk, including out-of-school yovth. These

include: (1) state and Local health eepertment prevention programs

to support Health Education and Risk Reduction activitiea and

special Minority Initiatives, (2) AIDS Community Demonctrotion

9
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Projects to conduct research on community HIV education strategies,

and (3) community-based organizations developing HIV prevention

programs for minority and high-risk groups. We believe these

programs potentially duplicate DASH'S iattistive to fund health

departmen'... to target out-of-school youth. Considering the urgicat

need to reach these high-risk youth, it may be preferable to

concentrate efforts where the system is already _n place to reach

this high risk population, rather than waiting to develop a new

initiative.

pECOMENDAT/ONk

Concerning youth in public schools, we are recommending that the

Secretary of Health and Human Services require the Centers for

Disease Control to (1) take a leadership -ole in developing

approachee to extend and reinforce HIV-rolated education for Ilth-

and 12th-grade studcnts, (2) work with state education agencies to

assist smaller school districts in overcoming resource or community

barriers that prevent them from offering HIV education, (3) ensure

that state and local grantees collect adequate survey data from

students to evaluate and improve school-based programs, and (4)

develop guidelines for the training of HIV teachers.

Concerning out-of-school youth, we are recommending that CDC

consider whether the out-of-school youth component of DaSH ahould

10
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be merged vith CDC's training prevention,programs yithin the

Center tor Prevention Servicsa.

This concludes my statomont, Mr. Chairman. I would bo, happy to

answer tny questions you may have.

11
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June 20, 1990

The Honorable John Glenn
Chairman, Committee on
Governmental Affairs

United States Senate

Dear mt. Chairman:

These are our rasponsea to the followup questions for the
may 2, 1990 hearing posed in your May 24, 1990 letter.

1. Shojld CDC officials make an effort to meet with the state
or focal authorities and parent groups which may be
opposing the collection of this data, or would
encouragement be better received if it came from an
organization like the National Association of State Boards
of Education (NAM)?

Answer

We believe Oat CDC efould use both approaches to wncourage the
collection of data on the knowledge. beliefs, and behaviors of
Jtudents if. order to allow adequate evaluation of HIV education
programs. Th-t is, CDC officials should make personal appeals
to groups opposing such data collection while also enlisting
the support of educational organizations to appeal to these
same groups.

Queittion

2. What is your reaction to CDC's fear that setting a minimum
standard for HIV teacher training becomes the maximum, and
no additional instruction will then occur?

Answer

Our findings on the vary low number of hours of teacher
training provided indicate that some standard is nec aaaaa y,
even though it may be preliminary and require adjustment at a
later date when CDC's a ch efforts provide new informatioh.
Given the large share of teachers with little or no training.
it is important at this time to set a .Animum standard to get
the most essential information to all teachers dealing with
AIDS.
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Question

3. Do you believe that CDC should specify in the funding
documents what portion of the funds should be spent on out-
of-school youth?

Mayer

We do not believe that CDC should require a specific
percentage for out-of-school youth in funding documents.
Rather, it would be preferable to encourage out-reach to this
population and to fund organizations likely to serve them.

Question

4. Last summer, I received GAO's Report documenting staffing
and funding problems at the Center for Prevention Services.
Should we really be adding additional responsibilities
concerning out-of-school youth to that Center when we
already know there have been problems in its program for
educating the general population?

Answer

CDC off'cials have informed us that past staffing shortages
have been alleviated. In addition, we believe that out-of-
school youth would be more quickly served by relying on the
Center for Prevention Services that already has a system in
place to serve these type of youth and has a much larger budget
to do so.

Questions from Senator Sasser:

Question

1. Do you believe that rural school district officials have
access to the latest facts and figures, which show that, in
many states, including my home state of Tennesseo. AIDS
ctses are rising most rapidly in rural areas?

While we have not interviewed rural school district officials
about this specifically, ft is quite possible that such
officials may not have AIDS data for various reasons, either
because they do not perceive a concern about HIV infection in
their area or because health data are not easily acceasible in
their locations.

337336-° 113 3
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glues t on

2. It is clear from your Itimony that many small rural
school districts do n squire AIDS education. Oclaroz
believe that this may as in part to the perception, which
is in my view inaccurate, that AIDS is a big-city problem*,
and not something that rural communities have to be
concerned with?

Answer

N. found that many small school districts do not require HIV
education. Soca of these district oiiicials did sey'thet:such
education was not perceived as immediately necessary in thair
lozzations. However, it ls important for thesecomiunities to
become concerned and initiate HIV,aducatior, as many ofi.the
taenagers,from these frees will soon move to large urban areas
where they will need the knowledge and skills to avoid HIV
infection.

Sincerely yours,

ea.41
Hark V. Modal
Associate Director, National and

Public Health Issues

3
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TO: l'anttc. John Otenn

United States Senate
C=mdttee on Goverinental Affrils

Washineton. D.C. 20510-6250

Mai: Hs Delores F. DuVoll
Warm.% Easton aindanental High ::nhcol

3019 eanal Street
New Or,--ns. LA 70119

Dear Senator Glenn:

In response to your letter dated April 11. 1990. I am most happy

to supply you rzt'i the information yon have rezuested. 1 will try to be

a thorough and concise as possible.

Here in New Orleans we try very hard tO keep our teachers updated

on information concerning HIV and AIDS. Nhile the Centers for Disease

Control has increased its funds for such education. I am disheartened that

there zs yet Insufficient funds to reach all of the Sehoolqged Youths in

our state. Because of the lack of funds. our schools cannot supply. what

I ftel, the necessary work-shops or materials needed to do the best Job

possible. I do want to give you soma back-ground information on the

Louisiana Educational System and :nen to share with you what we have tried

to do zn New Orleans.
I will also then tall you what I do, under the

circumstances. to reach students and the methods I use.

First, there are 28 Jenio: end Nz'dle Schools end 24 Senior Hien

Schools (Public'. .e are speaking of 33.000 students betieen the 7th and

10th grades. Diere are appronim3te4 :0.000 Ilth and 12th grade students.

This is significant because the teaChing of AIDS usually falls ender the

Physical Education and Health Department and nu: Ilth and 12th grade students

are not reo,uzred to take Physical Education and Health. Oar students are

only recJired to tete 2 Years of
Physical Education and 1(ealtli and this is

done usually in tne 9th a-d :Oth grades. Nov :f our 9tn an: 10th graders

ancose in scoe schools. -:.ey roa :A4C ROTC. .1ursee-oent1y. these students

e:e :est to us. Than tnis :s not a prel..em In my particular schot1.

Tne State Lai also pr o.ls the te.cnzne of Se% Educe:on belts: the 7th erade

:s csrte:-:! :a. :na: need c-ang:ne No he' 'otle chzicren that are

st..a.: .a-; oefcre tno. :earn tne

:eacie.s a:e per-.tte: to :no- Fo-... am:,4 sex

i-e -as: :n r I :e; vort-shs 7-cre :s else a

e: 1..--tvers c: Ao 0..er-s in rrdzi:on tr.

Cr.:C?: -In :nese

- ,. c - r --.^ *c c-cor :c

.:Lc . c: *.:cse :e-.:enz%:s c ovr Pc!s:ce:
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Education Teachers and 977.: of cur Adapted Physical Ecscation Teachers are
certiiied For scce reason, of which I am not sure, our better teachers
SO= zo leave the classroom and move into Ad-anistration. Maybe this
occurs because of the frustration of not being able to reach rorc students,
and the pcor salary teachers are paid in Louisiana. I, en the other hand,
feel that I am desperately needed in the classroom. I feel ry students

'truly need me and I love what I do. Here in New Orleans, we have vbat we call
a STAT Program (students teaching AIDS to students. These students are
Medical students from TVlane University and Louis.ana State Universit)).
There are other organizations that we call on to help &siva:late AIDS
informaticn, such as the American Red Cross, Flanned Parenthood, --boo?
Nurses that are in attendance cne-half day in every scnool, the satIonel
Clearins House for AIDS. the National FT; and the American Fede:Jtion ef
Teachers.

Second. the teachers tri Nes. Orleans must be creative. taouledgeatIe.
and love th..t they are doing. They umst be willing tc sec% Inform.t.icn
and see that this Intl:mat:on "hits home". The vorh-shops that have been
available, and there 'ave been sin this sehool year, have not reached all
of our teachers because they cannot be excused from their nshool to ..gend
them Ma2be one teacher from each school wall get to attend posoibly four
out of the sin, if they arc lust) . These vorK-shops are usually of a one da)
duration. Substitutes have to be obtained and pead . Considering the
salary for the staff of these ;soarers. money beommes a problem.

Thirdly, : vould Itim to now tell you sone of the things stiat I have
don: and an don:: that has made made my program at Uarren Easton such a
success a-d It has been. I am also on the State hratea-g Committee for
: use an; me:nod that : thin% ma) Fort:. I have oester contests, these
posters are :hen placed In ever) classroom. on the and to es:r Labrel;
: flood cz: pc:Idang with information. Last year my se:. ed.:cation class
put cn a p:t; that vas written and performed by rr; students. This pre-
sti-tat,c- as delivered before the entire student bod; and videted by our
-leen Club "."-as tape Is in our Librar) and frocuently used b; cur facult;
to sno, te tra_r classes Sthee:ts nct attending Warre- Easton at the -ute
st_ll hate a c...u...t2 to tie. traus _are cf our ;:a2 7ais has pee- se
st.ccessf.:, ctn-er schoels have bo:ro-ee e-r tape. This year nr: st.icents
put e- a --7-et sho.. The stueents ha: te trite tneir ot-r. scripts anc mtc:e

cr- o_emats cod t": put presentatic-. of cer:se -nfn-nation ".- to
ne ce:uect Th: fac-lt) et ',arren Easte- s.;ned u to -ev- t-o
cresintat.o-s clesertef to tie.: clases zse: the nest of t'-ese
se tezio-a o: t-o res,r-ro f:em cur teacners anC st..cents

-ade :s se -a. eaten e-r :It. and :2th oraders
-ate. ale-7 .:- :ore evertthing possleic

ee-. e: :::e- Eaes- as e -are of ene problem
. c naLe

crDassl.a-
"

_ a a a:,-s , -.5 a:: _ 7:
.-:?r-:::C-
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to eradicate misccmceptions ard wrong informationgust be the start if we

Maprevent the spread of PSV and'AIDS.

I am !oohing forward to cur meeting and thanft again for this
special opportunity.

Sincerely.

11.44/..415-
Deuces x. DuVall
'leacher

lncl: List cf Library Resource Materials
and Teachar Resources available to
the New Orleans Teachers
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TESTIMONY

United States Senate Committee on

Governmental Affairs

May 3, 1990

Hr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

I am Wanda Wigfall-Williams, Director of the National Initiative on AIDS

'uld HIV Prmvention Among Adolescents for the Ceara' for Population

Options, and I a= pleased to represent CPO in discussing our efforts to

prevent HIV infection and AIDS in school-aged youth. CPO's national

initiative is funded, in part, by the Centers for Disease Control.

The AIDS and drug epidemics are gaining ground. Approximately 20% of

reported AID cases are of people in their tw4nties. The long incubation

period (up ta 10 years) for the lirus indict-As that many of these people

were. probably infected with HIV during their teen years. Although

adolescents make up lass than ore percent of the total number of AIDS

cases, U16 Centers for Disease Contrcl reported a dramatic 42% increase in

the number of adolescents diagnosed with AIDS between July, 1988 and

August 1989. Tragically, these statistics refer only to young people who

have dexeleged AIDS, not the unknown numbers of teens who a.e seropositive

71
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and aaymptomatic. Risk-takiag behaviors (ex,...rimentin; with drugs and

engaging in unprotected intercourse) can result in deadly consequences.

The need fcr HIV prevention and AIDS education is great. In OU7 nation's

capitol, one in 300 adolescents tested positive :or HIV (Children's

Hospital, 1988). Yet, focus groups with area teenagers conducted by the

Center for Population Options (CPO) fouad that while rlinns are aware of

HIV and AIDS, many do not perceive thee ..ves at risk (32 becoming

infected.

It is difficult to project the extent to which adolescents envne in

activities that place them at risk for infection with HIV as well as other

sexumlly transmitted diseases. However, teen pregnancy rates can se.-ve as

one measure of sexual activity -- one of the highest risk behavior*. .

Approximately 1 million teenage women become pregmmax mach year.

Parents, teachers, religious lees:ors, policy makers, health educators and

you.' have a responsibility to address this epidemic. The Center for

Population Options has developed a comprehensive proven focusing on

reproductive health, health promotion and °life planning" for

adolescents. In order to reach yo::Ig people with motivating messages,

practical information and accessible services, CPO:

approaches young people from a diversity of concerns and

perspectivee with reality-based, simple meseages;

2
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works through national, state and coAmtmity-based organizations

to reach the largest nunte7s of youth, particularly those at

greatest risk;

7

ancourasms aultidinensiosal programs which provide formal and

informal information and caairshensive health services;

* creates nay programs if needed as4 evaluates existing one to

unsure that models arc available to youth-serving professionals;

*ad

assists opinion makers to reinforce messages and policy makers to

support programs which prevent infection with XXV and other

sexually transmitted diseases.

Peer education can be a powerful approach to education for adolescents.

Numerous studies ha.e demonstratet, that teens are more likely to ask their

friends than un adult for information on a variety of topics, including

health and sexuality. Often, peers are not only the main source of

information for each other, they also are the most influential in thair

ability to shape others' behavior. The peer group is the primary

reference for valuen and bekeviors. In a focus group study conducted by

CPO, inner-city adolescents said they would most likely listen to and

believe what ; person the age infected with HIV said about AIDS rather

than what an older person or famous person said abcut AIDS or the virus.

Further, an unpublished survey on condom use among adolescents found that

teens' perceptions of other teens, condom use behaviors was the best

indicator for determining their own condom use.

3
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Educators have found that perceived similarities in age, interests and

life experience between the influencer and the audience are critical

determinants of the persuasiveness of the message and in the success of

attitude and behavior change. Therefore, peer education has an atitomatic

advantage over education provided by adult professionals.

Recognizing the power that teens have over one another, and that this

pouir can be used to influence teens' behavior in a positive uay, CPO

developed teens for RIDS Prevention (TAP) to educate adolescents about

AIDS and HIV prevention. The TAP progeam provides 25 hours of

skill-building training for a small group of peer leadees. Once the TAP

members complete the training, they create and implement activities in

neir school or comnunity that focus on:

reducing misinformation

explaininc consequences of and alternatives to risky behaviors;

and

increasing sensitivity to HIV infection and AIDS, including

personal vulnerabilitl ad ways to protect oneself from EIV

infection.

It takes time to increase ' Medge and change behaviors. Research

indicates that 4imple, straightforward and factual HIV prevention messages

delivered cons.,stenti, by numerous sources, .ncluding peer educators, have

a rcsitive effect on changing knowledge, attitu!es and behavioral intent.

Today, / am accompanied 1 Brian Bess and Rahim Jones from Ballou High

4
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EMSU, sallou senior High School

Acquired /satins) Oeflciency Syndrome,
2'11 tell you straight up people.lt bits home.
It hits you hard and soon you kaow you're done for,
$o rejoicing or praying you know the score.
I mean you.can have Allag.you say you doubt it,
You or you wSt>. AIDS sainkatout it.
I wenn* milk 'dais subject like,i woad& cow,
No ignorance neededlset lisein'now,
Can you catch the'lliimase by just sharing hands,
tron toilet seats,"from meta: from touching no you can't.
You should know shooting up would do you.barm,
Injecting dopevand disease right up in'your ars,
I mean I pecks* a rubber like Ws a.lucky Charm,
So put you sex in cheek or else Joe your gone.
Because it can't be contained Atql spread arosnd,
You're the problem won't solve 'es DM:se break it down.

Human Immunodeficioncy virus,
You have to take high like Osiris.
c.P.o. and we Hill educate thee,
On the do's and don'ts of A-I-D-S, 2 want to exp us,
The negative trip that's coming from the rest.
Who thinks a subject like AIDS is just a gay cli A,
You're disillusioned, you're being etereotypAc.
The needle drug users, the over abusers,
Are subject to A/Ds and the accusers.

Male or female, gay or straight,
The AIDS virus doesn't discriminate.
Quote unquote D.D.P. for a While,
You jtIst can't trust a big butt and a smiles.
Not to be contracted fron a kiss or cold sore,
Not to be given through the swezt of your pores,
Wow that you know the information the score,
And if you wish it 2'11 tall you sore,
Because it KILLS.

Copyright 1989 3es 6 Jones
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Nr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, I am Dr. Cary Noble, Deputy

Director of the Centers for Diseasn Control (CDC), with responsibility for Its

nry Prevention Prograas. I am pleased to have this opDortunity to discuss

CDCis efforts to help prevent III: infection among school-aged youth. I es

accomparied today by Virginia Bales, Deputy Director, Center for Chronic

Di Prevention end Usalth Promotion (CCaPITP), CDC, md ay Dr. Lloyd Kolbe,

Director, Division of Adolescent and School Health, who helps direct the CDC,

p-ograas to prevent HIV infection among school and college-aged youth.

In October 1986, the Surgeon General of the United States called for Schools

to teach our Nation's yowth about the risks of becoming infected with the

human immunodeficiency virus (HIV). In that same month, CDC's program on

Ithool Health Education to Prevent the Spread of HIV Infection vas Initiated.

The primary purpose ct CDC's program is to prevent HIV infection among youth.

CDC's program is designed to build the capacity of schools, and other

Youth-serving organizations, to implement effective education about HIV that

is conaistent with Immunity values and needs.

It is also designed tc Ilp integrate education about HIV within a more

comprelmwave school health education curricrlum that provides a foundation

for understanding the relationShip between behavior and health, as called for

ky the f. Mt " qf 1 ' 'A Ideficiencv

Yirus Epidemic.



In 1987, CDC funded IS State education agencies and 12 local education

agencies in cities with the highest cumulative incidence of AIDS cases. The

next year, CDC funded the remaininm State education agencies, am well as four

territorial education agencies, and an additional four cities.

I will now summarize some of the progress made by this program.

In 1986, with funding provided by CDC, the U.S. Conference of Mayors surveyed

State education agencies to determine the extent to whiCh they were assisting

sdhools to implement HIV education for youth. Among the 25 State education

agencies that responded to the survey:

-- Eight had curricula, recommendations, or teaehing guidem to assist

local school districts.

-- One provided in-service training about AIDS for teachers.

Now, in 1990, only three years into CDC's program efforts, the State education

agencies have developed the following program capabilities:

-- Every State education agency in the United States and in four

territories has funding to help school districts implement Inv

education.

-- Every State education agency has a well developed plan to help mehools

implement HIV education.

- 2 - a
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-- Every State education agency has dedicated and trained staff to help

school districts ispleaent HIV prevention programa.

-- Every State education agency Is supported by a CDC staff unbar who is

specifically assigned to assist the program manager on technical and

programmatic issues.

-- Every State program aanager has a strcng working rekationalp With

program managers from the 21 CW-funded national organisations that are

assisting State and local education agencies to iaplement HIV education

for youth.

Today, State education agencies have the capacity to help schools ioplesent

HIV education.

I *ball reviev what they are achieving.

State education agencies undertake four common activities: 1) policy

development, 2) assistance bath curricula, 3) assistance in taplementing HIV

education for out-of-school yowl, and 41) conducting teacher training.

In Rolle', development.

-- Between 1987 and 1989, the number of States, Including the District of

Columbia, that require HIV education in schools increaned from 17 to

29.

- 3 -
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-- Of these 29 States, 12 require that XIV education 1:4 included in,a

comprehensive health education program, while 11 States require it as

part of family life education, human growth and 4.e1o9ment, or act

educatica.

saaittrariiithssuiry.11:

-- 90 percent of all States have developud curricula or curriculum guides

for use by districts within the State.

411,

- - 31 State education agencies are hel'ins other *acacias to educate

out -of-schoel youth about HIV this year. In 1999, from the funding

received by CDC, these States allocated a total of over $500,000 to

support these activities.

- - Last year, States assisted almost 300 agencies (such as juvenile

detention centers, neighborhood youth centtrs, and community recreation

centers) to implement HIV education progtams.

In ratulgraing_teachtzsrginingt

-- All States now are providing BIV-related training to local school

personnel.

81
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-- During al 1988 -19 school year, State sducatiess agencies coodueted

training programs that reached ever 100,000 local school 'wersousel.

These activit:ss undertakso my Stets Minutiae ageociee ars CIsignst to .?alp

local school districts implement prevention *regrew.

I shall review the prosress local sthool districts art linking.

Based CA the preliminary results from the survey cooducted by the U.S. General

Accounting Office in 1989, it wa. oeterm.:;ed Chats

-- 79 percent of the districts surveyed nationwide require HIV education

in health classes.

-- 63 pertint of the districts nationwide introduce XIV education before

the 6th grade.

-- 74 percent of the districts are providing HIV educction in the 7th

grade.

The GAO also found:

$8 percent of the school districts nationwide provide in-oervice

training to Sly education teachers.

-- 83 percent of teachers vho instructed students ahout HIV had received

HIV education training.

- 5-
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Clearly, the funde State end local education agencies, as well as local

school districts ltr022 the country, are implementing education programs for

youth that vill help prevent the spread of HIV. CDC believes t,at its program

on School Health Zducation to Prevent the Spread of HIV Infection bas

established a scund infrastruZture for helping sdhoolz nstionvide to imrement

HIV education curricula that are consistent vith community values and needs.

As this program continues, ve hope to thov continued progress.

However, much more remains to be done. Through grade 10, the majority of

districts provide HIV prevention education in health education classes. By

the eleventh and twelfth grades, th proportion drops dramatically because

either health education is not proc.ded, or it is o/fered as an elective.

This is a significant gap in our Nation s ability to educate our youth to

avoid preventable health pr,olems. It is inprrtant that ve recognize this gap

and take appropriate actiors to help schools overcome it. That is why CDC's

program is emphasizing the implementation of organized, sequential, E-12 grade

programa of comprehensive school health education that include HIV education.

We are very proud of the accomplishments of this program. We also recognize

that ve have much vork ahead in helping Stat and local education agencies to

implement effective progrr .

I vill nov addrer ss requested, the specific issues raised by tha Committee.

- 6 -
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CDC PROGRAMS FOk SCFOOL-AGED YOUTh

The CDC's efforts to prevent HIV infection among youth are conducted through

several program areas. CDC has establistAd a multiv:aceted program that

combines the vork of national health and education ormizations, State and

local education agencies, State and local htalth departments, numerous

community eased organizations, and the natirnal AIDS information program.

CDCa activities, by building the capacity of other orgenizations and by

direct intervention, are designed to increase the number of youth vho receive

effective HIV prevention education.

PROGRAMS FOR YOUTH WHO ARE IN SCHOOL

CDC has been working to help sehoois provide comprehensive school health

education since 1974 by helping to develop, evaluate, and Csetninate

effective health education curricula. In the late spring of 1986, to fill the

gap in the Nation's HIV prevention stratety, CDC's core staff in school httlth

education began planning a nceionvide prc vam to prevent BTU infection

specifically among tehool-aged youth. In September 1987, with a budget of

811 million, CDC launehed its program of School Health Education to Prevent

the Spread of HIV Infection by providing fiscal a achnical support to 15

national organizations, and to 15 State and 12 local departments of education

that served jurisdictions with the highest cmmulativs number of reported cases

of AIDS. By the fall of 1982, with a budget of 830 million, CDC vas providing

fiscal and technical assistance to 19 national organizations, and every State,

five territorial, and 16 local departments of education.

6
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SY Uses, Year 1989, the budget had !arrested to over 435 million. Today, in

fiscal year 1990, CDC has 49 staff and a 'Mudget of R45 illion to help prevent

HIV infection among school-aged youth. She request for fiscal year 1991,

totaling over S52 million, vill allow CDC to improve its assistance for

in-schoti nrograms, as vsll as expand its efforts for-out -oaf...school youth.

In planning the school health education program, CDC sponsored tvo national

meetings in 1986 to Identify needs associated vith implementing HIV education

for youth. Representatives from State and /nal education and health agencies

and relevant national ores," na identified the eolloving ..eeds related to

imp.ementing H/V prevention programa:

1. funding !ar program development;

2. national organization rapport;

3. HIV-related policies, guidelinen, and recommendations;

4. teather training programs;

5. access to educational resources;

6. pare.itaI invoIvencnt and support;

7. data describin4 CIV-related knovledge, beliefs, and behaviors amori

youth;

8. scans to evaIuste educational interventions.

She school health education program vas designed to address these ninth..

- 8 -
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Dv CDC Administers the In-Sthool Programa

The school health education program consists of siz major elesen-a that vork

together to prevent HIV infection and other important health problems among

youth.

For the firat element, CPC provides fiscal end technical support to sore than

20 national organizations that can help schools end other youth-serving

agencies to implement ;tire RIA, education programs. &moles of these

organizations include the Rattonal Asseciation of State Boards of Education,

the American Association of 3lool Administrators, the Rational Congress of

Parents znd Teachers. the Nacional Retvork of Runaway end Youth Shelters, the

Rational Organization of Black County 0/ficials.

The second element, as I have mentioned, colt-ists of providing iiscal and

teehnical support to 55 State and rer-itcrial departments cf edt:ation, and to

local depettnents of education in 16 cities vith the highest cumulative

incidence of AIDT, t help implendnt effective HIV education. These agencies

develop and implement HTY education guideilea And policies, curricula, and

teacher training vork6n4s

As part of the third slenent of the ;school health education program, CDC

supports training vorkshops for prograa managers, including school

decisionsakers, parents, and health department representatives, ta help then

in developing and implenenting HIV preventien edzcation prograks within their

jurisdictions.

- 9 -
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Fourth, CDC has establithed a materials development and information

dissemination system to assure that HIV education material for youth are

scientifically accurate and widely available.

Fifth, CDC has established a youth rick behavior surveillance system to :mess

whether risk behaviors that result in HIV infection, and other important

health problems, increase, decrease, or remain the same over time. This

system provWs national, State, and local data.

Throuth the sixth and fimsl element, CDC helps States and cities evaluate

their programs and interventions, and conducts evaluation researCh that will

assess the extent to which HIV education interventions for youth are

effective. The research findings consequently should alloy us to improve the

effectiveness of HIV educatirlal interventions.

15anseine the Cooserative Aare-IeL, gitit Itate_and Local Education Agencies

CDC provides funding to every State and 16 local education agenc Is to help

schools Implmmen. HIV prevention education that is consistent u_th community

vslues and needs In doing so, these agencies condunt core activities with

as: assisting school districts in establishing advisory committees to selec'

HIV prevention education materials; training teachers to use the

locally-selected or locally-developed HIV education materials; providing local

communities with periodic information about EN-related kmrledge, beliefs and

behaviors among high echool students; and evaluating and improving their HIV

education programs.

- 10 -
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The financial and technical assistance that CDC provides to the State and

local education agencies is guided by a cooperation agreement between CDC and

each funded agency. CDC requests eath year that the State anC local education

agencies develop four objectives to assure that school-aged youth receive HIV

education:

1. !I:crease the number of jumdor and senior high sthools that provide HIV

education;

2. Increase the number and percentaee of junior end senior hish school

students at each erode level who rens:ice HIV education;

3. Increase the number of junio: and senior high sthools that integrate

HIV education witLin more cooprehensive ethosl health program;

4. Increase the number of other agencies that implement HIV education for

high-risk youth, minority youth, out-of-school youth, and yonth

special education needs.

CDC also requests that funded et-ate and local education agencies collect data

an an annual balls to mea.sure their progress In sleeting eath of the four

objectites described above. CDC provides final end technical assistance to

all funded State and local asencies to help them conduct these assessments'.

This teChnical assistance Is provided through site visits, workshops, phone

consultations, and the distribution of a survey handbook that contains sample

survey instruments and guidelines for data collection and analysis.

CDC has not receivtd reports that funded edueation agencies, for their

in-school programs, have experienced problems with the current restrictions on

the content of HIV education materials as described in the document entitled:

b



Content of AIDS-Related Written Mated/11s. Pictorials. Audiovisual..

guestionnaires. Survey Instruments. and Meational Sessions in Centers for

Dialgal_Gontrol Assistance Protrams, which vas published by CDC in October

1988.

However, because local communities appropriately 'eve the authority and

responsibility to determine tbe content of HIV education for students, some

_ea:mettles restrict vhet can be discussed in their schools.

Irainine of HIV Educators

Part of the funds provided to State and local education ageacie^ la to de u-.c1

to train teachers to use HIV prevention education materials. L.'s Guidelines

for Wective School Health aucation to rrevent the Spread of UIY, published

in January 1988 after more than a year of development, recommend that Initial

and continuing in-service and pre-service training be provided to staff

members vho vill be teaching HIV prevention education. The amount of time for

this training is not specified. CDC has been concerned them any recommended

standard vill be misconstrued as the MAXiMUM amount oi training needed to

effectively provide HIV education.

Hoverer, with support from CDC, several national organisations bays developed

teacher training guides. For example, the National Educatfon Associo.ion

(NEA) developed a manual for teacher trainers to assist in planning and

conducting 12-hour training vorkshopa fur teachers an4 other school staff.

.. training consists of three madules that were developed in response to a

needs assesarent conuutted by HEA:

-12-
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1. Module One includes'hasic information about HIV and AIDS and is

designed to help school personnel respond to Questions.

2. Nodule Two addresses scheal policies related to HIV and the importance

ef inplemerting such polities.

3. Nodule Three provides concrete assistanee La selecting or is&soving HIV

prevention COrtriculs.

Ala, with support from CDC, the Education Develop:met Center (ZDC) developsd

end distributed RIV Education In The Clemsroon," a guide to holp trainers

prepxre teachers to teach about HIV in the context of comprehensive sehool

health education. The gui6e includns specific sections for gindergarten

through third grade teachers, fourth through oixth srmle teaeDeas, siddle

school teachers, and junior and senior high school teachere. The guide

addresses:

-- providing accurate, up-to-date information about the HIV epidenic;

-- presenting HIV education :tat is appropriate for the developmental

levels of stuCents;

introlucins HIV education activities by modeling and practicing

classrocm sessions;

prigaring teachers to respond to students' isms end concerns.

In addition, with support from CD., Education Training Reaearch, Associates

(ETE) developed 4 training programs for teachers end other school personnel.

Each 12 to le Imur program provides school personne3 with know/edge and shills

needed to teach HIV education.

-13-
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It is inportantc-to remember that State and locul education asencias began

their HIV prevention programs on y a short while ago. At the time of the CAO

survey of ethool districts reseeding HIV education for sehool students, more

than 60 percent of the State and local departments of education had received

financial and technical support from CDC for nine Maths. We vent pleased

with the CAO finding mat 80 percent of those teething about HIV bad received

training about HIV at the time the study vas cenducted. As CDC staff were

quoted in the CAO report, ve feel that muds has been accomplitLed, but muds

more remains to be done.

Why HIV Prevention Education is Important for In-School Youth

CDC is concerned &pout the extent to which teenagers and young adults are at

risk for HIV infection. We know that one out of every five perso,-4 reported

uith AIDS in the U.S. was between 20 and 29 years of age at the time of

diagnosis. Since the incubation period between HIV infection and AIDS

giagnosis can be ten years ,r more, then some proportion of those diagnosed

with AIDS, ages 20-29, were infected as teenagers.

We know that the sexual behaviors that m_, result in HIV infection among

teenagers elso result in about 2.5 million cases of sexually transmitted

di and 800,000 unintended pregnancies among teenagers every year. And

vs know that the behavioral patterns that result in HIV infection, sexually

transmittee diseases, unintended pregnancies, alcohol and drug abuse, and

other isPortant health problems often are inter-related and often ale

established during adolescence. Thus, this is a critical popd:ation to target

if we are to improve the health of the Nation.

- 14-
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We think that educational programs to prevent HIV infection and other

important health problems can be most effective when els; ars inplenented as

part of a planned and sequential, kindersarten through grade twelve, program

of cosprehensive school health education. Such e program establishes

foundation of basic bsalth knowledge that helps young people progressively

estahlish the skills they will need to avoid a range of inter-related health

behaviors end health problems.

Tbe Nation's schools provide an existina and efficient system to restb almost

all young people during the ages when they ara moat impressionable, and to

reach many young people who may ultimately drop out of school. That it ne

reasam why CDC has invested in helping the Nation's sahools to provide

effeccive HIV education. We need to remember that out-of-sehool youth were at

One time in a school environment.

PROGRAMS FOR YOUTH WHO ARE NOT IN SCHOOL

Efforts to provide HIV prevention education for out-of-sehool youth require a

coordinatea and complementary approsch that 'skes advantage of the unique

expertise found =one several CDC program areas. The CDC's ()dice of the

Deputy Director (HIV) directs the HIV preventicn programs throughout CDC,

including those that vork with olt-of-athool youth. Tbs Office ie the locus

for the prevention efforts for thia population, coordinating the work of the

Center for Chronic Disease Preventior and Health Promotion, the Center for

Prevention Services, and the Center for Infectious Diseases.

- 15 -
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About nine million youth, aged 14-21, do not attend school or college and may

be at greater risk for HIV infection than their peers who do. Out-of-school

youth at the highest risk for HIV infection include: school dropouts, youth

in juvenile justice facilities, runaway and homeless youth, youn4 prostitutes,

youth in gangs, and youth in substance abuse or mental health programs.

However, because these high-risk youth may be found in a varity of settings

mnd environments, and are not usually part of an organized system where theY

have ready access to HIV prevention education, they are much more difficult to

reach than the in-school population. To reach these youth effectively, a

variety of activities from several program aaaaa are necessary.

Madvitiez of the Center for Chronic Ditease _Prevention and Health Promotion

Tbe CDC's Center for Chronic Disease Prevention and Health Promotion uses the

elements of the program on school health education described previously to

also build the capacities of agencies that work with out-of-school youth to

implement HIV prevention education programs for these youth. For example,

five national organizations that receive funding from CDC develop and

implement educational programs for out-of-school youth, and provide training

to staff who work in agencies that serve out-of-school youth. One

organization, the Rational Network of Pmeway and Youth Xervicea, hoe

developed a guide for those who will provide Inv education for out-of-school

youth.

In eddition, over 75 percent of the funded St te and local departments of

education a.e carrying out activities to assist agencies that serve

out-of-sth youth in their jurisdictions to implement HIV prevention

9 3
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education for this population. Many of the departments of education provide

financial and technicz1 assiirmace to 1.1a1 agencies that serve out-of-school

youth. As an axaaple, one local department has ,:ondue 3 a workshop on HIV

education for local agencies, developet an HIV selt -study mit for

out -of -school youth, and identified HIV education resources for local agenciea

that serve these youth.

Finally, a training and demonstration center in San Francisco has conducted

twelve training and demonstration programs for over 400 staff serving

out-of-school youth from 35 States and 74 cities.

Activities of the Center for Prevention Services

The CDC's Center for Prevention Services has cooperative agreements with State

and local health departments, with minority and other community-based

organizations, and with the United States Conference of Myors, to conduct DIV

prevention programs. lhe State and local health departments, through the

fiscal year 1989 HIV Prevention and Surveillance Cooperative Agreements,

provided support to 54 community-based organizations that, as part of their

target audience, serve youth, including out-of-sehool youth. These

organizations conduct a variety o- prevention activities, including outreaCh

programs to homeless youth, riak reduction education, referral to MTV

counseling and testing, and if appropriate, referral to drug treatment

programa, and other medical/social services. Many of these programs are

targeted toward racial/ethnic minority youth.

- 17 -
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As part of the fiscal year 1969 HIV Prevention Cooperative Agreements with

minority and other community-based organizations, CDC directly supported 24

community-based organizations that, as part of thwar target population, serve

youth. These organisatinns also provide a variety of prevention activities,

simi)ar to those mentioned

Finelly, in 1989, the olnited States Conference of Mayors awarded approximately

$373,000 to nine community-based oroAniza serving youth.

The CDC's Center for Infectious Di , whose activities are focused on

surveillance, laboratory and epideniologic investigations, conducts a variety

of HIV surveillance otudiee, some of which assess the prevalence of HIV

infection and asso.lated risk behaviors in out-of-schooI p nth. In

collaboration v.1-1 State and local health departments, CDC currently conducts

blinded HIV serosurveys (unlirked to any identifiable individuals) in hmeless

populations, including youth, in eleven cities throughout the countrY. Other

surveys that include homeless youth in the pc?ulations that are 'accessed are

conducted in sexvolly trenemitted disease (STD) clinics, drug treatment

centers, vomen's health clinics, and tuberculwis clinics in over 40

metropolitan areas. Prom 1968 to 1990, demographic data and risk exposure

information, as well as seroprevalence data, have been collected on over

210,000 clients, ages 15-24. For example, =a youth 15 to 19 Years of age

'keen at the participatins STD clinics, the Inv seroprevalence ranges from 0 to

4.6 percent, with a meian of 0.5 percent.
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Other surveys measure HIV prevalence in groups that include youth, but

generally cannot distinguish those youth who are out of school or hoseiess.

These include surveys among childbearing vomen 'In 46 States and territories,

Irons patients in a network of 40 hospitals, college student clinics, and

prisons. In addition, CDC vorks vith other agencies 's analyse results of

their routine HIV testing, including the American led Cross and other blood

collection agencies, the Departnent of Defense, sad the Departunt of Labor.

lehavioral risks also ars assessed among infected blood donors, while CDC is

stablishins studies with rho Job Corps to assess RIV behavioral risks for

infected and uninfected youth.

fiscal Tear 1491 Proposal for Coordinative Out-of-School Tenth Vroueme

fiscal year 1991, CDC is planning to help local health deparmeate in 1-6

cities with the highest numbers of AIDS cases build coalitions of local

govez.aental and nongovernmental agencies that nerve out-of-schoo; youth, end

to consequen y build more effective and coordinated HIV prevention programs

for these youth.

In addition, funding will be increased for support sf relevant cummunity-based

organisations in these high incidence cities to develop end eve:este intensive

XIV prevention programs for out-of-school youth. Sero2revalence and

Whavioral research among this population will also be expanded.

- 19 -
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RATIONAL AIDS T.:FORMATION PROGRAM

As a coapleaent to the HIV prevention programs for school-aged youth described

previously, CDC developed the parents sad youth national public inforsation

prograa. Ike program, lausched in May 1989, was the fourth phase of CDC's

national AIDS inforisation program. This phase was designed to alert all

parents end youth to uhe vulnerability of adolescents end teenagers to Iffy

infection if they engage in high risk bt.avicr. The national effort informed

parents and other youth -serviug adults of the behaviors that place persons at

risk of HIV infection, and steps that can be taken to eliminate or reduce such

risks. For the program, broadcast and print materials were developed mud

distributed, as well as an AIDS prevention guide to be used to foster HIV

prevention discussions between adults and youth.

In 1986, CDC began its program to stimulate health education for Children in

this country with a small staff of four aud a budget of $250,000. In 1990,

the program consists of 45 staff and a budget of $45 million. These resources

have enabled every State and several major cities to have the capacity to put

in place programs to prevent HIV infection among school-aged youth. Through

activities such as planning programs, developing policies, and training

teachers, these State and local efforts will help ;:eveut a new generation of

AIDS cases.

- 20 -
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH HUMAN SERVICES Pubbc Hogsrs Sernte

Centers Ire Onane Cenool

YirtetA

The Honorable Jen Clenn
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510-6250

Dear Senator Clean:

Thank you for your letter regarding HIV education for school-aged ynuth.
Enclosed is the Centers for Disease Control's response to the questions that
you mud Senator Sasser posed.

Thank you for the opportnnity to respor4 to these imports:at questions. A
copy of tais correspondence is being provided to Senator Sasser.

Enclosure

-23-336 q 90,4

Sincerely,

C L .
Willies L. Roper, H.D. H.E.S.

Director

.?
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CDC Responses to Questions from Senators Glenn and Sasser

;enator.GV,p's Questions

1. In response to one of GAO's recommendations,
have you analyzed whether

your new initiative to fund health departments to reach out-of-school
youth duplicates the programs already funded by the Center for Prevention
Services?

The new initiative to reach out-of-sehool,
high-risk, and minor.ty

youth does not duplicate programs already funded by the Center for
Prevention Services.

The Center for Prevention Services
currently provides funding to health

departments and other organizations for outreach and direct delivery of
educational services to out-of-schcol youth by agencies serving these
populations at the local level. Because such organizations have
limited access to and time with out-of-school,

high-risk, and minority
youth, a large number of agencies

throughout eaeh community must be
capable of providing such services if

HIV education efforts for these
youch are to be effective.

The new initiat_ve vill help local health lepartments in cities with
the highest cumulative incidence of

reported cases of AIDS to work with
community z:encies that serve out-of-school, high,risk, and minority
youth to increase, focus, institutionalize,

and coordinate etforts to
address the multiple needs of these youth. This initiative will enable
local organizations to provide a broad range of services and to keep
these youth from "falling through the cracks"

when referred from oneagenc7 to another.

As part of this new initiative, the local
health department will

establish and maintain a coalition of private and public health,
education, and social service agencies to plan and coordinate the
delivery of HIV education, and other important education and health
services, for out-of-sdhool, high-risk, and minority youth in cities
with a high incidence of reported AIDS caser. Eaeh coalition vill
identify local community agencies that serve these youth; assess the
capabilities, efforts, and needs of these gencies; plan and coordinate
activities to build their capacities

to deliver effective HIV education
and other needed health and social services; and annually collect data
to describe the size, char cteristics,

accessibility, behaviors, andpriority needs of these youth.

The local health departments will maintain a steering committee
composed of agencies serving in the coalition to participate in all
phases of program planning, implementation, and evaluation. Health
departments vill provide technical assistance and training to community
agencies In im, usenting and improving policies and educational
efforts, and will thus increase the

availability and accessibility of
resources and services.

This new initiative will build a stable infrastructure for the
provision of effetive education and health rer-.ces to out-of-school,
high-risk, and minority youth in cities with a h.gh incidence of
reported AIDS canes.
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qr 2. Some of the national organizations find that th6re are so many CDC
revievers of their proposed educational materials that they are forever
editing and waiting for final approval. What is CDC doing to speed up

this process/

In fiscal year 1990, CDC will work more closely with national
organizations throughout the materials development process in orCer to
prrvide effective and efficient technical assistance. Our goal is to
review and return specific comments vithin 12 weeks of receiving final

drafts. This timeframe may vary depending on the length and complexity

of the material submitted.

CDC serves as a reviewer 'or all national organizations that develop
HIV-related materials for youth as part of their cooperative agreement

program and to all other national organizations that request

assistance. This includes all HIV-related materials, such as
curricula, guidelines, booklets, training manuals, etc., that are
developed by national organizations for national dissemination. The

reviews are undertaken by CDC to assure accuracy of scientific
information, educational quality, and sensitivity to complrx issues.
Unlike State and local education agencies that can rely on their hoalth
departments for such reviev, national organizations have no similar
sources of assistance.

CDC undertakes the review of these materials by obtaining written
comments and recommendations from each relevant center within CDC. A.
complete professional copy edit of each document is also conducted.
Written comments eaul re.omrendations sade by CDC are then returned to

the national organization. Final decisions on changes are the
responsibility of the national organization.

100
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3. As you knov, only 30 States anu the District of Columbia nov require HIV
education as part of the formal curriculum. Have CDC officials made any
effort, or are you nov contem7lating any effort, to meet with the Nation's
governors and legislators about your recommendations to have fry as part
of the formal curriculum?

CDC already supports efforts to help the nation's governori and
legislators learn about the importexce of HIV education as part of a
more comprehensive program of school, health education.

CDC provides financial and technical support to two natal
organisations that represent Statelevel polit/makers v o have primary
-esponsibility for education in each State: the National Association
of State Boards of Education (NASBE) and the Council of Chief State
School Officers (CCSSO). MASSE represents members of State boards of
education. CCSSO represents the chief State school officer in each
State.

CDC supports NASBE's work vith the National Conference of State
Legislators to develop legislative support for HIV education and
comprehensive school health education by linking State legislative
committees responsible for health, human services, and education.

La the coming year, CDC plans include supporting NASBE to work with the
National Governor's Association to promote HIV education in schools and
as part of a more comprehensive program of school health education.

Eath year, CCSSO and NASBE collaborate on a survey of actions take\ in
eath State that promote HIV education. The results of this survey are
distributed to legislators and other policymakers in each State and
throughout the Hazion.

Many HIV education coordinators employed by State education agencies
vork with their governors and State legislators to prepare legislation
designed to help schools provide HIV education.

lOi



4. Is CDC avare of the situation in privately-funded military academies,
parochial and private schools? Now veil are they incorporating AIDS
education ir their curricula?

Although CDC does not monitor the extent to VhiCh private s-c/ools
incorporate HIV education in their curricula; CDC includes private
sChools in national surveys of student-knovledge, beliefs, 'Ana
behaviors. CDC-funded State and local departments of eduiatiun'help
private sehools in their.efforts-to provide HIV education. 'For
example, the California State Department of Education pays for
rubstitute teadhers so that teachers fros.private schools can attend
teacher training sessions conducted by the-State denartet of
education. The Nem York State Department of Education diitributes its
kindergarten through 12th grade HIV edu ction curriculMm guide to all
private schools inthe State. The Maryland State DepariMent'of
Education provides teChnical assistance in the develoiveent of HIV
education materials by the Aradiocese of Baltimore.

In addition, CDC provided scientific and technical support to the
National Catholic Education Association as it developed an HIV
educaticn curriculum titled AIDS: A Catholic Edmcgtional Aporoach.

ha 2
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5. What is occurring on the college campuses? Are those institutions
providing AIDS education to their students?

The extent to which colleges and
universities nationwide are providing

HIV education for students is not known. This year CDC will fund a
lead university in States with

a high cumulative incidence of reported
AIDS cases to: (1) assess the eztent to which colleges and
universities provide HIV education in the State, and (2) help increase
the number of colleges and

universities providing HIV education forstudents and faculty.

CDC efforts to help universities
implement HIV prevention programs

include the following:

During ftscal year 1987, CDC began providing cooperative agreementfunds t( the American College Health
Association (ACHA) to provide

training to help students, faculty, and college ministrY
representatives design and implement

effective campus-based HIVeducation programs_ To date, 1,461 participants from 797 colleges
and universities have received training through ACHA werashops.

ACHA workshops address the development and marketing oZ campus-basedHIV prevention programs, tne initiation of peer education programs,and implementation of HIV-related
counseling programs for students.

Upon completion of the workshop,
participants oevelor an action planto be used in the implementation
of an effective program once theyreturn to their respective schools.

Because many historically black colleges and universities are notpart of the ACHA network, during
fiscal year 1988 CDC awarded agrant tc the National Association
for Equal Opportunity in Higher

Education (NAM) to provide HIV
prevention education to students at117 historically black colleges and universities. During the firstyear of the program, each member
college and university president

appointed one person to be responsible for coordinating HIV
education programs on campus. During fiscal year 1988, 72 percentof the historically black

colleges and universities participated ina aatellite teleconference that served as the inaugural activity forthis program, and repreaentatives
from 98 schools participated in

training sessions conducted by NAFEO. Additionally,' each of the :17historically black colleges and
universities received a videotape ofthe satellite presentation.

1 LI 3
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Senator Sasserls 4uestions

1. One of the more troubling aspects of the GAO report relates to
out-of-school youth which have to this point been essentially left out of
CDC's AIDS education efforts. Is CDC in a position to make available to
education agencies guidelines or targeted educational materials which they
can use to reach out-of-school youths?

Out-of-school youth have not been.left out of CDC's H/V education
efforts. CDC is currently using a multi-center approach to prevent HIV
infection among out-of-school youth. Through this approach CDC:

Provides financial and technical support to six national
organizations that develop and implement educational programs and
materials for out-of-school youth and provide training to staff who
work in agencies that serve out-of-school youth.

Assists more than 75 percent of State and local departments of
education in providing financial and/or technical assistance to
State and community agencies to assist them in educating
out-of-school youth about HIV.

Has supported 12 training and demonstration progrems since 1987 that
have provided training to over 400 staff members that serve
out-of-school youth from 35 States and 74 cities.

- Provides financial and technical support to State and local health
agencies and 54 community-based organl.zations (C80) that serve
out-of-school youth. In many States and cities, counseling and
HIV-antibody testing services are provided through these agencies
and other CBOs funded by the health departments.

Conducts limited seroprevalence and behavioral research to assess
the prevalence of HIV infection tuid associated risk behaviors in
out-of-school youth.

Carries out national public information program activities designed
to reach these youth through the National AIDS Information and
Education Program.

I t,
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Senator Saeser's Ouestisht
Question 1 continued

Guidelines have been developed and
distributed specifically for

out-of-school youth. Curricula and classroom support materials
designed exclusively for this population have clso been developed.
These include the following:

In 1988, CDC began to collaborate
with the National Network of

Runaway and Youth Services
on the development of its Safer hhoicee

Guide: AIDS Um Policies and Prevention Proem:URI:Mg RiskEouth. This guide is nov complet... and CDC
provides fundina to the

National Network of Runaway and Youth Services to help organizations
that serve hieh-risk youth use the guide in teadhing hieh-riak youth
about the prevention of HIV infection.

In 1988, CDC developed Cuidelin-p
for Effective School Health

Education to Prevent the Spread of AIDS. The guidelines were
developed to help school personnel and others plan, implement, and
evaluate HIV education programs for youth in and out of school.

- In 1987, CDC initiated the AIDS School Health education Database.
This database provides inOrmation

to educators throughout the
Nation about the availability

of video cassettes, comic books,
curricula, and other materials designed to educate in and out ofsdhool youth about HIV.
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2. As Chairman of the Senate Budget Committee, I am curious about your
spending level. Have you found that your efforts are hampered by low
funding levels? How muth more in the way of funding is needed to
adequately meet the challenge of AIDS education for sthool-aged youth, and
hou would any additional funds appropriated toward this effort be spent?

The President's budget request for fiscal year 1991 of over $52 million
for HIV education for school and college-aged youth will alloy CDC to
continue building the capacities of Rtate and local departments of
education to implement HIV education programs. Both the Report of the
Presidential Commission on the Human Immunodeficiency Virus EnideSig
and CDC's Guidelines for Effective School Health Education to Prevent
the Spread of AIDS cal, for the implementation of HIV education as part
of a comprehensive school health education curricula. The Presidential
Commission on the HIV Epidemic recommended that "All schools, both
public and private, should have comprehensive health education programs
for grades K-12 fully isplemented by the Year 2000." Such programs
establish a foundation for understanding the relationship between
personal behavior and hezlth in an orgarized, sequential, and
developmentally appropriate manner from_kindergarten through 12th
grades.

Implementation and maintainance of effective and high quality
comprehensive school health education programs in all schools will
continue to require substantial time and resources at Federal, State,
and local levels. Additional funding for CDC's oagoing school health
education program could be used to assist selected States and cities
implement other-comprehensive school health education programs.

The President's request-for fiscal year 1991 includes over $5 million
for funding an out-of-school youth initiative that will alloy CDC to
help develop, coordinate, and implement HIV prevention programs for
these youth in three to fax cities. Any increase in funding could be
used to expand such efforts to more cities vith a bigh number of
:eported AIDS cases.
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Ten:fr.:2.: of

Patricia J. erownlee
AIDS Education Facilitator

Baltimore City Public Schools

Before

Committee on Governmental Affairs
U.S. Senate

Hon. John Glenn, Chairm..n

May 3, 1990

lir. Chairman, thank you for the opp xtunity to tes'ify
today as part of the Cosmittee's hearings on HIV prevention
education Serving in and out of school youth. my name is Patricia
J. Brownlee and I am the AIDS Education

facilitator for the
Baltimore City Public S:hool System in Baltimore, Maryland.
You have asked that I address the following topics:

-What is Baltimore City Public Schools doing to relay the HIV
prevention message to in school and out Jf school youth?

-Wlat methods have been successful to this end? Why?

-What methods have not been su. sful? Why?

-What else can be done by federal, state and local governments
to better educate our youth to prevent HIV infection and AIDS?

-What else can be done by federal, state and local governments
to train our tearhers to prevent HIV infection and AIDS?

-Hey wc11 is CDC running HIV prevention programs for school-agedyouth?

Baltimore City Public Schools receives funding for
AIDS/HIV education througn a cooperative agreement with theCenter For Disease

Control-Division ot Adolesceni and School Health (CDC-DASH).
Requests for this fundAng have been made annually since /987.

Following is a brief description of the AIDS/HIV educrtionin Baltimore City Public Schools (BCPS):

with the funding support from CDC-DASH, a specific
AIDS/HIV preve^.ion curriculum consisting of three lessons at
each level, 1.1 grades 1-12, has been integrated into a comprehensive
health educacion program. Baltimore City Public Schools has
peen able to initiate and maintain a model AIDS/HIV education
program, impac:ing nearly all of the 108,000 students enrolled.
Commonicable d:.sease prevention is taught in kindergarten throughgrade 2 with AIDS/HIV infection presented as part of the larger

'body of cozmuricable diseases. The curriculum format consists,
of presentation of facts, attitude

assessments and models for
behavior change end prevention.
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Empowerment strategies are reinforced to raise the
self-efficacy of tudents to .ake positive hwalth choices, not
only in the area of STD: and substance abuse but in facets of
their lives. The construction, criting, rad printing of the
curriculum was supported by CDC-DASH funding.

To assure and reinforce the suctCss of the AIDS IV
curricmlum. extensive teacher training hat been provided, through
inservice workshops and collr 1 courses. Funding for substitutes

promots teacher attendance at workshops and stipends to defray
tuition costs have been provided to tetchers through CDC-DASH
funding.

Teachers of special edacation and high-risk youth
have been especially targeted for training. These teachers
deal with students who are more likely to drop out of school
and/or practice risk behaviors for contracting HIV inZection.
These teachers receive the most training because they .eal with
this population.

Cross-discipline training has been provided to teachers
in other sub3ect areas for understaxling of the issues surrounding
AIDS/HIV infection. Awareness training has been accomplished
for all Baltimore City employees as mandated by Mayor Kurt Schmoke.
This training MP. facilitattd by BCPS teachers and personnel
from other city .gencies (e.g. health department) as a collaborative
effort and impacted approximately 10,000 employees.

Attendance at conferentes where t.e latest information
is etchanged. field trips to health exhibits mid facilities
for test-hers and students, quest speakers. contests to heighten
awareness and special in-school presentations have all been
possible through gran, funding.

Support and supplements) materials. videos. pamphlets
and updates have heen provided to teachers responsible for AIDS
prevention educat.on. These vaiious materials are on-site in
each of our 180 s:hools offering maximum acces.ibility and motivation
for ure. The lesions in the curriculum provide for specific
use of these A-V supports.

mumeious parent and community group presentations
have been made to :rise the awareness of the surrounding communities.
Thripugh heighten parent awartness. in school youth and out of
echool youth a-e reached. Follow-up presentations are encouraged.

PCPS cooperates with many other agencies. private
and public. in Baltimore City to further the caust of AIDS/HIV
treyention. many of these agencies service out of school youth
ard young adults.

Reaching out of schoml youth with LIV prevent.on messages
:s s more complex undert6k1ng and requires creative techniques
for facilitation. with support from CDC-DASH. several programs
have been imitiated lr Ba1t.m,1e City.
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Five BCPS t achers serve as outreach workers at The Francis ScottKey Medival Center Adolescent
Detoxification Unit to deliver HIV preventionmessmgeS as wel) as safer sex and other

health information to the youngpatients. These teachers average between 20 and 22 hours per week ofinstruction.

A unique prmject has been initiated
in the community of Cherry Hilla subdivision of Baltimore City.

Through collaborative effort betweenthe American Pederatton of Teachers, also funded by CDC-DASH and BCPS,three outreach teams, consisting
of one teacher and one paraprofessional,have been formed and trained to present HIV prevention messages toparent, church and other interested groups. This project has beenso successful, that it will be expanded

to other high risk areas inBaltimore Cit./ using Cherry Hill as a model.

A pilot peer education
program utilizing 10 students from aBaltimore City Health Department 'at-rtsk" youth education groupwas successfully initiated during the summer of 1989. The partIcipantswere trained in communication skills,

HIV prevention education, STD
prevention self-esteem, decision

making, empowerment skills, andrefusal techniques. As peer educators, these students madepresentations at 27 sites (libraries,
recreation centers, etc.) towell over 800 in and out-of school youth. This program will operateonce more this sammer using the

same peer educators as trainers for newpeer educators. Thio program will also be expanded to service in-school1.outh in middle school September 1990. Not only will the messagebe presented to peers, the
peer educators will be impacted by theesteem buildtng practices taught also.

Reaching out of school youth is
difficult and more costly thanreaching the larger population of in-school youth. For example,the Flancis scott Key Program sill

cost approximately $20,000 thisyear to service about 250 youth. (This is 9% of my total budget toreach a relatively small number of youth).

The AIDS/HIV education program tn BCPS has been successful forseveral reasons. The messages begin early and are repeated consistentlytnrough all grade levels. As with any information and skill, the moreIt is repeated the :tore we tend to cake it an automatic part of ourbehavior. If we conststently teach self-esteem building and self-conceptraivng techniques, our students wIll be in a better position
to make positive choices in health as well as in all aspects of theirlives. Every child is lovable, capable and of infinite worth. It isessential that every child believes this about himself. A
comprehensive health curriculum in all grades emphasizing
conststent message of positive self-worth will make a successful, healthy
..ndlvidual who will function well In society.

ive can present facts and figures to our youth and ask them torecite on command this knowledge.
This will not guarantee a healthydectsion based on knowledge from that same youth. most young peopledo not use their knowledge base to make decisions concerning sexualoehavior. It is exceedingly importa..t to teach our young people skillsthat they can put into action when faced with a compromising situationwhere a decision must be made. Practice of these skins through role

play and peer teachtng is essenttal to success. In BCPS comprehensive
health corrtcalun, refusal shills, dectsion maktng and empowerment
sxills are taught, practiced and reinforced throughout.

1 `i
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Giving a definite message about abstinence from risk behaviccs is
very important. 7eer preosure is extremely strong in adolescence.
Teenagers, however, consistently name adults as those from whom they
wish to receive information. Therefore, as adults, wa must 1.e
consistent and definitive in our messages about abstinence. Thest
messages must be age appropriate and clear. An unclear message gives no
direction and the ycuth will follow peers which may or may nat be the
healthiest path

A one time HIv prevention presentation for students is not
satisfactory. Students need consistent, repeated messages about HIv
prevention. These messages need to build decision making skills
and refusal techniques. Informing s,udents about the action of a
retrovirus will not help the= te resist risk behavior.

Through past experiences in teacher training, it has been
determined that a one-time presentation for teachers is far from
satisfactory. Training must be consistent and occur often with an
initial 'dose and frequent follow-ups thereafter. It Ls essential
to raise the comfort level of teach.rs who deal with delicate
issues surrounding Hlv education. Raising an instructor's comfort
level will increase their intent to teach the curriculum.

Suggesting that a teacher present information about HIV prevention
withou appropriate training is dooming the currwulum to failure.

Inservice teacher training is costly 'aecauSe substitutes must be
provided. Frequent absences of teachers from the classrooms interferes
with the continuity of instruction ,or students. Funding is necessary
for after school and week-end trainings.

off-nour training opportunities lacking the enticement of
stipends or imervice credits are often unsuccessful as they seldom
motivate teachers to participate solely on the focus of professional
enrichment. On the other hand, an extensive training program
occurinl during the .chool day can be equally unsuccessfql. No
matter how much funring is available, it will not supply additional
teacher substitutes if they are not available, nor will it provide
additonal weesd when all disciplines are competing for comparable
training time 1. is, /n addition, the overuse of substitutes can
hinder student achievement.

In a large system. there is often a lack of appropriate personnel
to accomplish mammoth tasks involved in HIV education . There are also
var}ing readiness levels of administrators and teachers in dealing with
the h:v/AIDS information, and differences in perceived relative
importance of the subject. many believe it is not necessary to deal

HIV education in school and that the media should be allowed to do
tnis task.
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AIDS/HIV education involves more content to be added to an alreadyfilled curriculum.

In elementary schools, there is a general reluctance to deal with
this subject. With such a large body of teachers, training everyonetakes time and money.

Hiv prevention education works best when integrated into a
comprehensive health education curriculum. There needs to be continuity
so that good health decisions become a part of life processes andbehavior.

Federal, state and local governments can assist in the following ways:

a. Mandate comprehensive health as a graduaticn requirement forall high school seniors.
b. mandate that health education be taught by well-trained health

educators.
c. provide inceased funding for teacher training.
d. Provide increased funiling for instructional support materials

due to rapidly changing information about HIV infection.
e. Assist with audio-visuals and additional materials directed to

minority and special needs youth.
f. Provide financial support for activities targeted to reach

out-of school youth.
g. Provide additlonal financial and technical support and

opportunity for networking with national organizations to
existing HIV prevention programs.

CDC-DASH provides technical assistance and guidance and is supportive
to local control of HIV en.az, ion programs. Smis has been essential in
tailoring the activities to -ke specific population served. A frameworkIs in place to which programs can be aligned. CDC-DASH, through a project
officer, offers valuable suggestions and technical assistance
concerning approaches to ob4ectives and activities. Techniques and
fmrmats for evaluation design have been offered through a confacence
a° LEA's and SEA's. CDC-DASH provides for and encourages networking andcollaboration with national organizations.

In sumnary, CDC-DASH funding, technical assistance and networking
support provides the impetus for school systems to produce viable 81V
prevention programs fo both in and out-of-school youth. Assistance
in these areas from CDC-DASH has been instrumental in Baltimore City Public
School's AIDS/H1V education effort for both in and out-of-school youth
and the community at large.
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lir. Chairman and members of the Committee: I am Katherine Fraser,
Program Director of the AIDS Edu-ation Project at the National Association
of State Boards of Education (NaodE). I an pleased to talk with you today
about the efforts of our organixation and the Centers for Disease Control to
educate the nation's young people about AIDS and the virus, HIV, that causes
it. State Boerde of Education ere interested in this issue because they are
pclicymikers who aro charged with outlining the response of state education
SystC2A to the AIDS epidemic.

NASBE is in its third year of a five-yoar project funoes by the Centers
for Disease Control. Our aim is to help states to dispel the myths about
AIDS and give young people the information and skills to avoid HIV. We do
this through giving on-site tachnicsl assistance to states by peotutirg
publicatioes to support policy development, and by providing natiora:,
leadership about the broader health crisis underlying the AT13 e',estnic chat
exists among our nation's young people.

Senator Glenn, our organization sees AIDS as a part of a bigger
problem. State board members are very concerned about the haerh and well
being of our nation's young people -- particularly on how thit impacts their
ability to learn, their motivation to eradtate from .gh seta:el. and their
readiness to take their place 'n the world. Teenagers who are depressed,
drinking too mach, taking drugs, or eho feel like they have no futvTe - are
at risk of school failure.

For us, this nem.* that schools need to be much more involved in
suppo:ting yotmg people's physical and emocional health and well being than
they have ever been in the past. This is not an idea that everyone agrees
with others wtll insist that schools should limit themselves to promoting
better academic achievement not health. But health and adtvaticn are
inextricably intertwined. Withuut better support for students emotional,
social, and physical problems, many of our young people will never graduate
from high school or perform to their full potential. SchooLs can't solve
these prooleas alone, but they must be partners with family and community
efforts to do so.

Althaugh our efforts span ege groups, we heve taken a spacial focus
on the health problems of adolescents for three reasons. First, too many of
them suffer from avoidable problems such as drunk driving, drug abuse, and
alienation. Second, adolescents are facing these problems A, younger and
younger ages when they aro less able to teen and realize the
consequences. And third, the results of these problems are more devastating
thmn ever: =protected sex results in not only unwanted babies -- but HIV
infection and AIDS.

Out o: this concern -- and with funding from the Centers for Disease
Control .- NeSBE has joined with the American Medical Association to form a
prestigious commission -- the National Commission on the Role of the School
and the Community in Iaproving Adolescent Health -- to draw national
attention to our adolescent health crisis. ae Commission, which is
comprised of national opinionmakers in the fields of education, business
health, and the media will issue its report and concrete recommendations to
the nation on June 8th.

1
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With its CDC grant, HAWSE Also helps state leeders develop policies
regarding aIDS edu.sation and people with AIDS. In the past years, we have
visited sna-third of all stetes, and because of our work, eany states have
adopted AIDS education requirevonts, as well as policies to help school
communities sake oecisions roweling people with AIDS using methoda that are
medically sound and compassionate.

We have become a national and international center for information
about AIDS and schools. Our latest pOblicazion. Igesione et School. has AIDS,
has been requested by people from around the country and around the world to
help them develop policies for people at sdhool who are infected with HIV.
We also conduct A yearly state-by-state. survey of actions to promote AIDS
education, and through this effort we ham, learned about the impact of our
work: In ths summer of 1987, 7 states required AIDS education. By 1990,
this number has quadrupled: 30 states and the District of ColuMbia now
require AIDS education.

Our obligations in regard to our grant include working cooperatively
with CDC and other organizations, as well as having a project 'teview panel
review all of our materials. CDC also reviews our materials before they are
published. Vs are also required to contribute to CDI's AIDS School Health
Database. Next year, we will be required to partieipate in an electronic
bulletin board that has been set up by the Council of Chief State School
Officers.

I have also been asked to comment about how CDC can better coordinate
federal, state, and local governments' programs vith services provided by
organizations such as ours. First of all, I want to tell you that I have
worked closely with the Division of Adolescent and School Health for three
years, and I think their program is first-rate. Like any ambitious and
innovative new program, it has had its growing pains -- and this enpecially
true since it had to respond to not only a public health emergency, but a
highly charged political issue. I think that all of us have felt that we
could hardly afford ths tine to pause over the past three years, because
lives are literally at stake. At the same time, I think that this point --
3 years into the process -- is an excellent time to think about how CDC and
organizations such as HASSE can better vork together to maximize our
strengths.

CDC is a public health agency that is working with education -- and in
doing so, is building bold new bridges between the fields of education and
health -- and this is a great step forward in promoting the health and
educational prospects of our young people. Two of the three top priorities
of the CDC's new director, Dr. William L. Roper, are prevention of heath
problems and improving children's health. To prevent health problems of
children, the public health system will be most effective if it works with
schools -- because schools era where the children are.

Another strength of tha CDC program is that through such activities as
.:-Too-cing our National Commission, CDC is raising awareness -- at many
levels -- about the inadequacy of msny health education programs to cope
with serious problems such as AIDS. Whtn health education is mentioned,
many people remember their own experiences in which sometimes poorly trained
and reluctast physical education teachers gave them lectures about sex or

1 1 4
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the four food groups. If we hope to convince our teenagers to resist
behaviors that could expose them to the AIDS 7irus, then we must think
differently About health education. Student/ need relevant information from
well-trained teachers, and they need to learn and practice the skills they
need to live a healthy life. These skills include learning to make wise
decisions, to work cooperatively with others, to resist pressure, and to
take responsibility for themselves.

To strengthen their program over the coming years. I suggest that CDC
continua to consolidate and MSS the results of one of its great sue
the capacity it has built in the diverse national organizations it has
worked with over the past three years to isprove AIDS and health education.
With these organizations, they gain access to dacisionmakers at all levels
across the country -- people who have the energy, connactiens, and skills to
mak* things happen -- at the local, state. and national level. As CDC works
with individual states, it needs to bullet better and better ways to draw
upon the information and experience of its funded organizations to plan
strategies. build coalitions, and make real progress.

Second. as the CDC prograa continues. it ahould continua to work with
state education agencies, and to help support their efforts, it should also
forge stronger links with diverse groups et the state leVet-- including the
nation's governors and legislators. This kind of leadership is crucial to
CDC's leng-tern plan to effectively educate every young person about HIV and
related health issues. Many states that hove made a comprehensive, thorough
statewide commitment to improving their AIDeand health programs have had
the support of governors and legislators. his often these leaders whose
hearts and minds must be won to effect substantial. long-term change.

The AIDS epidesic remains a crisis, and it remains a highly emotionally
and politically charged issue in nany stateo and local connumities. For
this reasun, we must continue to build coalitions at the state and local
levels. It certainly will be easier to build state and local coalitions if
we can male AIDS education a part of a bigger effort to improve the health
and achievement of our young people.

I would like to express my sincere appreciation for having the
opportunity to talk with you this morn:ng. HASSE and its state board of
ducation members stand ready to work with you in'continuing to confront the
national health crisis uf the AIDS epidemic.

a
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UNITED STATES SINATI

coraarm ON GOVERNUSNTAL MAIMS

HEARING ON AIDS EDUCATION YOR SCHOOL-AGED YOUTH

Nay 3, 1330

Testimony of Sanara McDonald, Younder/Pres"Int

OUTREACH, INC. ATLANTA, GMORGIA

Good morning Chairman John Glenn, members of the Committee

on Governmental Aftairs and other observers and participants. My

name is Sandra Singleton WrDonald and I am Found._ and President

of OUTREACH, INC., a four year old minority non-profit grassroots

community-based organization in Atlanta, Georgia.

OUTREACH, INC.'s overall mission and purpose is to provide

cultu_ally-sensitive AIDS and drug abuse education prevention

programs to the minority communities in Metropolitan Atlanta's

inner city neighborhoods and throughout the State of Georgia. To

meet the challenge of our aission, we combine a two-prong

educational approaches which utilizes both traditional and non-

traditional methods. Our traditiona, approaches include training

and informational workshops to groups including elementary,

middle and high schools, colleges, churches, civic organizations,

halfway house, drug treatment facilities and various others. Our

non-traditional approaches include the formation of a "street
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team" which ccnsist of former intravenous drug users who are

certified AIDE educators and provide one-on-one interventions to

persons at elevated risk for HIV disease.

During 1989, our street team made 95,000 personal contacts

with current substance users, their partners and other family

members, out-of-school youth, and others in the minority

community where distribution of 200,000 condoms, 2,000 of

individual bleach bottles and 150,000 instructional brochures

were handled. other approaches have included sponsoring a female

impersonation contest where AIDS education was pcovided prior to

announcing the winner to black gay males; placing Peer Counselors

(recovering Intravenous drug users who are AIDS educators

promoted form our street ter".) in our largest charity hospital,

Grady Memorial to intervene with addicted patients with HIV

disease to encourage drug treatment, 12 step-help programs and

general emotional support; and, adopting en inner city high

school and an alternative school for out-of-school youth to begin

a Teen Peer Program.

My testimony this morning will center around out HIV

awareness programs targeted at school-aged youth.
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IN SCHOOL YOOTH PROGRAM

c'utreach, Inc. was contracted by the Center for Population

Options, a ne.tional organization funded by the Centers for

Disease Control's Adolescent and School Health H7V Education

Program, in Nugust, 1989 to begin a Teen AIDS Prevention Program

at a local middle or high school. Ihe contract was for $2,500

and covered a one year period. Since the At1Pnta Public School

System did not have a formal pros:ram for AIDS education in place

for students, we were fortunate to br given permission to operate

in an inner city high school whore two :2) students under sixteen

years old were recently killed in drug relaeed fights in the last

twelve (12) months. Students were ch/tsun by the school's

efficlItls for participate and parental approval was obtained.

A course outline and general program operations were provided by

the Center for Population Options and haie been followed by the

fifteen (15) students participating in the program. The students

meet for two (2) hours each week and in addition to the course

requirements a variety of guest speakers provide training on

pertinent diseases, teenage pregnancy, suicide, homicide, peer

pressure, stress, etc.

The students chose as their project to develop a Teen's AIDS

Awareness Workshop targeted at their peers and to conduct

1 fç,
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a minimum of ore (1) workshop for 10th, llth and 12th graders at

(10) major Atlanta high schools. A peer level brochure, poster

and referral card developed by the students will be provided.

During the summer months, the students will begin a "Teen Crisis

and Self-Help Line" where cells from teens seeking information

about AIDS and/or drug abuse will be received. This telephone

line will be located in our administrative offices and one of our

Outreach Specialist will assist the students. The availability

of this service and the appropriate telephone number will be

advertised at establishments frequented by teens including record

stores, pizza parlors, skating rinks, etc. Pablic service

announcements written by the students will also be placed on

local radio stations.

OOT-01,-SCROOL YOUTH PROGIAM

Our first encounters with school-aged youth who were not in

school began in 1988 when our initial "street" outreach work

started. Our Outreach speciallsts (who are trained AIDS

educators and recovering Intravenous/substance users) began to

observe several young minority males who were regulars at local

recreation centers where basketball in played most of the day.

After developing a level of trust and creditability, the youth

were receptive to information on the transmission of HIV and
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prevention tech,dgues. While acceptance of condoms was slow as

first, it rapidly became our hottest item.

In innel: city Atlanta, it is difficult to identify any one

section of town where out-of-school youth congregate, however, we

continued to discover these youth in areas where drugs dominate

and where sex, money, stoles items and othzrs are exchanged for

crack cocaine, powdered cocaine and heroin. We recruited two (2)

youth who were seasoned *street wise" veterans to distribute

informational brochLres, condoms and bleach to other kids on the

street. These youth also became our entrance into other areas

where out-of-school youth including runaway gathered. Jo

Bergman, Vice President of W.rner Bros Records has been a

supporter of our Teen Program and has provided cas-ltte tape,

albums and compact discs which are used as an incent, for kids

to talk to us on the streets.

Currently, we have recruited five (5) students at the

Exodus, Inc. Academy (an alternate school for out-of-school

youth, runaways, troubled students, etc.) to become Teen Peer

Counselors for youth on the street sand will begin taleir training

program when funds can be obtained for stipends. Thest students

will work in concert with our in-school youth on various projects

including the Crisis Line and the peer level workshops.
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RZCOMMISMATIONS

We strongly recommend and encourage the consideration of the

following:

Funding be continued for the Centers for Disease

Control's Center for Chronic Disease Prevention and

Health Promotion's Division of Adolescent and School

Health HIV Education Program for both in-school and

out-of-school youth.

Out-of-school youth programs include:

the flexibility of designing written materials

which reflect the language of "street wise* kids

and is culturally suited for different audiences

i.e. rappers, punk roccers, heavy petal followers

etc.

the participation of community based organizations

who offer substance abuse information and

treatment programs targeted towards teens: and

121
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an Advisory Panel of former runaways, out-of-

school youth, etc. to provide guidance on

appropriate intervention methods and techniques.

CDC's CCDPHP develop partnerships with corporations

whose products are marketed t3 teens to solicit

yirticipation is providing AIDS awareness information

with purchases. Examples include far-t food

restaurants, record itores, tennis shoe companies anc

other.

Efforts to provide education to youth cn all health

issues by the Center for Chronic Llisease Prevention and

Health Promotion's and other agencies, be incorporated

witn AIDS awareness information tor a conprehensive

method of communinstion. Examples includa drug abuse

education, other sexually transmitted disease, teenage

pregnancy, etc.

Removal of several restrictions on HIV e.,,Ication and

px.rention activities. Thank imui
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Chairman Glenn and members of the Committee on Governmental
Affairs, my name is Jay coburn. / am Director of the Safe Choices
Project at the National Network of Runaway and Youth Services.
I am here today representing the National Network, our members, and
the thousands of young people who are living without the support
of our schools and ..ther institutions as they struggle toward
adulthood. I am also here to share the experiences of other
naticnal organizations which receive funding from the Division of
Adolescent and School Health (DASH) to provide education services
to out-of-school youth.

Thank you for the OPP t5 speak before this esteemed
panel on matters that could save the lives of so many
disenfranchised young people. I would like to tell you about the
work of my organization and project, briefly profile those youth
who are at highest risk for HIV infection, outline our current
efforts to prevent HIV infection within this group, and discuss the
prevention initiatives overseen by the Division of Adolescent
School Health (DASH) at the Centers for Disease Control (CDC).

The National Network

The National Network of Runaway and Youth Servic6s represents
over 900 community-based organizations throughout the country as
it educates and assists the nation in providing support and
services for high-risk youth and their families, so they may lead
safe, healthy, and productive lives. To that end, Safe Choices is
a national initiative to provide materials, training, and technical
assistance in HIV and AIDS prevention to those who serve runaway,
homeless, and other high-risk youth. In addition, the project
provides information on high-risk adolescents and HIV and AIDS to
national organizations and policy makers.

Youth and HIV

Adolescence is a time of experimentation for most young people,
as they assert their independence from parental figures and begin
to explore new ideas and behaviors in preparation for adulthood.
Unfortunately, this experimentation increasingly includes early
sexual activity and alcohol or drug use, placing youth at risk for
a variety of health problems -- including HIV and ultimately, AIDS.

Sexual Activity

On average, young women first have sexual intercourse wher
they are 16.2 years old; for young men, the average age it.
15.7 (Zelnick & Shah, 1983). For most, the decision to have
sexual intercourse is spontaneous (Zelnick & Shah),
decreasing the likelihood that condoms will be used to
prevent the transmission of disease or unwanted pregnancy.

'; 4x
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o The average age for first sexual intercourse reported among
young women in an inner city detention population was 12
years old (Hein & Hurst, 1988).

o One in six high school girls who is sexually active has had
at least four different partners (Madaras, 1988).

o In a study that focused on health services to homeless
people in 19 cities, homeless girls aged 16-19 had the
highest pregnancy rate of any other age group. Thirty-one
percent of the 16-19 year olds receiving health services
were pregnant, Ps compared to 9% of the control group used
(Wright, 1989).

STDs

o 2.5 million teenagers, or about 1 in 6 teenagers, contract
an STD every year (Madaras, 1988).

o People with a history of sexually transmitted diseases
(STDs) appear to have a higher incidence of HIV infection
than people with no such history (Cates, 1988).

o For sexually active teens, latex condoms are the best way
to avoid HIV infection. However, only about 25% of teens
(aged 15-24) use contraception consistently; only 21% of
these use condoms (Bachrach, Horn, Mosher, & Pratt, 1984).

Alcohol and other drug use

o Among adolescents surveyed in 1987, about 1/4 of 8th graders
and more than one-third of 10th grade students reported
having had five or more alcoholic drinks on one occasion
dnrIng the previous two weeks (American School Health
Association, 1987).

o Reported rates of substance abuse among runaway and homeless
adolescents range between 70-85% (Shaffer & Caton, 1984;
Yates, MacKenzie, Pennbridge, &Cohen, 1988; Rotheram-Borus,
Koopman, & Bradley, 1989).

o Use of drugs and alcohol by teens impairs judgement, leding
to poor decisions about engaging in sex in the first place.
Drugs and alcohol also impair a person's willingness and
ability to use condoms or other precautions.

At this time, several hundred young people aged 13-21 have been
diagnosed with AIDS. AIDS is the 7th leading cause of death among
15-24 year olds in the U.S.; it moves to 4th place when looking at
health-relatad deaths (National Center for Health StatistiCs,
1990). Health care experts assert that these nulbers mask the true
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incidence of HIV infection in adolescents, since those infected
with the HIV-virus as teens are usually asymptomatic until sometime
in their twenties. (The latency period for the HIV-virus may be
as long as 10 years. currently, 20% of those individuals diagnosed
with AIDS are aged 20-29; many of these were probably infected as
'eenagers.)

Cases of AIDS among older adolescents differ from younger
children in that the virus is: a) most often transmitted through
unprotected sexual activity or sharing needles and b) can be
prevented when young people are given the information and gain the
skills necessary for behavior change. Adolescent infection also
differs from adults in several ways: a higher percentage of
females are HIV-infected; the rate of heterosexual transmission is
double that of adults; and them is a higher prevalence in young
people of color.

High-Risk Youth

Youth at highest risk for HIV infection face the same
developmental challenges as othor youth: they experiment, test
limits, and believe they are invulnerable. As far as HIV, they
are often isolated from the institutions that are typically
expected to carry prevention messages -- schools, families, health
services. Unfortunately, they lack the adult support and resources
which help to ensure healthy tranzitions into adulthood. They miss
school or drop out, engage in sexual activities at earlier ages,
and are more apt to become chemically dependent on alcohol and
other drugs.

Runaway and homeless youth are particularly vulnerable. Life on
the streets. appears to be the most viable option for many of the
estimated 1.3 million youth who have fallen through the cracks of
an overburdened child welfare system or who have fled or been
ejected from chaotic and often abusive homes.

Although these young people come from diverse backgrounds (i.e.,
they represent every socioeconomic class, ethnicity, and
community), living without adult support and guidance is a great
equalizer. Runaway and homeless youth often lack access to things
many adults take for granted: bathrooms, places to bathe, warm and
safe places to sleep, regular meals, transportation, and people in
their lives whom they can trust.

Because of their age and lack of education or job training,
these young people have few skills or wife experiences with which
to earn a living. They are easily 4xploited. Drugs and alcohol
(which impair judgement) are often used as means to fit into the
street scene, escape from the pain of the past, or ease a sense of
hopelessness in the present. In addition, youth are forced to
engage in survival sex to meet their basic needs of food and
shelter.
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Runaway and homeless youth oftea lack Hrv prevention
information, the negotiation skills nzcessary to practice safer
behavior, and access to condoms (or bleach to disinfect needles).
Also, ths adults who sexually assault or exploit those teenagers
are rarely interested in risk reduction; they pay and/or coerce
youth to forego condom use. Too often, because of their profound
isolation, these youth lack tho will to save their lives through
less risk behavior.

Currently, programs that counsel runaway and homeless youth in
New York City report that 7-15% of their clients who have been
tested for the virus are infected (Kennedy, 1988). Prevention and
intervention is very difficult given the complete lack of stability
in these young people's lives. Just securing shelter on a day-to-
day basis and remaining relatively safe from assault is consuming.

Getting these young people off the street, away frog the
pressures and exploitation that makes them more susceptible to
risky practices, is bottom-line HIV prevention. At the same time,
street outreach and youth emergency shelter 'progress act as the
point of access for many high-risk youth into the service delivery
system: they are strategically poised to provide HIV prevention
education to young people who are, for the most part, disconnected
from their communities and responsible adults.

Characteristically, the focus of these progress is crisis
intervention, stabilization, reuniting fasilies, and brokering
additional services for young people (e.g., getting the child
welfare agency tc. take custody when an under-age youth has been
abused or neglected.) With training and assistance, community -
based agencies can also help young people change their behavior to
make thou safe from HIV.

5site_Saksziala_Erszilat

The Safe Choices Project has received funding from the Division
of Adolescent School Health (DASH) of the Centers for Disease
Control (CDC) for the last three years. The purpose of the
cooperative agreement is to expand HIV prevention activities
benefitting out-of-school youth -- specifically, runaway, homeless,
and other troubled youth. Working with community-based
organizations that reach out to high-risk youth, the project has
four parts: educational materials, training, technical assistance,
and public information and networking.

The Safe Chgices Guide. The Guide, a central component of the
project, is designed to help youth-serving organizations develop
policies and programs to help stop the spread of HIV -- including
r,naway and homeless youth centers, detention facilities, and group
homes.
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The Guide consists of tho following modules:

organizational policies about AIDS and HIV infection (e.g.,
safety procedures, anti-diocrinination policies)

o staff training for all employees who come in contact with
youth (i.e., line staff, counselors, cooks, drivers)

o youth training, including basic information and skills-
building exercises

o indigidual and family counseling

o outreach to street youth

o telephone hotline inform, tion, counseling, aad referral

o HIV prevention in foster care settingr

CDC has funded development and printing of the Guide along with
Additional financial support from the Metropolitan Life Foundation.
The Guide will be disseminated to the 343 federally-funded runaway
and homeless youth centers, and additional copies will be made
avOlable to youth-serving agencies nationwide. Final approval on
the text of the Guide was received from the CDC on April 27, 1990.
Now in production, the Guide is schiduled for distribution at thq
end of May.

Workshops and Training. Sessions are held throughout the
country to alert youth workers to the impact of the epidemic on
young people and to train program staff so they can provide
effective HIV prevention education. The one-to-three hour
workshops are typically convened at national and regional
conferences. They are designed to int;oduce participants to the
issues affecting high-risk youth and HIV.

Intensive training conferences, based on the Safe Choices Guidg,
increase participants' knowledge and competencies in the following
areas: organizational policies, training for staff, HIV prevention
for youth, and integrating HIV prevention messages into eXisting
counseling, street outreach, hotline, and foster care programs.
In addition, participants become familiar with local resources and
learn about networking and organizing community responses to fight
HIV.

In the first half of this fiscal year, Safe Choices has reached
387 youth workers, teachers, and other professionals through 11
presentations held throughout the country -- e.g., Angel Fire,
N.M.; Stevens Point, Wisc.; Richmond, Va. Intensive, one- to two-
and-one-half day trainings have been held in five cities during the
same period, including: Washington, D.C.; Houston, 'Ask.;

Pittsburgh, Penn.; Springfield, Mass.: and Ashland, Ore. By
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October 1, 1990, community-based organizations serving high-risk
youth in each of the ten federal regions will have had the
opportunity to participate in these sessions.

Technical Assistance. The project provides technical
assistance, namely, support and information on model programs,
policy development, private funding sources, and new materials
(e.g., posters, brochures, videos) through a variety of channels:

o The AIDS Technical Assistance Hotline (1-800-878-AIDS)
provides personal assistance in developing programs and
finding new materials for those serving at-risk youth.

o The YOUTHNET AIDS Bulletin provides weekly updates on HIV
prevention and other activities through the National
Network's telecommunications system, YOUTNNET.

o The "Network News" and *Policy Reporter" are National
Network publications that carry HIV/AIDS related articles
to inform and educate youth providers.

Safe Choices is also providing intensive and ongoing technical
assistance to seven youth shelters in the Washington, D.C.,
metropolitan area. In recognition that agencies working with high-
risk youth are often constrained by limited staff and other
resources, Safe Choices provides a half-time trainer shared by the
shelters. Funded through a grant from the Aetna Foundation, the
trainer is able to provide assistance to agency staff and training
to clients every two weeks at each shelter. Depending on
evaluation outcomes, this model may be replicated in other
communities in the future.

Public Information and Networking. These activities are
critical to oeveloping greater public understanding and support for
additional HIV/AIDS services for high-risk youth. Project staff
work with other national organizations and decision makers to
increase awareness and to facilitate cooperation at all levels of
community that cuts across public/private, professional, and
ethnic/cultural lines. DASH's cooperative agreements with 20
national organizations emphasize collaborative efforts; to that
end, several national organizations hope to hold joint training
next year for their respective constituents in select cities across
the nation.

DMH and Prevention Initiatives

Effective HIV prevention for all youth, particularly youth at
risk, must provide information and skills. Teaching young people
about how HIV impairs the immune system will not help them if their
sexual partners refuse to use a condom. Young people need refusal
and negotiation skills and explicit information if they are to
abstain from risky behaviors or reduce their risk by using condoms.
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A recent stmdv ln HIV prevention for high-risk youth conducted
at Columbia Uri,-,rmity found that young people had a high level of
knowledge abr.4.- HIV transmission (Rotheram-Borus, Koopman, t

Bradley, l9ise,. However, they lacked negotiation skills and
despite theix *,qh level of )cnowledge, they continued to engage in
high-risk be ...ariors with multiple partners. An ffective
behavioral chl.ge intervention regUired ten, one-hour sesrions
providing erpl:.cit information and okills in order to initiate a
positive charle in risky behavior Sustaining that change demanded
additional r.n.dort. These remixes underscore the importance of
addressing ;2ga-related challenges and stabilization issues when
designing p. ention education programs for out-of-school youth.

Obviously, communities need highly skilled trainers to work with
these young people. Funding community projects that hire a
trainer(s) who is shared among community-based organizations is a
cost effective model for providing prevention education. In

addition, it has the added benefit of encouraging cooperative
efforts at the local level.

Numerous federal agencies within the Public Health Service
(e.g., CDC Center for Prevention Services, National Institute of
Mental Health, National Institute of Drug Abuse) are beg'tnning to
provide resources to community-based agencies serving out-of-school
youth. However, there is little coordination between agencies and
no sharing of resources and model programs.

Recommendations

o The Public Health Service (PH8) should increase coordination
among federal agencies making XIV prevention grants to
community-based organisations targeting out -of-school youth.

o More funds must be made available directly to community -
based organisations to provide the intensive training to
out-of-school youth necessary to initiate and sustain
behavior change.

o The Centers for DiSSISM Control (CDC) should todify current
restrictions on the content of HIV prevention messages to
allow the use of targeted 'materials proven to be effective
by public health experts, ven though they may offend $ome
sudiences.

Th.s centers for Disease Control's HIV prevention initiative for
out-of-school youth is currently based within DASH. At first
g'- the wisdom of making departments of education responsible
t. lents who appear to have left their system may seem
gue ,nable. However, practice yields other conclusions.

First of all, the boundaries separating in-school and out-of-
school youth are permeable. Youth may be in and out of school over
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periods of time due to * vr.zioty of circumstances: runaway
episodes, a family crisis such as loss of the family home, needing
to work during school hours or take care of younger siblings,
changing foster care placements, and simple truancy are among the
reasons school-aged youth may not be in school. In addition, some
youth who may ultimately drop out often vacillate over time between
quitting school and reaming attendance.

Secondly, schools know young people and the technologies that
enhance their learning better than any other system. They have
experience, and there is precedent for them to educate youth who
are out-of-school (o.g, in a majority of states, schools sust
already provide education to incarcerated, out-of-school youth).

Often when young people are troubled or become disconnecl:ed from
society, there is a tendency to forget their age and serws them
solely on the basis of their problems. It is assumed, for example,
that adult or family homeless shelters serve youth or that a
teenager with drug problems can be served by any rehabilitation
program. In reality, minors are often denied service at these
'Wult-oriented programs and if they are served, youth are exposei
to the influence of very troubled adults in programs that are not
tailored to meet their developmental needs.

Out-of-school youth need help in preparing for adulthood. Ifschools are going to respond to the much discussed crisis in
education and prepare the work force of the future, they need to
reach out to those young people who struggle within and without the
educational system. It is not enough to find ways to keep young
people invested in the educational process during and after j-..nior
high school, adolescents who have left school need encourigement
and help in reconnecting with -school. The DASH program reinforces
this involvement.

Finally, DASH's initiative ruquiring the educational system to
respond to the needs of out-of-school youth J4 resulting in unique
and effective partnerships between publi., agencies and community-based organization's that serve these youth. Examples of
collabcrations which have included the Safe Choices Project follow:

o The Wisconsin Department of rublic Instruction, the state
educational agency (SEA), provided funding to bring together
all the runaway and homeless youth programs in that state
for a day-long training in cooperation with the Wisconsin
Association of Runaway Services.

o Safe Choices staff have provided technical assistance to 24
state teams of public and private agencies at three, DASH-
sponsored conferences.

o In Arizona recently, lf..0 professionals from public agencies
(e.g., schools, health departments) and private community-
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based organizations who work with high-riuk youth attended
a two-day training convened by the S.A. The 3EA worked with
the National Network to identify runaway program:, in the
state and invited Safe Choices Project staff to present at
the conference.

o Next week in Columbus, Ohio, youth workers from throughout
the state will attend a two-and-a-half day training provided
by Safe Choices. They will be joined by representatives of
the Ohio SEA, the American Medical Association's DASH-funded
Youth 11/V Education Project, and private industry, whieb is
interested in providing private sector funding to community-
based organizations.

o Safe Choices will provide three intensive training
conferences in Virginia this fall to groups convened through
the Virginia Department of Education for public and private
agencies.

However, these collaborative relationships need to be expanded
and DASH should continue to require SEAs and local educational
agencies (LEAs) to work more closely with community-based youth-
serving agencies. Some SEAs and LEAs still lach expertise in
reaching out-of-school youth. DASH should use its six national
organizations serving these youth to prnvide technical assistance
to SEAs and LEAs.

neoommendetions

o The Centers for Disease Control's HIV prevention efforts
targeted at out-of-school youth should oontinus to be
000rdinated by the Division of Adolescent and 8ohool Health.

o DASH should continue to require fins and LEA, to work with
ooamunity-basod agencies in reach'uci out-of-sobool youth.

o DASH should inorease funding to national organisations (that
work with constituencies serving out-or-sohool youth) to
enable them to provide more oomprehensivo teohnical
assistance to 8h^s and LEAm.

These historic partnerships will ultimately benefit out-of-
school youth through teaching those who are already working with
theu how to become HIV prevention eduz-ttors and 'ay teaching
educators the needs of these youth and how to best reach them.
Under the Federal Government's leadership through the ;rograms of
the Division of Adolescent and School Health, communities are
finally banding together to 'ddress the myriad problems facing
high-risk youth and their families. DASH's efforts should be
continued and strengthened.
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Judith Senderowitz
Teem. for AIDS Prevention (TAP)
Center for Population Options(CPO)
1012 14th Street. NW Suite 1200
Washington. DC 2000$

Dear Judith: s
Congratulations on being selected to receive an award in the AMA
National Congress on Ado!. cnt Health Awards Program. Wc had
numinitions from many excellent programs and outstanding individuals
this year. and you are certainly among a select group of those our
reviewers chose for us to recognize. I would like to first clarify what our
recognized programs and individuals can expect and begin to make
arrangements for you to receive your recognition

The award piques and cert.sficetc: cf merit for honor:We et."orts
be given out at a special reception at the AMA National Congress on
Adolescent Health in Washington. DC on Fnday. May 11. 1990 Thc
reception will be from $.00 730PM. We hope that a represent:hive of
your program can be present to mein the award and share your uork
through s poster display fonfertzkrz regmlatinn iiSs have been
waived for one pervon front each magram receiving an award or
honorable mention Berivtratton_ materialv Jot both thc confcrenre and
lhe hotel are enclnved Plesie send ihme in a soon as possible Award
%sinners will rexcive a check for MO at the reception to defray costs of
attending the r:onferenee

Thc -nelosed 1990 AMA epster Session/Awards Nrscntstinn Planppi
(arm lists the 1ltle Of four progmm as 11 will appear on your
plaque/certificate Pleve rcad this over and make an, curreeitont
needed Since plaques and cenificates mutt bc mdercu soon. Kell) Koski.
dur Adminastrative Assistant. will call to chzck on nccdcd corrections

All award winne's and persons receiving honorable mentions are
invited to create a poster display desenbang their work The posies
displays will bc presented during the reception and will be available fur
conference participants to review thc following morning as well You
wilt have a six for, table and a four foot by eight foot cotlhoard io
display materials descnbing your work The Planning Form alvo avls
about your electrical needs for your divplay Please let Kelly know am,
electrical outletv or comment _netded_for iltcAivelvs wbt-n the (AIL
P' ease notc there as a charge for videurecorders and shde projet inrs



Materials COt the pouts displays abould cc shipped to the hotel ahead of time. A
shipping label for the hotel whIch lista your table number is enclosed. The =el
diSat.r.-MaltrialL.11111.11.1o...siligssain_thcitaid_vb_2&atAILLb/Alaxj. If
represeatative from your program cannot attend the Congress. you may ship
materials to be displayed as the Congress. Out staff will ensure that these are
displayed and retunted to you.

In addition to these arrangtmeats, we will be sending you a sample press release to
use in h.:analog the media about your recognition. The press release will have
spaces foe you to «rim your own individear Information. In previous years, many
local mid regional mato media featured stories on recognised programs. A
photomples st the reception will take a picture of each persoa receiving a
recopinot. These pieta= will be scat to you to use fa later pubikity releases. We
arc alio planning to distribute information on nur honored programs, and individuals
through various AMA media. Ponioas of the awards presentation will be featured on
AM Television which alrs on the Discovery channel. Several programs and
individuals will bd festuttd In Toga 2000 c newsledet sent to 4.000 health
professioaals across the U.S. Abstracts of the recognized programs and Individuals
will also be publisha as a booklet to be distribu 1 to persons requesting information
on adolescent health programs from the AMA.

If you have any questions about these armors:tents, please call me or Kelly Koski at
au) 645-SS7S. I look, forward to talking with you and hope to meceyou at the
Congress.

With Warns Re ard

y Voe Ph. .

Awards Program Director

a
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CORPORATION FUR PUBLIC BROADCASTING

Donald E. Ledwig
Preudent and
Chief Executive Officer

May 18, 1990

The Honorable John Glenn
Chairman
Committee on Governmental Affairs
Unite4 States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Hr. Chairman:

It has come to my attention that the Committee on Governmental Affairs
held a hearing on Hay 3, 1990, on the topic of AIDS education of

school-awd youth. I would like to offer for inclusion in the hearing
record a brief description of one effort by the Corporation fui- POlit
Broadcasting ,CPB) to apply its own experiences and resourtes to this

particular issue.

CP8 4s A nonprofit, nongovernmental corporation authorized by the
Public Broadcasting Act of 1967 to facilitate the de4elopment and
distribution of high-quality public service programming to all

Americans. Since its inception, it has been a priority of CPB's to
make public broadcasting programming available to those unserved and
underserved by other 4roadcast services. As one example, CPB is well
known for its leadership in identifying and supporting educational
programs and materials.

Last year, the Corporation and the Public Television Outreach
Alliance, which works with communit!vs on major social issues such as
AIDS, literacy, and child care, spowared a natiorwide High School
AIDS Education Video Contest. Students were asked to produce videos
that would provide the facts about AIDS 'o their fellow teens. Clips

fr m the winning videos and other entries were incorporated into a
longer AIDS education video whitn is now being used in the schools as
part of a comprehensive AIDS education effort.

The final product is a 25-minute video entitled Stop AIDS!, consisting
of nine student videos of varying lengths and sty es, ranging from
lighthearted skits and dramatizations to an emotional look at the
impact of AIDS on a teenager who has lost a friend to the disetse.
Students use contiaporary themes to creatively broach a difficult

901 E Sum NW
Wastungton. DC 20004-2C06
(202) 679-9800
FAX (202) 783.1019
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The Honorable John Glenn
Page two -

Nay I8,.1490

subject ind'to communicate, in femiliarlanguage,aitaltfacts.about
AIDS tolellou students. The video is accompanie&by e"teacher's

-

guide and can act as a catalyst for classical discussion ofethe
,subject.

Thus far, 3,500 copies of-the.video have beeedistributed tó,publie
television-and ladiestatioas -scheoli soimaity migaixationi
hospitals4nd,clinits, natioaide., "SeljamatCof-tbe-wideolpiaiiin
aired by codarcial-neus progras afan'example:of AID54dication
tactics in the teenage community. -

_-

Public broadcasting has played, ar4 can continue to pl1y:m4 rtant
role in educating our youth ab-nt many of the iajor social problees
facing the Nation today. As yug continue to takcaNade ip role in
this critical issue, I urge yem to consider CPS and-public
broadcasting ai a foundation that this-committeercan build upon for a
better informed America.

Sincerely,

Donald E. Icduig
President and
Chief Executive Officer
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:E 5 TA A LI S H E 3 1974

nit'5611, taVillg youth in aids _

y 1. 1990

Orme rah Cohen
liaNSmnx

GWAIff taff to United States Senate
ttes on Governmental Affairs

340 Dirksen
ashington, D.C. 20510-6250

Dear Ns. Cohen:

mwmNe hank you for the opportunity to provide written testimony
to the Senate Committee on Governmental A':airs. I am happy
o provide information regarding YouthCare's work with
IV/AIDS education efforts, particularly the work we do in
rtnership with CDC.

's work, in conjunction with youth service agencies
ughout the nation, has been very positive and much

eeded, however, we have only begun the huge task of
umpiting youth at risk of HIV infectxon.

I cannot urge the committee strongly enough to expand its
fforts on behalf of youth in crisis throughout our country.

lease do not hemitate to contact me if I can provide
nything further to the committee.

Szaky Ha=

Outredl

AIDS Eduarka

Geri! PrevenCon
Servka

Cesnerni«

incerel

ictoria A. Wagner
ecutive Director

nclosures

/KAN/testai ,/501

ZCZO Vila% Sent. Suck Wist4441o4 9430;
Tespbccs 206/022a47
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Thank you for inviting my testimony regarding HIV and

adolescents. Of all the issues facing runaway, homeless And

high risk adolescents, AIDS is among the most critical. Due

to the deadly nature of this virus and the risk it presents

to young people, YouthCare has made AIDS Prevention

programming a top priority in our service delivery system.

YouthCare has worked with runaway, homeless and abandoned

youth since 1974. Through a collaborative HRSA Pediatric

AIDS grant with Seattle-Ring County Public Health in 1988,

the agency received funding to provide HIV/A/DS prevention

education to high risk youth and develop an Adolescent

Health Promotion Program. This program serves incarcerated

youth, youth in drug/alcohol treatment programs, yOuth in

runaway shelters and those youth living on the street. The

program staff reach between two and three hundred youth per

month. The youth range in age from 10 to 19 (median 16.2);

44% are youth of color; 50% are white (6% unknown). A 1987

survey of 250 of these youth indicated that 91% were

sexually active and 83% had used drugs and/or alcohol in the

past 6 months. Twenty one percent had used IV drugs and 65%

of these r:ported sharing needles. Of the youth who shared

needles, 2/3 reported "usually or always" cleaninej their

needles, but only 1/3 cleaned with bleach. These statistics

clearly indicate that these youth are at high risk of HIV

infection and require effective HIV/AIDS prevention

messages.

1
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In 1989 YouthCare, again thrnugh collaborative efforts with

Seattle-King County Health Department, was awarded funds

through the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation to furt- expand

AIDS prevention programming. A major component of this

program is a three part HIV/AIDS curriculum for youth. The

curriculum's first segment includes a basic discussion of

HIV/AIDS, an audience appropliate video presentation, condom

demonstration, needle cleaning demonstration and description

of risky behaviors and how to modify them. The second

segment is a meeting with a person living with AIDS or ARC.

The third segment is an activities group with poster making,

writing a letter to the PWA and responding to any issues the

youth may have.

The current evaluation method for this program is a pre and

post session test administered to tne youth. The evaluation

has shown a marked improvement in HIV/AIDS knowledge after

program completion and youth indicate that they intend to

engage in safer behaviors.

Other services through this funding include peer theater

project and the produc'..ion of youth targeted materials

(posters, brochures). In addition we have developed a Teen

AIDS Prevention Education (T.A.P.E.) training for youth

service providers which offers a practical, skills-building

courae to addrens risk reduction activities for adolescents.

140
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This course is currently being evaluated by the University

of Washington School of Social Work. Among other findings,

initial evaluation results have shown that those who

received the training have provided HIV/AIDS education to

over 1,500 youth in the first year.

The final portion of Youthcare's Adolescent Health Promotion

Program comes through a CDC funded project. This is part of

a larger CDC demonstration project to the Seattle-King

County Health Department that has been in operation since

1985. This program continues the community based

demonstration project focusing on three hard-to-reach risk

groups in need of HIV/AIDS information. YouthCare's

participation in the demonstration ocuses on street youth

at high risk for HIV infection.

YouthCare, under this CDC contract, is conducting an

ethnographic survey of street youth to develop a specific

HIV/AIDS intervention for that population. YouthCare is

conducting a series of interviews with those agencies and

individuals that interact with street youth. Interviews

range from executive directors of youth shelters to

youthworkers to video arcade owners to those who pimp or

otherwise rxploit at risk youth. Once we know more about

where these youth'are, they are interviewed about how they

and their peers get information about AIDS and what methods

'Tould more effective. Focus groups will also be conducted
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to get comments regarding the specific kinds of AIDS/HIV

information this population needs and wants.

An intervention plan will be developed from these interviews

in conjunction with the staff from CDC and used at several

sites. Finally cross sectional surveys of street youth will

be done to see if Youth have been impacted by this process.

Over 100 youth will be involved in the research and another

2,500 will receive the intervention over the course of the

contract.

At the end of each series of interviews a report is compiled

and reviewed by COC staff. Additionally we have had several

meetings, conference calls and consultations with CDC and

their contractors.

Altho only in the beginning stages the project has so far

identified ten different subsets 'Athin the street youth

population. Due to past educational efforts these youth

have been found to have a high degree of knowledge regarding

HIV/AIDS, however numerous reasons have also been identified

by those interviewed as to why youth fall to use safer

practices. An abbreviated list includes: adolescent

invincibility youth think condoms don't work or are

unnatural; because they are in a relationship they can't get

AIDS; self er-eem issues inhibit them from being as ive;

lack of skill regarding condom usage; peer pressure
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regarding drug use; the use of sex for survival; getting

more money to have sex without a condom; lack of

discipline/responsibility; a fear of discussing sexuality;

tendencies toward rebellion/self destruction; condoms are

perceive,: as a threat to masculinity; young women want to be

pregnant; youth are unable to access condoms; and the list

goes on.

It is clear that we need to find and explore new and

innovative ways to promote safer practices with the

adolescent population. It is cnly through federal resources

trat we will be able to find and disseminate the:3e methods

nationwide. Although the statistical incidence of HIV is

low in adolescents we are all aware of the dramatic increabe

in a diagnosis of HIV infection in the 20 to 29 age bracket.

Given the incubation period for the HIV virus, many are

contracting the disease in their adolescence.

The information and education CDC, through it's contracting
agencies, provides today, is critical to ensure and
safeyrdm: the health and well being of these young people as
they move into adulthood. I urge merbers of this committee
to make funding and programming f)r HIV risk reduction a CDC
priority for the adolescent popul,tion. Without additional
resources, existing programming is a singular and temporary
splint holding together a fractured health care system.

Submitted April 30, 1990 by:

Victoria A. Wagner
Executive Director
YouthCare
1020 Virginia
Seattle, Washington 98101
206-622-3187
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ABSTRACT

This study evaluated the effects of an AIDS prevention
intervention targeting runaways and gay adolescents.
Thirty-nine intervention group runaways, 33 Intervention
group pay males, and 62 control group runaways and gay
males participated In this study. General knowledge about
AIDS, attitudes towards preventing AIDS, and safer sex
practice (abstinence, number ofsexual partners, number of
sexual encounters, condom use) were assessed In an
Individually-administered clinical interview using a
structured protocal. The Intervention was provided at one
of the runaway shelters and at the community program for
gay and lesbian youth.The ten session Intervention .

included four components:.General knowledge about AIDS.,
attitudes toward preventing AIDS, coping skills and .

developing access to comprehensive health services.
Contr. , group subjects received only a 2-3 session "state
of the art" AIDS prevention program. Adolescents were
tracked with f ollowup Interviews administered at three
and six months after baseline Interviews. Preliminary
analysis of the results suggests that there are signific ant
differences between the Intervention and control groups at
3-months and 6-months on several sex risk behavior
variables. The most Important effect of the intervention
may be to reduce the number of youths engaging in a high
risk pattern of infrequent condom use In conjunction with
many sexual occasions cr multiple partners.
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We have been evaluating a control group and a group of
runaway and gay youths at three community- based service
agencies In New York Cityover the last year. Each of the
youths receiving the intervention have received at least
ten sessions of 1 1/2 to 2 hours each. :he sexual behavior
patterns of these youths are assessed prior to the
intervention and at three month intervals. To date we have
analysed the data for 6ayouths In the control group for
three aid six months. There are 37 youths who have
completed the intervention whom we hrive followed for six
months.

Safer sex practices (abstinence, number of sexual partners
and encounters, condom use) were assessed with the
Sexual Risk Behavior Assessment Schedule- Youth Baseline
interview (Meyer-Bahiburg, Ehrhardt, Exner,& Gruen,1988).

Adolescents were consecutively recruited Into the study
from two runaway shelters and a community program for
gay and lesbian youth. Runaways were recruited if they
remained in the shelter for a minimum of 48 hours.
Informed consent was obtained from each youth before
begInnino data collection\Data were uollected by trained
interviewers in an individually-administered, clinicdi
interview using a structured protocol. The intervention
was provided at one of the runaway shelters and at the
community program for gay and lesbian youth. The ten
session intervention includedfour components: general
knowledge about AIDS, attitudes toward preventing AIDS,
coping skills, and developing access to comprehensive
health care services. Control group subjects received only
a 2-3 session "state of the art" AIDS prevention program.
Adolescents are being tracked with followup interviews
administered at three months after baseline Interviews.

I 4 c
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1) Sexual abstinence is higher after the first three
months in tne interventic.n group (19% of controls versus
54% of the intervention group). This impact is gone at
six months (36% of controls and 38% of the intervention).

2) The number of youths engaging In a "high risk pattern"
(I.e. Infrequent condom use, multiple sexual partners and
frequent occasions of sexual intercourse) Is lower in the
intemmtion group than in the control.group. There were
eight youths in the control group with such a pattern and
one In the intervention group after six months.

3) The number of youths reporting cons!stent condom
use among the intervention group (7 of 18 sexually
active youths at three months; 8 of16 at six months)
'appears higher than the number in the control group (8 of
41 sexually active youths at three months; 6 of 40
sexually active youths at six months).

4) Males, both runaway and gay, appear to be engaging in.
the "high risk pattern" more than females. Eight of the 9
exhibiting the "high risk pattern" were males, 4 of whom
self-Identified as gay. In the control group, there were
nc male runaways reporting consistent condom use at
three and six months, even though there were 14% at the
baseline.

We emphasize that these results are preliminary and
more youths will soon be reaching the follow-up points.
We do feel encouraged when examining these findings
that the intervention may ova. time demonstrate a .
positive impact.

1 4



FOUR COMPONENTS OF THE PREVENTIOti PROGRAM

I. General Knowledge of AIDS

II. Personalized Knowledge of AIDS

III. Coping Skills

IV. Access to Resources

1 4 (.,



Intervention

Control

REVISED STUDY DESIGN

Runaway Runaway Gay
males females males

75 75 75
(n=25 ) (n=40 ) (n=30 )

75
(n=60 )

1 4
.1. 2 %,

75 75
(n=65 ) (n=50 )



INTERVENTION CRITERIA

4 Coping skills training groups

3 Educational groups

2 Visits to the Door

1 Individual session

10 Total # of sessions

1511



DEMOGRAPHICS

Runaway
males
(n=66)

Age (mean) 15.9

Ethnicity

Black 63.6%

Hispanic 25.8%

White/Asian 4.5%

Bi-racial 6.1%

o

Runaway Gay Overall
females males
(n=65) (n=60) (n=191)

1 5 1

15.7 16.7 16.0
In.
IS.
Cr3

63.0% 33.3% 53.9%

26.1% 53.3% 34.5%

3.1% 8.3% 5.7%,

7.7% 3.3% 4.2%



PERCENTAGE SEXUALIN ACTIVE* IN
THE LAST 3 MONTHS

1 0 0 %

75%

50%

011116

Gay
Males

(n=66)

Runaway
Males
(n=65)

Runaway
Females
(n=60)

Sexual activity includes oral, anal, and vaginal intercourse; rimming for gay males
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FREQJENCY OF SEXUAL BEHAVIOR
DURING THE LAST 3 MONTHS

Mean number of
preferred partners

Mean number of
occassions with
preferred partners

B i-sexual
activity

Runaway Runaway Gay Overall
males females males

(n=66)

4.8

14.6

11.9%

(n=65)

1.7

8.8

r-
0

14.3%

(n=60)

4.1

22.8

3 L2%

(n=191)

2.7

13.2

10.2%



CONDOM USE DURING THE LAST 3 MONTHS
AMONG THE SEXUALLY ACTIVE

Runaway Runaway Gay Overall
males females males
(n=66) (n=65) (n=60) (n=191)

Never used
condoms 38% 63% 44% 47%

Consistently
use condoms 13% 15% 15% 14%

I_ 5 ,.1
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TEMPORARY INCREASE IN ABSTINENCE

100 -
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Baseline

3 Month Followup

6 Month Followup

(48%)

Control Group
(n=90)

OI `:
J., t,) Intervention Group

(n=45)



CONDOM USE iNCREASES
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E
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INTERVENTION REDUCES HIGH RISK PATTERN

100

90
..Ne0- 80
.c
ai

.-E 70

7t;

w 60
c`ti

o 50
..c

O 4C
.c
5
o 3G
>..

20

1 0

t :
Baseline

6 Month Followup

( 1 7%

Conlrol Group
(n=85)

I c- ) i Intervention Group
(n=64)
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SEXUALLY ABSTINENT RUNAWAY FEMALES

Baseline

3 Month Followup

6 Month Followup

65%)

%

Control Group

1 5, ,....,

Intervention Group



MEAN CONDOM USE SCORE OF
SEXUALLY ACTIVE RUNAWAY FEMALES

Always 4

Most of
3

the time

Sometimes

Never

2

Basoline

3 Month Followup

6 Month Followup

(2.2)

Control Group Intervention Group
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RISK STAIUS' VARIABLES

BisE_Kaimi
Sexual Occaslons-andiCondom Use

0: Sexually abstinent

1: Frequent condom use and 1-10 occasions

2: Frequent condom use and over 10 occasions

3: infrequent condom use and 1-10 occasions

4: infrequent condom use end over 10 occasions
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R!SK:SJATUS2.
Sexual Partners and Condom Use

0: Sexually abstinent

1: Frequent condom use and 1-2 partners

2: Frequent condom use and 3+ partners

3: ;nfrequent condom use and 1-2 partners

4: Infrequent condom use and 3+ partners

a
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High 4

3

Medium 2

I

Low 0

MEAN RISK STATUS -I

Control Group
(n=109)

1 6 (1

Intervention Group
(n=64)



High 4

MEAN RISK STATUS 2

(1 9)

i
: i lilllill

A

Baseline

3 Month Followup

6 Month Followup

(1.6;

Control Group Intervention Group
(n=109) ILL) (n=64)
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OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL

The mission of the Office of Inspector General (OIG) is to promote the efficiency,
effectiveness, and integrity of programs in the United States Department of Health
and Human Services (HHS). It does this by developing methods to detect and
prevent fraud, waste, and abuse. Created by statute in 1976, the Office of Inspector
General keeps both the Secret..ry and the Congress fully and currently inftamed
about programs or management problems and recommends corrective action. Thc
OIG performs its mission by conducting audits, investigations, and ...pections with
approximately 1,400 staff strategically located around the country.

OFRCE OF EVALUATION AND INSPECT.ONS

This report is produc-d by the Office of Evaluation and Inspections (001, one of
the three major offices within the 010. The other two are t':..e Office ch Audit
Services and the Office of Investigations. Inspections are conducted in accordance
with professional standards developed by OEI. These inspections are typically short-
term studies designed to deterrnine program effectiveness, efficiency, 2nd vulnerability
to fraud or abuse.

The purpose of this inspection is to determine the scope and nature of the problem
of HIV infection among street youth. It provides an overview of the vanous issues
presented by the epidemic, an understanding of how those issues are being
addressed, and a set of recommendations for future action. The report was
prepared under the direction of Mark R. Yessian, Ph.D., Regional Inspector General
of Region 1, Office of aaluation and Inspections, and Martha B. Kvaal, Deputy
Regional Inrpector General. Participating in this project were the followmg people:

Boston Region Headquarters
Mary Ann Chaffee (Project Leader) Alan S. Levine
Joyce M. Greenleaf
Christine N. Owens
David Schrag
Charles Vann
Beth Rubin
Elizabeth A. Wirick
Eleanor M. Ellis
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DRAFT

HIV INFECTION AMONG STREET YOUTH

RICHARD P. KUSSEROW
INSPE:TOR GENERAL

NOTICE - THS DRAFT RESTRICTS) TO OFFICIAL USE

This domment is a draft report of the Office of Inspector General and is subject to revision:
therefore, rectimmu of this draft should not &close its awaits for purposes other than for
official review and comment under any circunuiances. This draft and all copies thereof remain
th: property of, and MUSI be maimed on demand to, she Office of Impector GeneraL

OF3-01-900050D AUGUST 1990
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

PURPOSE

The purpose of this inspection is to determine the scope and nature of the problem
of HIV infection among street youth and of the services that address the problem.

BACKGROUND

AIDS is a major threat to adolescents. Although very few teenagers have developed
AIDS, the number of 20- to 29-year-olds with AIDS suggests a high level of HIV
infection (which causes AIDS) among teenagers. Some adolescents seem to be in
more danger than others. They are "street youth," who have diverged from society's
mainstream and have fallen through the safety nct. Un...erstanding the impact and
future threat of HIV among street youth is critical for two reasons. First, recent
medical developments in preventive AIDS therapies have made the early
identification of infected street youth crucial for improving their chances of long-term
survival. Second, a large number of street youth are fortunate enough to get off the
streets. They may unknowingly bring the virus with them as they return to
mainstream society. Preventing the spread of HIV among street youth thus becomes
erptivalent to preventing the spread of HIV among the general population.

RNDINGS

Both the risk and arrow true of HIV bsfection are abnast cenabuy higher among street
youth than among adolescents in generaL

Thousanc4 if young people have been infected and street youth are in k.:411i.tmlar
danger.

Higl infection rates among street youth are a predictable conseque; of the
risky behaviors that constitute their lifc4tyle.

Special needs of .strea youth compromist L IT / prevouion, testing. and treannau efforts.

Prevention: Basic survive.; needs of street youth c trwhel i eiucation eff-rts
aimed at reducia; high-11:k beha% or.

Testing: Yr.uth workers often '-tsitate to test street youth for HIV because of
the lack ot counselik ..nd available follow-up services.

Treatment: Trad.tional medical institutions and street youth don't mt..

167
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The Nu against HIV among slim youth suffers from gaps in research on behavior
change models, savprevakrwe, and treatnsent prow=

Behavior change models: Researchers and providers lack both basic information
on street youths' sexual behavior and models for curtailing unsafe sex ..nd drug
use.

Seroprevalence: Because of izaufficient data, attention and money may not be
invested where they are most needed.

Treatment protocols: Manifestation of HIV Isease in adoles :nts is an
understudied ph momenon.

At the local kve4 categorical requiremous and fragmented program structures weaken
service dent's:), for street youth with or at risk of HIV infection.

Evan when a range of services is offered, categorical requirements arid other
access barriers frequently render those services inaccessible to street youth.

Fragmentation of fundmg sources and different ideological app---'achrs impose
serious barriers to service delivery.

At the Federal iev4 the overall response tc fhe problem of HIV infection among street
youth is inadequat4 focused and coordinated

The breach in coordination has especially severe ramifications for efforts
involving HIV and st:( et youth.

Street youth at risk of HIV infection seem to attract compr.:duvely little
attention from the Department, the pubhc, traditional yrJuth advocates, and
Congress.

The Public Health Service, through the Centers for Disease Control, should conduct
addiiional seroprevaknce research to measure the sope of .he epidemic among
street youth.

The Public. Health Service thou., collect baseline data on the sexual beha ior
patterns of street youth.

I 6 c
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The Public Health Service, through the Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Heath
Administration, should conduct research on behavior change strategies designed to
reduce the risk of HIV infection among street youth.

Th:, Public Health Service should conduct research on the manuestation of HIV
infection in ado!escents and develop appropriate dimcal protocols for treating youth
who are infected.

The Office of Human Development Services and the Publk Health Service

The Office of Human Developrmnt Services, in collaboration with
the Public Health Service, should design and implement a itrategy to curb HIV
infection among street youth in five cities with large populations of street youth and
high rates of HIV infection.

iit
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INTRODUCTION
,m=12=./sneIN...: Um=

PURPOSE

The purpose of this inspection is to determine the scope and nature of the problem
of HIV infection among street youth and of the services that address the problem.

BACKGROUND

Acquired immunodruciency syndrome (AIDS) is a major threat to adolescents.
Althugh only 513 people aged 13-19 have been diagnosed with AIDS', this figure
dastically understates the level of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infection,
which causes AIDS. The median inc hation period ier HIV appears to be about 10
years, and may be longer for adolescc.s than for adults? This means that only
those teenagers who were infected very young or who progressed from infection to
AIDS very quickly are included in those 513 cases. Most people infected as
teenagers will not develop AIDS before adulthood.

The number of AIDS cases reported in young adults provides a more accurate
picture of the HIV epidemic among aellescents. Since 1981, 26,870 cases of AIDS
has.: been diagnosed among 20- to 29-year-olds.3 This group, many of whom must
have been infected as teenagers, represents 20.3 percent of all AIDS cases reported
to the CDC since the epidemic began. Compared to their older counterparts, 13- to
29-year-olds with AIDS are less likely to be white or =le', meaning that the virus is
spreading particularly fast cutside the "traditional" risk group of white gay mt.n. The
proble.- is getting worse rather than better over time. More than 25 percent of all
13- to 29-year-olds who have developed AIDS were diagnosed in the last year.

Some adolescents seem to be at higher risk than ethers. These youth are the ones
who have become displaced from society's mainstream and have fallen through the
safety net. They are referred to as "disconnected," "disenfranck_ed," or
"marginalized." Generally out of home, out of school, and out of work, they spend
their days looking for food. sheiter, recreation, and money cn our urban streets.
They revolve through our system of juvenile courts and jail:, mc stal health facilities,
foster care homes, and runaway shelter: Ve refer to this group as "street youth.'

Street youth lead troLt'ed lives Data from runaway and homeless shelters indicate
high rates among this populat an of physical and Axual abuse, emotional distt rbance
including devession and suicide attempts, and Alegal drug use.3 These probkms can
be either the cause or the result of life on the streets.

Our ddir clonal bouncaries of street ysinh are intentionally fluid. Su:a age limits
are und iratte unlike adolescents in stable residential and educational
ensirernents, street youth are likely to have peers, sexual contacts, and needle

1 '7
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sharing partners who are older than the traditional cutoff ages of 18 or 21.
Definitions based on behaviors are equally problematic because of the variety of
living arrangements and life histories among this population. For tvample, only a
small percentage of street youth visit runaway shelters. A definition based an such
visits would bar from consideration other youth in equally unfortunate situathns and
at equal risk for HIS' inf,:,n For purposes of this report, therefore, "street youth"
refers to thosc adolescalts and young adults who find their primary support systems
and social structures an city streets rathcr than at home or in schclul.

The lack of firm inclusion criteria makes estimating the size of the street youth
population difficult. However, all people who meet the Federal definition of
homeless youth, and many who meet the Federal definition of runaway youth, could
be considered street youth.' Estimates of tht number of youth permanently on the
streets fall between 100,000 and 300,000, with as many as 1,000,000 to 2,000,000
runrung away from home each year.'

Understanding the impact and future threat of HIV amone stre t youth is critical for
two reasons. First, recent medical developments in preventive IDS therapies have
made the early identification of infIcted street youth crucial fc improving their
chances of long-term survwal. Second, a large number of street youth are fortunate
ellough to get off the streets. They may unknowingly bring the virus with them as
they return to mainstream society. Preventing the spread of HIV among street youth
thus becomes equivalent to preventing the spread of HIV among the general
population.

Several operating divisions of tilt Department of Health and Human Services
(DHHS) oversee activities relating to HIV and adolescents. The list includes the
Office of Human Development Sermes (OHDS) and virtually every component of
the Public Health Service (PHS). the Alcohol, Drt..g Abuse, and Mental Health
Administration (ADAMHA), the Centers for Disease Control (CDC), the Health
Resources and Servi,es Administration (HRSA), the Indian Health Service (IHS),
the National Institutes of Health (NIH), and the Office of Assistant Secretary for
Health (OASH). All of the ! agencies except NIB and IBS target street youth
specifically.

For instance, the ational Institute of Mental Health, within ADAMI-1: funchng
research on the prevention and epidemiology of HIV amr ,r street youth. The
OHDS provides ted,nical and Lnancial assistance to loca: agencies providing services
to street youth thr gh t;.e Runaway and Homeless Youth Prog-am and thr
Transitional Living Program. A more detaikd description of Federal achy. (es
relating to HIV and street youth will be contained in a separate report.

2
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METHODOLOGY

The mehodology for this study is basti on literature searches and.interviews. The
interviews consisted of: (1) formal telephone discussicns with representatives of 13
national and 2 local organizations working on issues related to either adolescents.or
HIV; (2) formal telephone discussions with staLl from 20 providers of health care
and social services to street youth, representing the two providers serving.the,most
street youth in each DHHS region of the country; (3) site visits to 3 additional
service providers; (4) formal telephone anc: in-person discussions with 15.1)}1HS
officials involved in adolescent or HIV-related research or programm'ing; and (5)
supplemental discussions with several researchers, doctors, and government officials.
In addition, we requested and received written tformation from several components
cf DHHS documenting their efforts relating to HIV and street youth. A more
complete explanation or the methodolory is contained in appendix A.

3
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FINDINGS

BON NE RISK AND CURRENT RATE OF HIV INFECTION ARE ALMOST
CERTAINLY HIGHER AMONG STREET YOUTH THAN AMONG ADOLESCENTS IN
GENERAL

Thousands of young people have been infected and street yowl., are in partiadar danger.

Data on seroprevalence (the prevalence of HIV infection in a given population)
among some groups of you:h are collected by three Federal agencies: 'he Centers for
Disease Control (CDC), the Department of .1efense (DoD), and the Job Corps, all
of which conduct 1-PV antibody testing.8 The CDC's best estimate is that 74,550
young people between the ages of 13 and 24 are currently infected, including those
with AIDS. This is a rate of 1.8/1,000.9 The rate varies fourfold bctwi en
demographic groups, from 0.8;1,000 for females both 1318 and 19-24 to 4.1/1,000 for
19- to 24-year-old males.

Results from other CDC studies and from DoD and Job Corps samples suggest that
s.troprevalence van greatly according to geographic and demographic boundaries,
with poo urban youth hit hadest by HIV. Some of thP results from these testing
programs are displayed in appendix B. From the DoD sample, it is clear that black
and Hispanic males have become infected at far higher rates than military recruit., in
general. The Job Corps data show that HIV is spreading most rapidly in a few
metropolitan areas. Additional data from CDC reveal that specific, high-risk
populations of urban youth face future devastation uniess a cure for HIV disease is
found in time.

In our own survey of d.rect providers of services to street youth, we asked for
estimates of seroprev... Ice among the client groups served. Three of the
organizat,Jtis surveyed conduct thta own testing and track infection rates as a formal
part of their program. The first is a youth shelter in a large southern city. Its
clients are being tested anonymously, and are testing positwe at a rate near 3( 1,000.
The second is another nenclinical program located on the west coast which tests only
those clients who request it. Staff of this program report an infection rate of
110;1,000. The *had is a chnical program that serNcs and tests htgh-risk youth
refened by other service providers in a 'arge east coast city. Over the p.st year, 30
of the 95 youth referred to the progtam have tested positive. a rate .1 315/1,00C

High infection rates among street youth are a pre,':sable consc,aence of the ri s
chaviors that conritute their lifestyle.

That man: dolescents have already been infectcd with l'IV should nc t corr. 35 a
great shock. Teen4...rs often become sexually active and begin eLpenmentin with
drugs anu akohol before they have developed the sktlls necessary to moderatt. such

4
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behavior. Over 60 percent of young Americans have sex beforc their 19th birthday.
High rates of pregnancy ad sexually transmitted diseases (STDs) indicate thaj most
teen intercourse is unprotected)°

The behaviors that put street youth at risk for HIV infection are no different from
behaviors that are risky for other adolescents, but are probably more frequent and
occur in a different and riskier environment. Eighteen of the 23 service providers
responding to our survey cited unprotected sex as the behavior most likely to place
their clients at risk. Frequently mentioned contributing factors included sex with
multiple partners, prostitution, and nonIV substance abuse." In general, providers
believe that high-risk sexual behavior is much more common among their clients than
IV drug use. On average, respondents reported that slightly less than 8 percent of
their clients engage in IV drug use. In contrast, 34 percent consistently engage in
"survival sex," Le., sex in exchange for a broad range of items, including shelter, food,
clothing, money, or drugs."

In addition to 'oehavior-related risks, physiological factors may further endr.nger
adolescents. Researchers have noted that sexually ictive adolescents have higher
rates of some STDs than do sexually active adults, suggesting that an adolescem's
immunologic response to certain viruses may be weaker than that of an adult. One
question under consideration by physicians is whether the factors that put adolescents
at higher risk for STDs also affects their resistance to HIV infection."

SPECIAL NEEDS OF STREET YOUTH COMPROMISE HIV PREVENTION,
TESTING, AND TREATMENT EFFORTS.

Flvveruion: Basic survival needs of strea youth overwhelm education efforts aimed at
reducing high-risk behavior.

Education has long been used as a primary public health prevention strategy. In the
context of HIV prevention, education efforts seem tt. have led to pronounced
chanres in behavior among adult gay men." Among street youth, however, there is
compelling evidence that education by itself is inadequate as a prevention technique.

Nearly all prmiders we spoke with reported remarkably nigh levels of knowledge
among their clients ahout how to avoid HIV infection. Most have conducted tests of
their clients' HIV knowledge before and after educational interventions. Estimates
of the proportion of clients who now know which behaviors are risky ranged as high

s 100 percent. Ten of 23 providers reported knowleds!. rates of 90 percent or
higher, with an overall cverage of 81 percent. Nevertheless, providers consistemly
reported tl.at knowledge has little effect on behavior. As described above,
unprotected sex wit i. multiple partners remains a common practice among
youth.
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The reasons for thts dissonance are complex and probably apply to most adolescents.
But in th: case of street youth, barriers to behavior change are even more profoand
and intractable. Providers reported that the need for food, shelter, or drugs
displaces knowledge and fear of HIV risks. As one provider stated, "It [HIV
prevention] all flies out the window when they don't have a place to sleep." As
mentioned above, many street youth exchange sex for shelter or money, and we
heard anecdotal evidence from providers in several cities that their clients are willing
to Iny more for sex whnout condoms. Forced to choose between safer sex and a
highti "paycheck," street youth often opt for the money.

Without exception, the providers we talked with identified the shortage of accessible
survival necessities -- such as housing, food, and drug treatment as a major
impediment to successful prevention efforts. Only 2 of 23 providers surveyed
believed that existing drug detoxification and rehabilitation services are adequate to
meet clients' needs Research and advocacy organizations concurred with the
providers' assessments, stressing the need for basic social support services.

In the absence of al, adeqt.,ate sly of such basic services, most of these providers
rely on prevention techniques that are not recognized as particularly effective, even
by the those who employ them. Although all providers use pamphlets or other
written materials an,i nearly all use educational videos, not one rated either of these
methods as particularly effective for changing behavior or preventing infection.

Beyond the barriers to changing a street youth's behavtor through education is
another factor that is less frequently recognized but highly relevant to HIV
prevention among this population that of general health status and its relationship to
transmission. Researchers beheve that HIV proliferates when the immune system is
actwe, consequently, a young person who is ill before she comes in co,itact with the
virus may be more likely to tecome infected." Malnutntion and use of drugs
(Including alcohol and tobaccc) also compromise general health status," and there is
conclusive evidence that lesithis associated with some STDs heighten the nsk of
transmission.

Health and mental heahh probkms among street youth result from a numher of
fa.:tors, in luding poor nutntion and hygi ne, as well as !mike access to p ..ventIve
and primary heahh care service-. The rdatively poor health status of most she._
youth has been well documented in a Ftudy conducted under the auspices of the
Health Care for the Homeless project. The project's findinp indicated that flit.

street youth stuthed were twice as likely to suffer from a chronic dise,.se than a
control group of .outh who were not homeless. Further, the percentage of onuless
guls with STDs v.as over three imes that of tb.tir non-1-ameles: c,unttipar.. t' This
suggest: that the same behavior may place a t et youth at signific,ntly greatt. risk
of HIV infection tha her healthy co .terpz Aho is Ir.ing at h
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Testing. Youth workers often hesitate to test street youth for 111V because of the lack of
p.oper counseling and availabk follow-up services.

Recent findings" about the ability of ziclovudine (fo:nerly AZT) to prolong the life
of infected bu_ asymptomatic persons have important implications for street youth.
In order for youth to receive such therapy, however, their serostatus (Le., whether or
not they have been infected) must be determined through testing.

Deepite recognition of the potential value of early identificatlon and treatment of
infected youth, national orga..izations and service providers are highly ambivalent
about the issue of testing The source of this ambivalence is the inability of current
testing sites to deal with the special needs of street youth. Five respondents from
research and advocacy organizations expressed serious doubts about HIV testmg
because they questioned the resources available at or through test sites for youth
who learn they are infected Direct providers communicated the same concern. 13
of 18 responding felt that existing test facthues arc not equipped to deal with youth.

By definition, street yo,..th are without traditional social support networks tnat would
facthtate access to counsehng and other social services. Ideally, such services should
be linked to the testing process, particularly when an infection is confirmed. In the
aIlsence of such support, a street youth may learn of her infection at a time when
she has no place tc sleep, no connection with farmly, and no immediate prospects for
getting off the street_ The counsel ng that accompanies HIV testing, therefore, must
bc tailored to recognize such circumstances.

So.ie providers reported suicidal ideation and actual suicide attempts to be common
among street youth who learn tnat they are seropositive. There is some evidence
that even youth who attend sclool and presumably have stronger support systems
associate suicick with a positive /IIV antibody test.19 One provider we interviewed
has documented the incidence of thir beha..io among its chents who are seropositive.
Over a two-year oeriod, 89 percent of these youth have either attempted suicide or
engaged in unusual suicidal ideation Although the link between positive test results
and mad- behavior is still studied, anecdotal evidence such as this makes
understandable the reluctance of some youth workers to recommend HIV testing for
street youth.

This Is not to say that providers unanimously oppose testing. Tv lest either provide
some testing s;:rvices theirs:Ayes or refer clients for testing at ,nother site.
Nevertheler every Fovider in thir category reported that the decision to test ts
made on a case-by-case basis A number mentioned the availability of medical and
social servi, for an HIV-positive youth as a primary factor in (1'1. .nintne; the
suttabihry of ,esting
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Deatmau: Thutitional Ifsrf Ural institutions and stred youth don't mix.

The neglect and abuse suffered by street youth can make them distrustful and
reluctant to engage in :reatment. One researzher describes the difficuLies homeless
youth face in gaining access to services as follows: "Emotional problems ar.i drug
abuse problems, often in izmbination, exacerbate the difficulties of engaging and
assisting them. They may be openly rejecting of services, particularly those that are
not easily accessible to them. Thus, they are easy to disregard and ignore...."10

Street youth are unlikely to seek out traditional institutions for care, particularly since
many such programs actively reject them, considering them poor risks and too
difficult to manage.21 The direct service providers we surveyed, most of whom work
exclusively with street youth, deal with distrust and alienation by employing extensive
outreach programs. Eighteen of 43 reported using outreach workers to locate and
engage street youth in se.',ices. But clinical care programs, many of which arc
hospitalbased, are less likely to deploy resources for street workers to find infected
street youth and engage them in cart. Many may not have the resources to conduct
active follow-up with youth who do not keep appointments or have difficulty
adhering to a prescribed treatment regimen. Every outreach worker we interviewed
described the problem of youth's alienation fro, ...stitutional health care as critical
in the overall HIV effort.

THE Gm. AGAINST HIV AMONG STREET YOUTH SUFFERS FROM GAPS IN
RESEARCH ON BEHAVIOR CHANGE MODELS, SEROPREVALENCE, AND
IREATMENT PROTOCOLS.

Behavior change models: Researchers aria providers lad( both basic information on
sow youths' scat..I behavior and models for curtailing ensafe scr and drug use.

Gaps exist in two aleas of be. 3-al research. 'I he first is purely descriptive.
Although a number of studies _,e been conducte ,! te thc nature and
frequency of youths' scxual behavior, many expert agree th r. there is limeed
knowledge about how teenagers decide to begin having scx and about the effects of
family, school, and peer group experiences on sexual behavior.22 Given the lack of
data on the sexual behavior of adolescents in general, it is ne surprising that little is
known about factors effecting the sexual behavior of street youth in particular.
Information about these factors could add significantly to the design of ç event=
programs aimed at modifring behaviors that place street youth at ris of IIIV
imection. The National Institute of Child Health r I Human Develop' cnt
(NICHD) has prepared the "Survey on Heal h an! AIDS Risk Prevalence" tcs gather
this kind of information about sexual behavior in the general population. But this
survey not yiek' informatic i directly applicrble to street yout' . The data
gathered from a survey of this kin- &reeled specifically at strept outh coul ' provide
some of the baseline information necessa,y for the design of efi.....ove prevention
pogroms for that population.
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Research has also en sparse in the more general area of developing and evaluating
the effecnveness of 14.V prevention strategies for youth.z3 There is considerable
debate among rescarchers and practitioners about the relative merits of various
behavior change strategies in the context of HIV prevention among adolescents.
Some evidence suggests that prevention programs in other health areas such as
smoking and teenage pregnancy hold promise for adaptation to HIV prevenaon.24
There is conflict ng evidence about the effectiveness of peer-based education
strategies. While surnc practitioners have found peer education to be popular with
youth and useful in transferring information, others believe that peers lose their
credibility once they are perceived as counselors.

There is no simple strategy for transferring to younger adolescents behavior change
strategies that were effective with adult gay men. The need for modifying behaviors
was strongly reinforced among older men by famihanty with peers who were sick and
dying of AIDS But because few infected youth show any symptom!, most street
youth are unfamiliar with the shocking and visible signs of AIDS.

Seroprevalence: Because of insufficient data, attenti.m and money may not be invested
where they are most needed

Because of the lag between .nfection and onset of symptoms, the President's
Commission on the Human Immunodeficiency Virus Epidemic recommended in It36"
that researchers focus on H." ..,fe-tion rates rather than AIDS case reports to
measure the progress of the epidemic.15 To date, no national, statistically reliable
seropresalence survey of street youth has been conducted. In fact, it is uncleak
vihethr such a survey is possible, given the relatively Ia., number of subjects and
their potential unwillingness ta participate in such a study. The lack of accurate
seroprevalence data, however, may have immediate and negative consequences for
street youth in some cities and the orgaruzavons serving them.

A new CDC inmative, proposed for Fiscal Year 1991, provides an illustration of the
problems facing program gners caused by lack of seroprevaleace data. The
Division of Adolescent and School Health, within CDC, plans to provide $1.5 mdlion
dollars to as many as six city health departmems for establishing HIV prevention
programs for out ... school youth To be eligible, cities must have reported at least
2,900 AIDS cases to the CDC December 31, 1989. The eight quahfying clues are
Chicago, Houston, Los Angeles, Miami, New Yo,-k, Newark, San Francis:a, and
Washington, D C.

But the number of total AIDS cat es, as cliscud abc e, may be a k.t.,o: indic Dr of
liV prevalence, especially among street yo F e:ilig solely on total AIDS
cases, CDC may be missing torm clues vnth eyia y high rates t ,arge numbers of
casz of HIV infection among street youth in compaiison to the eight cines just
mentioned. For example, ihc list of eight cities with the highest rip-,t nt nf.c.tion
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rates among Job Corps applicants does not include Newark, Houston, Los Angeles or
Chicago. Instead, Atlanta, Birmingham, Cleveland, and Baltimore are among the top
eight. Alternatively, if raw numbers of infected Job Corps candidates are considered,
the list of eight cities hit hardest by the epidemic includes Norfolk, Philadelphia, and
St Louis. Samples from the Job Corps applicant population, vihile not a perfect
substitute, almost certainly give a better indication of the problem among street
youth than total AIDS zases.

There are probably a number of reasons for the lack of reliable seroprevalence data
on youth. In the course of our study we heard several possible explanations,
including I) because of the small number of AIDS cases among adolescents during
the early years of the epidemic, this group tras not considered to bc at risk; 2) the
transient and secretive nature of this population makes them cliff-it:1h to reach
through traditional epidemiologic methods; 3) geographic and ethnographic
differences among subpopulations of street youth make extrapolation and
generalization to the population as a -thole highly speculative; and 4) researchers
and clinicians were concerned about the ethics of testing this population fo a fatal
and stigmatized disease in thc absence of medical interventions and social support
mechanisms.

An obvious use for additional seroprevalence data i resource allocation. In the
coming years, budget constraints likely force public and private managers to
direct money and staff to very specilic areas ar people. AIDS case reports are of
very limited utility in tliis regard, because they only reflect what was occurring a
decade ago. On the other hand, HIV antibody status yields immediate information
on the spread of the epidemic.

Treannent protocols: Manifestation of HIV disease in adolescents is on undassuthed
pher.omeram.

Complicating the problem 3f getting youth into medical care are unanswered
questions about appropriate clinical protocols for treating youth. Each clinical
provider we interviewed expressed concern about th, anti of knowledge regarding
physiologic and pharmacologic aspects of treating Hi infected youth. With the
exception of adolescent hemophiliacs, adolescents have not been the subjects of
systematic study in such areas as immune response, length of the HIV latency period,
disease progression, or response to pharmacologic treatment.

As an example, until 1989 tnere were no aAscents from 13 to 17 years of agc
enrolled in the national clinical trials program.26 By October, 1989, only 47
adolescents who were seropo- ve had b,-en .nrolled in trial protocols r: ovudine
and othcr HIV-related therapies, and most were male hemophiliacs.27
reptesentzt,on of adolescent- among clinical tria: subjects Cali have unpor,ant
consequerices data collected during the trial process are used to determine.
appronnate dosage level and -hrdules for subpopulations of pane ts.

10
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and age-s^ecific factors can affect dosage, effectiveness, and toxicity of drug therapy,
more information about the pharmacodynamics (what drugs do to the body) and
pharmacokinetics (what the body does to drugs) of various therapies as applied to
adolescents could enhance the quality of available treatment.

Questions about disease progression and illness rate among infected adolescents also
have critical implications for providing high-quality carc. As one clinician who has
recernly treating I:IV-positive youth in a clini.:-based program told us, "I need
to know more about which AIDS-related illnesses are likely to strike my petients and
how those alncsses will manifest themselves in younger people. For example, are my
patients likely to suffer from dementia, and if so, v.hat will dementia look like in a
teenager and huw best can I treat it?"

This physician% concerns are supported oy our owa analysis of CDC's AIDS Public
Information Data Set. We fonrul ..hat among people with AIDS, toe rate of
occu-rence of at least five particular diseases differed significantly between teenagers
and all other patients. As shown in table 1, teens with AIDS were less likely than
athers with AIDS to develop Kaposi's sarcoma and Ateurnucpris carinii pneumonia,
and more likely to develop extrapulmonary cryptococcosis, chronic intestinal
cryptosporidiosis, and HIV wasting syndrome.

Table 1 Occurrenx of AIDS-Indicator Diseases in
Teenagers IA AIDS (1'WAs) vs. All Others With AIDS (OWAs)

Pisease % of TWAs4 % of OWAs°

Kaposi's carcoma 4.99 14.43"
Pneamocystis cerinii pneumonia 4732 58.07"
Extrapulmonary crypwcoccosis 10.63 6.36"
Chronic intestinal cryptorpondiasis 4.56 2.21"
HIV wasti4 syndrome 15 18 11.35'

a n = 461; ° n = 117,320; p < .001; p < .01

Note: Data includes all cases reported to CDC through 12/31/89.
Data source: Center for InfectiouF Diseases, CDC, AIDS Public
Information Data r-t
Data analysis: Office of Inspector General

The data above suggest that age may be a critical facc in tt e progress .1 the
disease, and reinforce the need for more extensive scientift inquInes abc Jt the
natural history of AIDS among young people. The need for such re has been
described by expers as "crucial in order to address, in a tt aely and cumprchenstve
manner, the unique prblems confrcn.,ng adolescentf with or risk of HI\
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AT THE LOCAL LEVEL, CATEGORICAL REQUIREMENTS AND FRAGMENTED
PROGRAM STRUCI1JRES WEAKEN SERVICE DELIVERY FOR STREET YOUTH
WITH OR AT RISK OF HIV INFECTION.

Even when a range of services is offerg canorical requirements and other access
berries frequen4 render those services inaccessible to strea youth.

Evrn the services that are offered to street youth on paper may be inaccessible in
practice Twenty of :he 23 direct service prwiders in our survey reported significant
harriers for their clients in accessing existing clinical aiid social services. The most
freouently cited barrier (mentioned by 15 of the providers) is lack of ability to pay
fcr needed services.

Not only do street youth L money to pay for services, but they are irequently
denied eligibility for Medicaid because they do not have Social Security Numbers or
birth certificates and other rtquired documentation. Sometimes the time a;
patience required tc obtain the Locumentation and 1.1 out forms and papervivix is
simply iteyond the capabilities of adolescents %/ear!, or afraid of dealing with the
system.

Beyond the cost of care are other barriers, many of which are more complex than
the payment issue_ During each of our site visits, providers and health officials ali
described a number of serious access barriers t: programs that woulti otherwise
appear to meet some of the special needs of st..-eet youth. The following are
examples:

o Consent Requirements: Limitations on the rights of minors to consent to their
own treatment can zrea e formidable obstacles to care. The laws, regulations, and
court decisions th.t govern consent are highly ow:10ex. There is It :le conststeney
among States: some perr minors to enroll themselves in mental he.lth and drug
rehabilitation programs, .amte others require parental consent. Virtually every Stase
allows minors a -ss to certain services asscziated wit/ STD treatmer.t but some
insist on comp' ited and time-consuming legal procedures beforehand 2°

c Age Limits- By our definition, stritet youth may range ir. age from early teens up
to about 24 years old After age 18, however, youths become ineligible for a number
of critical services. For example, uncles the Department's Runaway ana Homeles,
Youth P,agram, funds given to shelrrs may not be osed to provide services to
nauths over age 18. Older street youth may be referred to adult shelters that are
\vet" (Le , residents are currently using aicohol and tither addictive substances).
These shelter hi use a subpopulation oa, homelez people very unlike their own peer
group In mar: -,ach cases, sleeping or. the sreet is a more desirable Of on i.ge
may also serve as a &drier to drug therapy for youth who are already Infected. On,
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project we visited Aas funded to provide zidtwudine treatment only for seropositive
youth age 18 or ytinger.

o Length of S.9 Limns Many programs funded to house sueet youth limit chents
to 15- or 30-duy stays. Designed to serve as temporary placements for emergency
use, these shel.ers e increasingly faced with youth who have nowhs to go after
this nme has elapsed since for many street youth homelessness is not a temporary
problem. Program manag.rs from across the country expressed frustration vith the
absence of longer-term shelter programs. One project in Los Angeles has had a
success rate of over 70 percent (measured by proportion of youths who do not return
w street hfe and are able to support themsdves) but only among youth who were
offered struct ired shelter care for at least seven months?°

o Oilier Condition.s of Parnciparion. Many programs impose requirements that
effc...ivel) exclude homeless youth from enrollment. For example, even when drug
rehabi.i.auon slob are available for street youth, o:her requirements may preclude
their paniclpation. At one site we visited, program staff reported the case of a
highly motivated young girl who was accepted at a residential drug program well-
kriowri for its high rate of success. After clearing a morass of legal consent hurdles,
they learned that the drug program% family-system approach requires that pares,:s,
spouses, siblings or "sigmficar others take an active part in the treatme.-!. process,
both for Immediate support purposes and .ontinuiry of care after discharge
Unfortunately, the young gun family members v ,re completely disengaged from
and her peers (who might othert- ha ,e served as significant others) were other
homeless youth v.ho were struggling with theii own iifc problems. For wan: of a
supporuve partner, she was unable to complete :he program.

Fragmentanon of fitnding sources and drAent ideological approaches imcose seri,us
banien to senice delivery.

Given the broad aad diverse range of problems thai street youth have, the need fcr
service coordination and collaboration among caregivers cannot be overstated. Yet
during every site visit interview we conducted, issue of service fraq.' was

Identincd as a semi... probler, To scale degree, frarne::,tion is the result of
sepaiatc fund:rig streams and program designs, many of v.hicn are managed by
DHHS. But poor coordination a, the Federal level appears to be only one of a
range of factors that splinter service delivery for street youth

In some respects, the particular circumstances of service fragmentatior are unique to
the locahty in which set /ices are dehvereo. For example, because of their cib's
geography, providers In Angel..s must deal with imposing transpertztion
problems when attempting to design and coordinate a treatment plan for a strect
youth. Distance alont can serv as a serious barrier to a patient's compliance as
weil as to coll. orano: among care givers. But there do win- I. some far ors
that romote fragmentation no matter where the programs are located

13
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o Separate Funding From a Vane:), of Sources. Many providers expressed frustration
with the classification of youth into categories such as "runaway," "prostitute," or
"drug abuser." This esults from funding programs that emphasize discrete problems
as opposed to the interrelated needs of individuab. Exacerbating the difficulty is
the sources of these "problem funds" are at different public and private e.els. The
following example', Novided by a senior local public health official, may serve to
illustrate die potential outcome of fragmented funding streams: Data gathered by the
local public health department showe_ a significant increase in IV drug use in a
certain sector of the city. At the same time, seroprevalence rates in that
neighbrrhood began to increase, according to public hospital and clinic data. In
separate actions, three different organizations (one drug treatment program, one
youth service agency. and one community-based health clinic) applied fe and
received three separate grants from a Federal agency, a private foundation, and a
State agency. NI three applied fo. and received a major portion of ovzrall funding
designated for outreach workers. In the health officiars words. "we had outreach
workers tripping all over each other...lut.there. In fact, probably had more
outreach workers on the streets than cfiens when all i'iree programs were in full
operation. At the same time, we went begging for out each work in other parts of
the city."

o Competition Among Providers for the Same Fundmg. In some citi.,s that
particularly hard hst by the epidemic, competition among providers for funding can
be fierce. Many small, community-based agencies believe they are out-gunned by
larger, more tradin instiutions and consequently find themselves in en more
Intense competition with me another for a relatively small piece of the funding pie.
Tkus is not to say that such nvalries preclude any cooperation, but they de.rly do
not promote the kind of teamwork among provici..rs nece.zary to .naximize available
resources.

o Afferent Ideological Approaches. Philoscphi,:41 differences among providers can
also be an impediment to coordinated care. The most freque: ly mentionec ampIe
of this phenomen was in the area of drug treatment. Many drug rehabilitation
programs are premised on a 12-step model that other service providers believe has
hrinted relevance for homeless youth who z re addicted to non-IV drugs. Providers
told us that "even the languagc they [dru i. rehab,Ltation staff] use is foreign" ic other
social service workers.

S.milarly, there are differences among service prt: iders abou the relative emphasis
that should be give, to case m,..bement and to collocation as methods of
integrating the. delivery of servi.:0 to st tet youth. Through the case management
apprr .0., street :outh in need f serr.-es ar paired with youth workers who can
hdp guid: Pim through "the system." Many of those working m thr field ha.:
viewed case rnanageme.it as a core service mat is vital to a. v sustained effort
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directed to street youth. Indeed, it has become a centerpiece of many demonstration
and other project grants concerning street youth.

Yet other service provtders, incluchng many we met wuh, note that case management
for street youth is frequently duplicated. They also note that it can be ineffective
mass the case managers physically accompany their cl:ents to appointments a
practice that can put a severe strair on the supply of time and money. These
providers suggest greater emphasis be placed on collocating HIV counseling, primary
prevenwe medical care, and other key services under ne roof. This approach, they
emphasize, would minimize transportation problem and reduce the occurrence of
missed appointments. However, it would require a corniderable capital investment
and could itself lead to some unnecessary duphcation of services.

AT THE FEDERAL LEVEL THE OVERAll RESPONSE TO THE PROBLEM OF HIV
INFECTION AMONG STREET JUTH IS INADEQUATELY FOCUSED AND
COORDINATED.

The breach in coordination has especially severe ramifications for "-as ineobev,
and stree: youtk

Coordination within DHHS is particulady important as far as HIV and street youth
are concerned. The responsibthty for virtuaby every piece of the fight against HIV is
verceived to be shared by more than one Departmental *agency. We asked
Department officols to identify which part of the Department, if any, should have
responsibihty for nine separate function: related to combating HIV among strzet
youth. For al but ont funcuon, at least five of the fourteen respondents identified
more than one agency.'1 Nine thought that "determining what behaviors most
commonly lead to the sr.ead of HIV among the street youth population" should be a
shared dur .32 Eight thought that mon., than one agency should "design ard evaluate
programs to promote behavior change among street yout1i."13 The only function that
seems to he: ckarly vothia a single agency's domain is "determining how many street
youth are afected, k id where they are." Twelve of the fourteen Depaiment
officials responding thought that this was CDC's responsibility. Still, five of the
respondents named another agency instead of or in addition to CDC.

The National AIDS Program Office (NAPO) is supposed to "serve as the Public
Heahh Servke focus in coordinating and integrating efforts to prevent and contrc'
the c z.currence and spread of HIV infection and AIDS:11 Its ability to per:bt.. at

may be hampered, hov.eve., by several circumstances. First, Departmental
oodies which are no+ Tart of the PHS have little or nc representation at NAPO-
organized meetings l'or instemce OH'")S, which spons s several programs for street
youth, does not have an official member on the PHS HIV Leadt. Up Group, the
PHS Executise Task Force on AIDS, the Panel on Women, Adolescents, and
Chdoren with HI\ Infection and AIDS, or the Federal Coordinatmg Commut m
the HIV Epidemic. hs i.bsence from the bst group is perucularly surprisirg. be _ause
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the Federal Coordinating Committee goes beyond the PHS to include such agencies
as the Environmentcl Protection Agency and the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration.

Another limit to NAPO's effectiveness may be its emphasis on coordinating PHS
programs that are directed at people with access to traditional educaticnal and
medical systems One former NAPO employee told us that HIV-related activities
aimcd at street youth might be beatr coordinated through a body focused on the
homeless rather than on the disease. Finally, NAPO's mandate appears to be
limited to organizing meetings and "networking." It has no control over resource
allocation or grant specifications. The decisions on particular programs and policies
are ultimately left to the individual PHS components.

The exclusion of OHDS from the PHS coordinating process may explain the 1990
announ:ement of the Drug Abuse Prevention Program for Runaway and Hon' less
Youth This program ir sponsontel by OHLS's Family and Youth Service Bureau.
The announcement acknowledges the link between substance abuse prevention and
HIV prevention. But the only Federal agenties listed as sources of information on
HIV and runaway youth are NIDA and the Office of Substance Abuse Prevenmii
(OSAP) Apphcants for this program t.ould clearly also benefit from contact with the
National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH), HRSA, and CDC.

Another example of a coordination gap is the existence of two Federally funded
curricula on HIV prevention for high-risk youth. In 1987, NIDA's Community
Research Branch contracted with Westover Consuhants to produce and dist. bute the
AIDS High Risk Adolescent Prevention curriculum. Also in 1987, CDC's Division of
Adolescent and Sz:hool Health awarded money to the National Network of Runa..vay
anc Youth Servs es to develop the "Safe Choices Guide. HIV and AIDS Policies and
Prevention Progy -ns for High-Risk Youth." Both are aimed at youth se...ice
organizations, t. of which are fumed directly by OHDS, and include basic
educational info:nation and suggestions for promoting safe bz.havior. We did not
mvestig-.te thoioughly how or why both projects were funded simultaneous). There
may be valid reasons for having two similar curricula, such as comparing their
relative effectiveness But it nears that they were not originally designed to
complement each other, and on the surtce there IS no apparent need for both.36

The above discussion aside, there are parts of the Department that seen, to be
rroking progress in fighting the epidemic among sneer youth. For instance, national
advocacy and .esearch organizations anplaud the Centers for Disease Control's
concern for street yo..rh arl othe, adolescents at high risk of HIV infection. The
CD.2 was the agenc:. must cten i y tl.cse organizations as don.g particularly
well in this area Both the Center for Prevention Services (CPS) and the Center for
Chronic Disease 1- evention and Health ?romouon (C2DI'HP) have been supporting
HIV preventiPn efforts specifically targeted to out-of-school yoteh. In August 1989,
CDC he,... an inte;nal ,neeting to identify the most crucial comr orients of HIV
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.
prevention programs for out-of-school youth. In October 1989, the Deputy Director
for HIV of CPS served Ls moderator to a PHS Bi-Regional Consensus Conference
on HIV and runaway and homeless youth. The resuhing recommtmdations from
both gatherings addressed all the key issues raised in this report, including the need
for provision of basic services to street youth and for coalition building between local
service providers. Although the General Accounting Office recently stated that
"CDC has accomplished relatively little in providing HIV education to out-of-school
youth,"3' CDC appears to have the knowledge, experience, contacts, and commitment
to promote effective HW prevention programs for street yoath in the future.

Street youth at risk of HIV infection seem to attract comparatively litde attention from
the Depamnau, die public, traditional youth advxater, and Congress.

Of the many groups who have been hit hard by HIV, street youth seem to have
been the focus of relatively little publicity and political action. Concerted attempts
to influelice public policy on HIV-related issues remain largely the work of the adult
gay community. Public compassion for people with AIDS seems to be directed
mamly to those who are considered "innocent," such as newborns and recipients of
infected blood products. For example, the only teenager with AIDS who has
received national attention and sympathy was Ryan White, a hemophiliac who died
in April 1990. As one Federal official told us, street youth have "fa'-'n through the
cracks.... The heartstrings go out to the youn; children -- not to trm 13- or 14-
year-old involved in prostitution."

Congressional interest in Or- population appears limited. Both the House and
Senate introduced in 1989 versions of the Young Americans Act, which aims to
increase Federal assistance to high-risk youth.38 But as of June 1990, neither bill had
seen action on the floor The only commi:tee to have held hearings on the matter
of HIV and street ymith recently is the Senate Commmee on Governmental Affairs,
whose mandate to investigate these issues ..; indirect a best.

Street youth may lack sufficiently strong voices in Washington. Two of the most
well-known and respected advocacy groups for children% issues did not panidpate in
the survey we conducted for this report. One referred vs instead to a publication of
theirs *.li It was outdated and contained little information directly relevant to street
youth. Ti..., other was will:ng to participate, but feh that they could add little in
terms of opinions or insight beyond what was contained in their existing publications.
Again, :ese publications were clearly focused on younger children in tradition.]
settings, and had link to say with regard to street youth.

The general abcence of focus on suer youth may help to explain the Department's
comparatively ttiinimal response to the HIV epidemic in that population. When we
asked our survey respondents ti. rate the ,verall response of the Fecteral goverianert
to the epidemic among adolescents, tht atings they offered were consistent's lower
in relation to street youth than to youth in general. This was reflected in the
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responses of direct service providers, national organizations, and even HHS
officials."

In sum, street youth are easily invisible as a group, have no natural advocacy group,
and do not generate the concern directed to other populations most at risk of HIV
infection. It should not be s:rprising, thc-efore, that theylhave not become
primary focus of Federal policy makers' attention in the overall HIV effort. ,But
their plight cannot be ignored, and their needs and requests are not outrageous.
This is clear from the following excerpt of a letter written from a residential
treatment facility by a 14year-old HIV-positive girl to her doctor:

They were asking me do I have AIDS.... The counselor told the kids do
not touch me and I can't touch them. You know how tbat makes me feel, I
feel Ile I have no life.... rm just writing this because rneed somebody to
love me and r need somcwhem to be without everybody talking or asking me
do I have AIDS...."
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RECOMMENDATIONS

THE PUBUC HEALTH SERVICE

The Public Health Service, through the Centers for Disease Contrd, should conduct
additional seroprevalence research to measure the scope of the epidemic among street
youth.

In order to allocate resources efficiently, policy makers and program managers must
have a clearer picture of where and to what extent street youth are becoming
infected. Another reason to collect seroprevalence data is to demonstrate the
severity of the problem. The long HIV incubation period means there will probably
never be an AIDS epidemic among teenagers, no matter how many teens become
infected with the virus.

Given the difficulties in generaung valid national data on seroprevalence among
street youth, it seems more appropliate to focus on locality-based data. Collecting
such data is necessary if scarce resources for prevention and treatment are to be
apportioned effectpiely. Because infection rates are likely to differ significantly
between and perhaps even within metropolitan areas, a large number of sites must
be selected for study.

In collecting and analyzing seroprealence data on street youth, CIJC should make
full use of reliable data collected from other sources, both public and private. The
CDC should make all data easily available to researchers and service providers. This
data should be as detailed as possible without ieoparzing individual privacy rights.

The Public Health Servia should collect baseline data on the scalyl behavior paaems
of street yc,.ak

In response to the call by researchers and practitioners for more and better
udormation on factors that encourage high risk sexual behavior among street youth,
the PHS should move quickly to collect this information. The data should be
gathered from several metropolitan areas with large concentrations of street youth

The Public Health Service, through the Alcohol, Dng ...bum, and Meruc: Health
Admmatranon, should couduct re.seatth on I shavtor change strategies designed to re.duce
the risk of HIV infection among strea youth.

In the ence of a vaccine, only vehavia change will slow or stop the spread of
HIV. mentioned previously, interventions develo, cd for smoking cessaticn and
pregnancy prevention may hold promise for HIV prevention efforts, but the.c
been httle systematic evaluation of su a efforts. In the meantime, resources hr
been channeled to traditional education-as-prvcntion efforts that clearly have bridled
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utility fur street youth Therefore, behavior change among street youth in particular
should be a high priority ror addnional research efforts. What works for adolescents
in general shouki not bc ,resumed work for street youth, because the physical
demands and psychological effects of street hte .71hi),-t the success of traditional HIV
risk reduction interventions.

The ADAMHA's research agenda should include modification strategies for all
behaviors that place adolescents at risk, including substance abuse as well as high-risk
sexual activity. It should confine the search for more effective treatment
technologies for uscrs of current drugs of choice such as "crack" cocaine. Because
several ADAMHA divisions (including NIMH, NIDA, OSAP, and the Office of
Treatment Improvement) have expertise in this arca, a single unit should be
designated to coordinate current and future research initiatives concerning street
youth.

The Public Health Service should conduct research on the manifestation of HIV
infection in adolescents and develop ap rsi,-.:zir! clinical protocols for treating youth who
are infected

Use of zidovudine ant other therapies to delay the onset of symptoms among those
mfected with HIV represents a major breakthrough in treatment of the disease. But
thc use of these therapies for young people may be inhibitcd by a lack of
information on the progress of the disease ani the effects of such treatments on
adolescents. The PHS should therefore further expand ns current imearch efforts in
both areas. Disease progression among adolescents should be studied more
thcroughly and young people, especially young women, should be represented more
broadly in the clinacal trials of therapies designed to treat the &ea:4. Data from
trials ran then be uscd to guide practitioners ir developing treattnent protocols and
determining appropnate dosage levels, dosage schedules, and treatment of adverse
reactie-n.

THE OFFICE OF HUMAN DL fELOPMENT SEFMCES AND THE PUBUO HEALTH
SERVICE

The Office of Human Development Services, in collaborafir with the Public Hea:th
Service, should design and implement a strategy to curb HIV b fection among sneet
youth in rive cities with large populadons of street you::: cn4 hgh mtes of HIV -tion.

Local-kvel service fratmentation and access problems cliscomd in this r -port cannot
be resolved -ompletel, by Departmernal efforts. But a com3nation ,; technical
assistance, financial support, and removal of cateromo: 1,arriei s at the Federal level
would create an environment in which service cHivery reforms could be made.

We believe that a straterv of focusing on a smIl AL...be. of la urban centers with
high HIV Infection rates is warrarned :or three major reasons. One is that by
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concentrating on specific localities, the, particular type of services and service linkages
needed can more readily be identified and implemented. A second is that by
directing an intensified effort at cities with lar,_ populations of stre-t youth and high
rates of HIV infection, the Department can have a sizeable impact on the national
problem. And finally, by carefully evaluating *he effort, the Department and others
can gain insights on how to respond more efficiently and effectively to the needs of
street youth throughout the country.

Within the Department, OHDS is the most logical choice for :cad agency since it has
the most duect programmatic responsiHity for the street youth population. The
PHS, however, has been far more acti funding and overseeing H1V-related
programs for youth and has a broader r....ige of contacts with local health, education,
and youth service organizations. Further, PHS (specifically CDC) wodld be best
qualified to Identify the five clues where seroprevaknce rates and the rumber of
street youth are highest. For these reasons, we recommend that OHDS collaborate
closely with PHS in planning and implementing such an effort.

A number of researchers, pract,tioners, and non-profit organizations have done
extensive, and in some cases, exemplary work in examining implementation problems
and testing refoim models. Staff of the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation as well as
participants in the West Coast Scientific Symposium on Health Care of Runaway and
Street Yoidh are two examples. Therefore, we strongly ,rge OHDS to ensure that
experts frcrr organizations like these participate formally in the planning and
development of the five-city strategy.

To the maximum extent possible, the strategy should encourage local initiatives,
facilitate the provision of basic services that address the survival necessities of street
youth, make use of existing Federal progr .ms such as the Runaway and Homeless
Youth Program, the Transitional Living Program, and others, and foster the
integration of services directed to these youth. This would be consistent with the
Secretary's interest in promoting service integration.

In regard to the latter objective, we urge OHDS to give serious considerabAi i four
steps that could ,ie taken to reduce categorical program barners at the sttrvice
delivery level Prnolig the initiatives tha, should bc considered are the following

1. The dloy.ance of Ka vas to some categoncal program requirements Such wr vers
could be t,elpful in developing servic.. interventions which respond in a mac
efficient ana eirecti%e manner to the multiple, intenelated needs oi street youth
They might also p.-ovide a way to serve yot.th over age 18 if the alt. nativ
-aduh" resources are not appiopriaie for older adolescents

2. Me allocation of funds fur kcal plan-ing erons and the requinment that funher
funding depend »1 demonstni.,! -Via' 3ranon :mons ser ice pros iders The
Robert Wood Janson Foi.ndation has taken this approach recent) with some
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apparent success. The iment is to foster cooperation among a Iverse group of
agencies and professionals who may be otherwise inclined to work independently
or competitively. -

3. The use of a single coonlinating or "anchors agency within each community. The
designation of a single community focal point for organizing the service N

huventions can facilitate the most efficient and effective use of the limited
resources available. Ideally, such a total v t would he designated through the
collaborative efforts of the local service proN.Jers.

4. The collocation of some services for srreet youth. As we have noted, street youth
are often quite resistant to established health and social services. To the.extent
that such services are immediately accessible to them, their readiness to use
them and their opportunity to benefit from them may be enhanced.
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METHODOLOGIC4L NOTES

The methodology for the study included the following:

.=

1. Literature revievt. The study team conducted a literature review of popular,
professional and government publications. We reviewed articles and reports on
issues such as epidemiology; behavior mod;fication models; HIV education,
prevention, and intervernion; adolescern health; HIV knowledge, auhudes, beliefs
and behaviors; and clinical treatment.

2. Federal survey. The study team examined cuaent Federal policy and actions on
the issue of HIN' infecuon amone street youth through a review of Department::
documents and nterviews with relevant staff in offices engaged in'AIDS-related
activities.

In response to a formal request for information, eight Departmental offices
provuled a summary of ongoing activities relevarn to HIV infection among
adolescents for our review. Six other offices added supplemental information.
We relied on the documents to formulate a profile of Departmental efforts and
looked for signs of internal duplication and omissions.

Following a review of these documerns, we conducted irnerviews with 15 Federal
employees V h o had significarn experience with eib 1V infection or street
youth or both. The interviews garnered information on: the employees'

trceptions of the strengths and weaknesses of Departmental efforts, suggestions
tor strengthening the Department's overall approach, coordination of activities
within the Department, and mechanisms for shai--.ng of information among offices
and divisions.

We analyzed the qualitative data collected in irnerviews with Departmental staff
to identify barricrs a communication and coordination within and among
organizational components and ays to enhance collaboration. We iv.iewed
Departmental efforts and sir, _gies in the context of major research findings and
lessons learned at the service delivery level.

3. Research and advocacy organization Arse). Telephone irnerviews we; ,:ond icted
with officials from 2 local and 13 r. Ilona irder-r.dent tiins v.ho
perform resear-h and provide advocacy ei- The organ::.t...,..s lectee
enher receive Federal funding for HIV-related activities, or were ideAifie
through the literature or word-of-mouth as playing a major role in th.s aria
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The discussion guide used for the telephone interviews elicited information on
such issues as coordination among advocacy and direct service organizations on
the issue of HIV infection; their stance on HIV testing; their perceptions of the
Federal response to HIV among street youth; and their ideas about successful
prevention, testing, and treatment progams for this population.

4. Direct service provider survey. Information was obtained from direct service
providers that serve street youth, through a telephone surrey of 20 organizations
and site visits to 3 selected providers. The Office of Human Development
Servkes provided a list of candidates for the survey. From this list we selected
23 organizations on the basis of caseload size and geographical diversity (each
region of the country yielded at least 2 participants). The site visits took place
in three major urban areas with a relatively large population of street youth and
a selection of programs that serve them.

We conducted the telephone interviews with the executive directors of ' se
organizations, or their designees. A discussion guide was used to ask them about
issues that affect st-vice delivery for street youth; lessons learned from
experiences with service delivery, and perceptions of Federal efforts. A protocol,
incorporating the issues covered in tht. te:ephone interview and elaborating upon
them, was used for the site visits.

The telephone interviews and site visits were used to develop p:ofiles of
programs that are providing innovative services, to create an inventory of positive
and negative lessons learned at the service delivery level, and to identify areas of
consensus regarding opportunities to imprcve Departmental efforts.

A list of participating offices and organizations follows;

Federal offices responding .3 a formal reques. for information. Alcohol, Drug Abuse,
and Mental Health Administranon; Centers for Disease Control, Food and Drug
Administration, Health Resources and Services Administration; Health Care
Financing Admmistration, National AIDS Program Office, National Institutes of
Health; and Office of Human Development Services.

Offices providing supplemental information. Bureau of Pits( -s, Indian Health Sel -.ce,
Job Corps, Offke of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Health Affairs, Office of
Disease Prevention and health Promotion; and Ofiice if Minority Health.

National and local research and advocacy organizations. American Foundat,on for
AIDS Research, Association for the Care of Child.. a's Health; Boston AIDS
Consortium; Center for Population Options, Natior.ul AIDS Network; National
Coalition of Advocates for .F. !dents, Natioal Coalitr n of H.spanic Health and
Human Services Organizations, National Commission on Correctional Health Care,
National Education Agency.:-Icalth Information Networ. , National Minor:y AIDS
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Council; National Network of Runaway and Youth Services; National Organization of
Black County Officils; Planned Parenthood (of Washington, D.C.); Societyfor
Adolescent Medicine; and U.S. Conference of Mayors..

Direct service organizations: Adolescent AIDS Pro-gam, Bronx,.NY;.Avaneeliurnan
Services, Los Angeles, CA; Bridge Over Troubled Waters, Bost1MEM'Ai tasa Shelter
YMCA, Dallas, TX; Cornitis Crisis Center, Aurora, co;,COvenantyouse,-MiaiRi,
FL; The Door, New York, NY; Gay and Lesbian eimraunity.Seiviectenter4,0s
AngelesISA; Janice Youth Programs, PoitlankOR;4.-A.ShildrereslicispitaiJO
Anse Ics,,CA; LA Network, Los Angeles, CA; LarkiiiAtier,
Middle Earth Unliipited, Austin, TX; Neon Street SkzIter,-Chie:4044,11eW,
Beginnings, Levi Skin, ME; Sasha Bruce Youthworks, WaThington, DStreirivrirk
Project, New York, NY; Synergy House, Parkville, MO;.Teen Livfa& aiicago,IL;
Volunteers o-f America, Denver, CO; Youth Care, $eattle, WA; Youth-treergency,
Philadelphia, PA; and Youth Emergency Shelter and Services, Des Moines, IA.
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APPENDIX 13

RESULTS OF SELECTED GOVERNMENT-SPONSORED HIV ANTIBODY TESTS

a
lex: tug

Population (and Age inV
Range When (Rate per

Aginct. Available) Location MN)

Defense All recruits, 17-20 Natiorn1 0.2

Dept.4°
Hispanic males, 17-20 National 1.2

remales, 17-20 W. S. Central Region° 1.37

All recruits, 21-25 National 1.6

Males, 21-25 South Atlantic 3.78
Region"

Black males, 21-25 National 6.2

Job 129,754 recruits National 3.88

Corps"
647 recruits San Francisco 13.91

1,078 recruits Miami 12.98

5,275 recruit5 New York City 10.42

CDCG Homosexual men at Not Available 100 - 700
Sexually Transmitted
Disease clinics, 18-25

IV drug users in
treatment, 13-25

New York City and
Puerto Rico

500 - 600

IV drug users in
treatment, 18-25

Outside east coast < 50

Homeless youths New York City 70
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APPENDIX C

ENDNOIES

I. Centers for Disease Control, 11/11AIDS Surveillance Report, May 1990. Figures
through April 30, 1990. Teenagers represent less than 0.4 percent of the total
number of AIDS cases.

2. Centers for Disease Control, Strategic Plan for the Prevention of Human
Immunodeficiency Vuus (HIV) Infection: 1990 and Beyond (Draft), Centers for Disease
Control, 1990. For adolescent vs. adult incubation period, see Goedert, J.J., et al.,
"A Prospective Study of Human Immunodeficiency Virus Type 1 Infection and the
Development of AIDS in Subjects with Hemophilia," New England Journal of
Medicine 321(17):1141-1148, 1989.

3. Centers for Disease Control, HIVIAIDS Surveillance Report, May 1990. Figures
through April 30, 1990.

4. Ibid. Whites constitute 57.5 percent of people with AIDS over 30, but only 52.2
percent of people with AIDS between 13 and 29 years old. Males constitute 91.5
percent of people with AIDS over 30, but only 87.4 percent of people with AIDS
between 13 and 29 years old.

5. See, for exannle, U. S. General Accounting Office, Homelessness: Homeless and
Runaway Youth Receiving Services at Federak, Funded Shelters, HRD-90-45, December
1989.

6 A runaway youth is a person under 18 years old who absents himself or herself
from home or place of legal residence withc:it the permission of parents or legal
guardians. A homeless youth is a person under 18 years old who is in need of
services and without a place of shelter where '.e or she can receive supervision and
care. Ste Federal Register 55(44):8086, March 6, 1990.

7. Figures from the National Network of Runaway and Yoinh Services, cited in U. S.
General Accountirg Office, AIDS Education. Programs for Out-of-school Youth Slov,4
Evolving, HRD-90-111, May 1990, p. 2.

8. The Department of Defense, whose test results are often cited as evidence of the
infection rate among young Americans, has actually witnessed a decline in the
incidence of HIV antibodies among applicants since 1985. This may be due,
however, to self-selection mas caused by knowledga of HIV testing ....luirements and
by recent publicity surroundmg Dc s vo'cy of excluding homosexuals from military
service. Furthermore, the military is not likely to attract many street youth. Unlike
military recruits, 97 percent of a'.! Jot :ups entrants are under 21 years old and are
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primarily from low-income families and urban settings. A;though the Job arps
sample certainly taps the street youth population more regularly than the military
sample, it too may underestimate the true incidence of HIV among street youth.
The Job Corps's testing requiremen:s are also well known, antl the Corps tests only
those street youth who are motivated to enter a strictly regimented program.

9. Response to OIG request from Deputy Director (HIV), Centers for Disease
Control, May 1990. These estimates are derived from seroprevalence data gathered
at 26 sentinel hospitals, which are part of CDC's efforts to determine the progress r
the epidemic nationwide. The CDC was unable to provide any demographic
information other than age range and sex to accompany this estimate.

10. Brooks-Gunn, J., Boyer, C.B., and Heim K., "Preventing HIV Infection and AIDS
in Ch,ldren and Adolescents: Behavioral Research and Intervention Strategizs,"

American Psychologist 43(11):958-964, 1988.

11. Non-IV substance abuse, while not considered risky for HIV transmisskm in itse:1,
is thought to stimulate sexual activity and interfere with the cognitive functioning

necessary for safer sex.

12. This is a weighted average, with weight added in proportion to the number of

clients served.

13. Personal communication with Diane Sondheimer, National Institute of Mental

Health, March 1990.

14. Becker, M.H., and Joseph, J.G., "AIDS and Behavioral Change to Reduce Risk:
A Review," American Journal of Public Health 78(4):394-410, 1988.

15. National Institute on Drug Abuse, AIDS High Risk Adolescent Prevention Projecr

Participant's Manual, n.d., pp. 2-10.

16. Ibid.

17. Wright, J.D., "Poverty, Homelessness, Health, Nutrition and Children,"
unpublished paper delivered at conference on Homeless Children and Youth Coping

witn a Saional Tragedy, Washington, D.C., May 1989.

18. Natiunal Ins:itute of Allem and Infectious Diseases, 'Recommendatio-s far
Zidovudine: Early Infection," JAMA 263(12):1606-1609, 1990.

19. On3drnan, E, and Cohall, "Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome and
Adolescents: Knowledge, Attitudes, Beliefs, and Behaviors in a New '.:ork City

Adolescent Minority Population," Pediatrics 84(1):36-42, 1989.

20. Athey, Jean, "HIV Infection and Homeless Aeolescents," unpublished manuscnpt,
19%, p. 7.
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21. Ibid.

22. Brooks-Gunn, J., and Furstenberg, F.F., "Adolescent Sexual Behavior," American
Psychologist 44(2):249-257, 1989.

23. D'Angelo, LJ., and Sondheimer, D.L., "Adolescents and HIV Infection: Struggling
Not to Be Forgotten," Pediatric AIDS, in press. See also the Office of Technology
Assessment Staff Paper, How Effective is AIDS Education?, 1988.

24. Flora, J.A., and Thoresen, C.E., 'Reducing the Risk of AIDS in Adolescents,"
American Psychologist, 43(14965-970, 1988.

25. Watkins, J.D., et al., Report of the Presidential Commission on the Human
Immunodeficiency Virus Epidemic, 1988, p. 3.

26. Pediatric AIDS Coalition, 1990 Legisladve Agenda, p. 12.

27. Personal communication with Diane Sondheimer, Nat.onal Institute of Mental
Health, May 1990.

28. Ibid.

29. English, A., "Adolescents and AIDS: Legal and Ethical Questions Multiply," in
Quackenbush, M., Nelson, M., and Clark, K., The AIDS Challenge, Prevendon
Education for Young People, Santa Cruz, CA: Network Publications, 1988.

30. Yates, G., Testimony before the Little Hoover Commission on California State
Government Organization 84 Economy, Decer.',-; 13, 1989. Also personal
communication with Gary Yates, March 1990.

31. For the purposes of this question, we considered each major component of the
Public Health Service plus OHDS and HCFA to be a separate agency.
Subcömponents such as the National Institute of Mental Health and the National
Institute on Drug Abuse were not considered separate agencies

32. Thr particular agencies named most often were CDC (11 mentions), ADAMHA
(5 mentions), and NIH (5 mentions).

53 Here the most commonly cited agencies %..ere CDC. (10 mentior.$), ADAMHA (7
mentions), HRSA (4 mentions), NIH (4 mentions), and CHDS (3 mentions).

34. National AIDS Program Office, unpblished document, June 1981.

3. Federal Register 55(92):19832-39, May 11, 1990.

36. Now that both have been completed and are being implemented z^ross the
country, OHDS is making efforts to en-urc coordination between agenc:es and
contractors.
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37. U.S. General Accounting Office, AIDS Education: Programs for Out-of-School
Youth Slow4, Evolving, HRD-90-111, May 1990, p. 1.

38. H.R. 1492; S. 1911.

39. We asked for ratings of the overall response on a scale of 1-10, with 1 meaning
poor and 10 meaning excellent. The mean responses were as follows: From direct
service providers, 2.4 for street youth and 3.4 for youth in general; from research and
advocacy organizations, 2.4 for street youth and 4.0 for youth in general; aom DHHS
officials, 3.7 for street youth and 5.9 for youth in general.

40. Response to OIG request from Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for
Health Affairs, Department of Defense, March 1990. Data collected between
October and December 1989.

41, Response to OIG request from Director, Office of Job Corps, Department of
Labor, March 1990. Data includes all tests condt. :ed between October 1, 1987 and
Caober 31, 1989.

42. For homosexual men and drug users, see Public Health Service, draft of Year
2000 National Health Objectives, p. 13-7. These data were collected in 1987.
Homeless youth survey results obtained from Center for Infectious Diseases, Centers
for Disease Control, May 1990. The dates of data collection are unknown.

43. This region includes Arkansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma, and Texas.

44. This region includes Delav.are, Maryland, the District of Columbia, Virginia,
West Virginia-, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, and Florida.
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GAO
Caked States
Gaeta Aceosattag Mee
Waaldagtea, D.C. Ufa

Unman lemmas Midas

B-230539

July 28, 1939

The Hormatto John Glenn
Chairman, Committee on

Governmental Affairs
United States Senate

Dear Mr. Chairman-

This letter responds in part to questions raised in yotsr September 26,
1988, request concerning oversight of programs managed by the Centers
for Disease Control (coc) to prevent the spread of the human immu-
nodeficiency virus (mv), which causes acquired immunodeficiency syn.
drome (ams). As p.st of our ongoing review of toy education and
prevention effects,' you asked Us t.0obtain information on ales manage-
ment of prevention funding to state and local health departments.

In 1989, we planned to provide about 4144 million in funding support to
state and local health departments to operate mv prevention programs.
The health departmenta target health education and risk reduction
messages to persons at increased risk of infection, such as homosexual
men, intr.venous drug users, and minorities.

Without a vaccine or cure on the horiton, Am prevention programs are
critical became they are the only public health tool available to reduce
the potential medical and social costs of the mv epidemic. While educa-
tion programs have been expanding over the past few years, informa-
tion about their implementation and effectiveness is still limited.

Background The nw epidemic is a national public health threat of potentially cata-
strophic proportions. Through April 19..19, cm reported over 94,000
cases Of AU" Of which over 54,000 persons were Imown to have died.
The Public Health Service predicts that as many as 1.5 million Ameri-
cans may already be infected with nw, and epiden lologleal research
suggests that more than 50 percent of those infected will develop AMU.

'At yaw rowea. Wreend echicsue Alois to neck tigh.rWr pawns Urol41 couratileg brel
(num program (AID3 [dumb« Issa Attectie4Cotanseit _sodTedng rosom.. GAO/
tiltD4949. M. 3. nein. Is Ma hpat
nit rodualm perms. Ow owing wet rooms ca ettandlom Mond m school brel aOtS.K1E4
ras.h snl ler.w.we dnd res. Me Woo monad ca a)C'. 'meal Amino. Fecgrom (AIDS tik.
adore Act Outs Aimed is Ur Otani Mt& Imploonaree &My, CIAO/M1330.21. Dec 117T33317

e.e I cuo,K0344144 AUX PAS,..loga
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etc, the lead federal agency for Ams prevention program*, assigned
responsibility for reaching :mesons at increased risk of infection to its
Center for hevention Servioss (as). as funds these Amt3 prevention
Programs prindpally through cooperative agreements with state tsd
local health departments...ietween 1985 and 1989, funding for programs
targeted to pawns at :wrestled risk grew thin% $13,5 million to $184

alnoti doubling annually.

State and lasi health departments are raison te for managing and
operating the cooperative agreements, which fund a wide variety of pre-
vendor: activities, including health education and risk reduction pro-
grams. These acuvides include

mv counseling and testing for clients at sexually transmitted disease and
drug id se clinks,
telephone hotlines,
media campaigns, Luch as radio and 2tieVisill public servlceannounce-
ments. and

diverse efforts by community-based organizations, such as teaching
women who are iniravesous drug users haw to clean needles, educating
persons at soup ldtchens, and sponsoring my awareness days for low,
income blacks arid Hispania.

Objectives, Scope, and
Methodology as actual and tsrgeted staMng levels for managing urv cooperttive

agreements.

oversight of federally funded tin/ prevention activities, and
problems in the funding cye,les of AIDS prevention cooperative
agreements.

in response to your request, we focused this review on

We conducted our work at ax headquarters in Atlanta. wherewe inter-
viewed program offldats responsible for M111240,5 aZ6 aCtivitiel- We
also reviewed flnandal. stalling. monitorlsg. and other coc records
associated with these activitka. Althcogh we did not conduct detailed
reviews of am prevention programs In state and local health depart
merits, we obtained the views of state officials by intervies Mg directors

.Abt lIOOw53wP WW5W1 tat mate mi but WW2 &WU.... w4 the ....Mot WM.**2.2* 2, .0002 Pedwawsk .01+ WtrUS CARR...v.0 Ilwow and Wor Now.; wwphsw
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of state health departments at a meeting of the Assodation of State and
Territorial Health Officials.

Our work was performed prtmanly between September 1988 and damp
ary 1989 in accoalance with generally accepted government auditing
standards

Difficulties in Meeting
Staffing Targets

The lay epidemic has resulted in die Center for Preventiin Services tak-
ing on new and growing responsibilities. as's funding for cooperative
agreements with state and local hea/th departments for tuv prevention
in-Teased from about 426 million in 1986 to about $144 million in 1989

Under the 030perative agreementa for was prevention. as is responsib'e
for providing general guidance and ttchnkal r -sista= regarding activi
ties the state and local health departments should carry out. air is also
responsible for monitoring and evaldatIng health department activities
to help ensun, effective use of frderal Inv prevention funds.

Ca officials believe hal they need to hire additional staff to oversee
this rapid expansion in federal funding and to recruit staff with differ
ent skills, as has traditionally been rev onsible for funding and coord
natng state health department efforts to control sexually transmitted
-"dames, such A3 syphilis and gonorrhea. Because these diseases can be
cured, programs have emphasized clinical treatment and investigation of
cases, with education and efforts co modify sexual behavior playing a
nunor role

In contrast, is currently incurable and can be controlled only by
preventing transmission. Moreover, Inv prevention programs have had
to address new and relatively unproven educational approaches, such as
how to motivate long-term changes in sexual and drug-using behaviors
that spread ittv As a result, as officials said that technical assistance to
state health departments for Inv pcevention programs would require kir-
ing staff with specialized skills, such as expertise in behavioral **TM.
and in community !wall education methock.,

was flat .-ovided staff for la prevention programs in MSS with an
allocaticn of .1 fulltime staf f By Febniary 1988, 40 full-time staff, at
as were afloat ed to wOrk on l'e prevention programs. Even with this

'MN duos rod soh...Stab I' *I guff aargrod I.5. sod land booth &pads..
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Staffing Shortages
Have Hindered Key
Monitoring Activities
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expansion. as concluded that it did not have enough staff to keep up
with its growing responsibilitks.

Staffing problems continued tluough 1988.40n four occasions in 1988,
the Center for Prevention Services .ifficially requested more staff. cvc
was unable to fully meet these repeated requests, however, because of
agencywide staffing constraints. For example, in October 1988, as
requested 67 additional staf f, but cvc approved only 24. -is also encouri-
tered difficulties in filling even &ponied ponitiorts because of problems
in tunng individuals with the requisite spedalized sidlls Not until Sep-
tember 1988, for example, had as hired staff with behavioral sdence or
health iduaition expertise to provide technical ass:stance for develop-
al health education and risk reduction programs.

Agency officials reported that in 1989, staffing shortages continue to
hamper as's ability to accomplish its ADIS oversight and technical assis-
tance respobilities effectively. In February 1989, as requested 65
additional positions, which were all approved by ax. Became of irsuffi-
cent funds to pay for these positions, however, as will be able to fill
only 35 of the 65 positions.

As of May 31, 1989, as had 93 full-time staff working on HIV programs
as well as approval and budget to hire 33 more by the end of fiscal year
1989.1f all these positions are filled at that time. as officials believe
they will still need about 30 more positions to carry out their AIDS
responsibilities.

CIS M responsible for providing general guidance to and monitoring of
health departments to help eniaire effective use of federal IIIV preven-
uon funds. Thia responsibility includes

providing health departments with technical asststance in planning.
operating, and evaluating targeted education activities,
assisting health departments in evaluating the overall effectiveness of
program operadurs, and
developing and dixeminating Information on luv prevention program
activities and evaluation methods that are effective

.Vn. wattled In Ane 19651k._unereCCC AIDS &boom Vival. GAO/T4atI4A414.
Am 0. MS) thet staff shortagWy maw. A. AZ6
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Table 2i Pyr of AIDS hods nor+ 0)C
10 SUN nod LOW HeohaDopootnento
(Ape 19 f* to Jr, 1983)

Doles minions
"190 of F103 peavoolon funds
lielA eduction/oak rolocico
Health olomticoinsk recknOon

Confelog and *song
prevertCnr

ADS pftvanton
WS prevention
Actwevenbon

ARDS weventon

awed Award*

AP 180> 0.3
An. Svc '993 7

4 MC 9 9

AP, 1387 244

SW 1987 26 6

AO, /933 IA' 3

Seco 1968 8 9

Jen 1989 1297

.in OK* yr& CCC OatsdIde/rJ the Minh 40.c atm srd re* nragt<n. and Cosesirg awl
%Ong avelra. r ACk5 ;ma*. roma

Both coc mid sure officials told us that, while the, funds were needed,
the irregular flow cf funds has made it difficult to plan and manage
effective programs. For example, In 1987, health departments had
developed annual program plans based on specific funding awarded in
April "- September, they were awarded additi fimdlng that had to
be commuted within the next 7 months Also, the same statf re-
quently respons:ble for both developing program applications and
mgileznentlng programs, which are competing nrionttes. as staff are
also diverted from ft, eir program implementation responsibilities to
award new projects,

The reasons for this disruptive transfer of funds have largely been
beyond cres rontrol. In fiscal year 1988, for instance, the adrninistra.
tion had con conduct a national seroprevalencestudr and a natnanwide
mailing of an mv information brochure. As a result, Cnc reduced the pre-
vention tunds available to sta:e and local health departments. Rather
than reduce month), expenditure levels to the health departments,how-

ever, US reduced dm funding cycle from 12 to 8 months. Conse-
quently, as awarded fiscal year 1989 funds in January 1989 rather
than late April 1989

In part, however, the irregular funding cycles also reflectCDC'S response
to rapidly changing knowledge about the .av cpidemic. cocofficials
stated that disruption of the funding cycles was necer.ary toaddress
important, unanticipated needs, such as activities targeted to minonues.

.A serouremletce suety mem.* the maxim (rowan or mutter of intividusis In even recut.
Wm or ornmeaMy whom Wad tems pMrtive for artioatee to ea mfectlem in Um ewe the furter or

Amename usth HIV Infecuon.
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Executive Summary

PurPose
About 20 percent of people with acquired immunodefic,ency syndrome
(Atc6) are in their 20s. As the haman immunodeficiency vii us's (nv)
median incubation period is estimated at nearly 10 years, many of these
people probably were infected with Inv while they were teenagers, atoS
cases among individuals In their 208 Increased by 41 percent during
1989, similar to the overall Increase In AIDS casts. Without a human
vaccine or are available, my alucation programs are critical as the pri-
mary weapon against the medical and social costs of this potentially cat-
astrophic health threat. Centers for Disease Control (cue) awards for
school-based education began with $7 million In 1987 and expanded to
$26 million in 1989. Limited Information is available about the extent of
this rapidly growing school-based program

The Chairman of the Smite Committee on Governmental Affairs asked
GAO tO &ISM the progress of school my education programs tor his
ongoing review of education efforts led by enc.

Background
Many teenagers are engaging in sexual behavior that can transmit inv.
Some youth also experiment with drugs that cloud their-Judgment,
increase sexual activity, and cause addictive cravingsall of which can
lead to high-risk behavior&

un education programs provide information on what AMG and tuv are,
how the vuus is spread, and what peo-'2 can do to prevent infection
Behavioral skills components, such as how to say no to drugs, are also
Included to teach children how to modify behavior Training for Inv
teachers is critical. Not only must they impart correct information on
tin. they also must impel yoith to avoid risky betty or. The latter
requires stills in persuasion, group dynamics, and decision-making.

cnc, the lead federal agency for tuy prevention. initiated a nationwide
education program late in 1986 It envisioned a multiyear effort to build
the nation's school-baaed triv education program aimed at reaching the
90 percent of children who are in US public ochools As its main func-
tion, coc provides funds and technical assistance to state and selected
local echraition departments through cooperative agreements Education
departments then design and operate their own programs

GAO surveyed by telephone officials front a nationwide sample of school
districts and the 13 local districts whose direct ax, . Wing began in
1987 The purpose was to determine if Inv education wss offered and

PK. a GA0/111D101011 Aire Usestlor I.
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what teacher training was offered. GAO also reviewed ex records relat-
ing to planning and monitoring data collected by the funded Mate and
local educatke depsrtments. GAO Interviewed MC officials and reviewed
existing literature.

Results in Brier cno-led nationwide education efforts are not yet commensurate with the
epidemic's potential for d...aster. Two-thirds of the nation's public
school districts reported providing formalized inv education for student'
in the 198e.29 school year. lt la not, however, offered at every grade
levol, especially the upper grades, where the probability of sexual activ-
ity h hiejeet. Most Mot uided education departminba do not collect
from students the essential Ossining and monitoring Information needed
to set program prioritirs a evaluate success. This is due to a lack of
stilt in] difficulty In obtaining community support to collect sensitive
sezial sad drug use des. One of five }ay teachers received no training.
Although the malority of nor teaches did receive trainint, it was often
imufficienttoo brief and coverage of Important topics was limited.
CSC proviths no vaidaxim to districts on the appropriate length of such
teacher traininz,

Principal Findings

HIV Education Usually
Required, but Not at All
Grade Levels

coo believes it is crucial that studenta at every grade level receive age-
appropriate no, education to expand on and reinforce knowledge over
the years. But only 6 per cent of the school districts required that }ay
education be provided rt every grade level. The moat coverage is In the
middle grades a through 10) and the least In the upper grades, where
the probability of sexual activity is highest

School district offiiials told GAO they were restricted by already
crowded curricula (see ch. Most public school districts (66 percent)
required that }ay eduuttion be provided at some Point in grades 7-12
during the 1988-89 school year Of the districts that did not reiondre HPI
education, mom ennitled fewer than 450 students. CSC officials should
pay porticular attention to the needs of these smaller districts for SW
education.

Pots 5 0A04121/410.110 AIDS Unease Is Psis& Idea.
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Imports:at Planning and
Monitoring Data Are
Inadequate

The data collected by state and local education departments on students'
knowledge, beliefs, and behaviors are Inadequate. This hampers effor-
to set program priorities, evaluate success, and improve operations,
judging by our review of coc records and discussions with coc officials.
Without such information, educators and cno attempting to assess high-
riok behaviors of youth must rely on the results of other surveys, which
may not be related to specific student populations. In 1988 coo pro-
vided funds through cooperaUve agreements, of which one key objective
was to gathr adequate student data. Coc has developed suggested ques-
tions for districts to ask students (see app. III).

But most recipients did not collect this essentral information, coo offi-
dals said, for various reasons. Beca.4se this WILS the first program year
for many states, some Iscked staff to carry out the requirement. ln other
cases, recipients could not obtain state or local authorization to ask
questions about students' behavior, particularly sexual or drug use
behavior (see ch. 2).

Training for Some HIV
Teachers Absent or
Insufficient

Although education authorities recommend that teachers receive at
least 12 hours of training, one-fifth of my teachers received no sOrcial-
teed training in the subject Most luv teachers (83 percent) did receive
training, but it was less than recommended. Cf the natices districts that
offered toy education, teachers in 67 perces.: received training of 10
hours or less, with a median of only 7 hours. Additionally, in many db .
tricts limited training time was devoted to key topics, such as the impor-
tance of using condoms

Most officials of school districts nationwide that offered mv education
expressed a desire to provide more training to their current toy teachers.
Officials stated that the minimal training currently Icing obtained was
related to such problems as not enough in-service days to offer exten-
sive toy training and teachers being reluctant to attend training outside
of regular work hours One local official, citing limited resources, said
the district had a choice of reaching all its rov teachers with a little
training or only a few with more Li-depth training.

ln contrast, the 13 school districts directly funded by cue generally
trained a Nigher percentage of teacher*, had longer training sessions,
and covered key topics more exteseively than other districts nation-
wide ccc and state officials attributed this difference to the direct av
funding and the higher incidence of mos in these districts (see ch. 3).

r4114 4
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aoc's HIV education guickdines recommending that inv teachers be
trained were issued in January 1988. Hut the agency has not yet set
standards for the number of training hours required to effectively teach
about art or the amount of time to br -pent on Important topics. While
ow did not disagree that 12 hours may be the mink-sum necessar,-,
agency officials said they are in the process of researching the extent of
training aecessary.

Reconunendations to
the Secretary of
Health and Human
Services

=1W-
Agency COrninents

GAO recommends that the Secretary require the Director of cot to (1)
take a leadership role in developing approathes to extend and reinforce
utv-related ethics...ion for 11th- and 12th-trade students, (2) work with
rue education assist smaller school districts In overcoming
resource or community barriers Oita prevent them from offering my
education, (3) ensure that state and local grantees collect thequate data
from students to evaluate ald improve school-based rrograrre, and (4)
develop guidelines for the training of trw educatons

GAO discussed the contaus of this report with the ore Deputy Director
(nv), the Deputy Director of ones Center fee Chronic Discs= Preven-
tion and Health Promotion, and the Director of the Division of Adoles-
cent and School Health- TheY generally agreed with the Information
presented. The officials stated that rav education should be locally
determined and consistent xith parental values. They believe that inv
echxstion hu expanded to other school districts since GAO collected Its
data (sumnwr 1989), ax officials stated that data as students' knowl-
edge, beilds, anti behaviors needed improvwnent They also sold thst
some of the data available, even if not go . ',able, could be useful if
employed in an appropriate manner. Afts. 1 or 2 years of funding.
most school districts in the nation have ra, begun to provide eome
form of im education, although mudi remains to be accomplished, the
cacials said (see ch. 4)

r 5 CIA0/10901...: smu timatka a hint &Mob
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-

1. Youth have sex at an early agethe average age of first intercourse
la 16. The Office of Technology Assessment reports Mat 78 percent of
males and 63 percent of females have sex while teenagers.

2. For many adolescents, sexual activity h frequent or often with more
than one partner. Among unmarried females 16 to 19 years old, about
40 percent reported having sex once a week or more, and 61 percent
reported having two or more partners. An official of a nationd organiza-
tion aervlrt youth said that adolescents interpret a "long-term muttony'.
M0113 rel dsnsidp" to be one with their current lover that lasts for
several months.

3. Much of teenagers' sexual intercourse occurs without the protection
of madams. Although estimates vary, studies we reviewed found that
only about ore-quarter of sexually active adolescents used condoms.
Serial monogamy in combination with the reluctance to use condoms
with one's "monogamous" lover expoees youth to the risks associated
with unprotected intercourse with multiple partner&

Homosexual youth, particularly males, are of special concern as they
have been one of the high-nsk groups for Inv transmission in the United
States. As youth, these teens a/so search for their identity and struggle
to establ.sh satisfying relationships, kscr..-: them, in scene cases, to
experiment with heteroaexual affiliations. :Ws places lesbian youth,
who generally would be in a low-risk category, at heightened risk of
infection. Such exploration slso serves as a possible link between homo-
sexual and heterosexual youth in the transmission of mv.

Thus, many teenagers are at risk of my infection through sexual contact.
The gravity of the situation is indicated by the fact that young people
have the highest incidence of sexually transmitted disease (sm) in com
parkon with other age categories. Nearly one-half of the 20 million am
patients are under age 26. About 2.6 million teenagers contract a sexu-
ally transntitred disease annually. The incidence of sm among minority
youth is generally far higher than among their white counterparts.

Women who become pregnant through unprotected sexual activities
place not only themselves, but also their unborn children, at risk of utv
infection, as the virus cart be transmitted perinatally. Ten percent of
teenage women become pregnant every year, and 40 percent of US.
teens wil become pregnant at least once before age 20, the Guttmacher
InstMo..e reports. There are 1 million teen pregnancies each year.

hap I I GA0/11701101011 ABS GlawtIon fable Ildrels
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Dnig Use Also Places
Youth at Risk of HIV

Some teenagers are directly at risk of ccotracting Inv through the shar-
ing of contaminated needles used to inject intravenous (rv) drugs. ln
1986, 1 percent of high school seniors reported using heroin and 17 per-
cent reported using cocaine, which also can be irdnvenourdy iniected,
National institute on Drug Abuse report asserts, ln addition, about 3 to 4
percent of the 15- to 16-yearolds in California, Michigan, and the Dis-
trict of Columbia had reported using intravenous dru% a December
1988 cm study says.

ln addition, drugs with which some adolescents experiment Inc ease
their risk of my infection by clouding theirjudgment, Increasing their
sexual activity, or causing addictive cravinga. All can lead to higivrisa
sexual behaviors. Some then become involved with other drug users
who have contracted mv. For example, young women who use cocaine
or crack may engage In relationships with men who use heroin, an
injectable drug. Such youth also may exchange sex for mcoey to finance
their substance abuse.

outh Lack Knowledge,
Not Cha cling Behavior

The National Adolescent Student Health Survey, conducted in 1987 with
8th and 10th graders, indicated a serious lack of knowledge co AIDS top.
its, such as mode of transmission and means of prevention. ln particu-
lar, youth had acme knowledge about how Inv was transntitted, but did
not alter their behavior accordingly Some changed their behavior
groundlessly, , for example, not touching doorknobs or sharing popcorn.

In a 1986 study of teens in Massachusetts, 96 percent said they knew
about AIDS, but only 15 percent had changed their sexual behavior
becaux of concern *bout it. Of these, only 20 percent took steps such as
using condoms or abstaining from sex; 54 percent said they did not
worry at all about catching AIM

Teens experiment freely with drugs and sex for the same reason that
they drink or smoke too much and drive too fast. They tend not to
believe in their own mortality, states the North American Directory of
Programs for Runaways, Homeless Youth and Missing Children. Reach-
ing teens with the AIDS message is difficult because most youth do not
even think in terms of tomorrow, let alone 5 or 10 years down the mad,
the latency period for Mrs.

Adolescence is characterizad by impulsiveness, a desire for iv mediate
gratification, and a tendency to question authority. The latter is espe-
cially true when advice from authorities disagrees with the adolescent's
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own limited personal experiences. Other adolescent characteristics, such
as their search for an identity and self-esteem with a subsequent need
for peer approval, make it difficult for them to resist peer pressure. A
lack of social experience, coupled with the dynsmics of new sexual reia .
tionships, makes it hard for adolescents toJustify abstinence from sex or
drugs, or the use of condoms.

Objectives, Scope, and Ve focused this review on determining the status of the following.

Methodology itudent inv education required by school districts' formal curricula for
grades 7-1Z what grade, course, and for how many class periods it is
taught.
Data collection by coo-funded state and local education departments on
students' Inv knowledge, beliefs, and behaviors for use in planning, mon-
itorIng, and improving courses.
in-service training for Inv classroom teachers and for how long topics
are covered

We conducted structured telephone interviews of superintendents or
their designated staff from 232 randomly selected school districts tnd
the 13 local districts directly funded by coo in 1987.1 Our findings for
the randomly selected districts are representative of the approximately
14,200 school districts nationwide in our universe.' The findings
represent the status of required student my education and Inv teacher
training for all school districts in our universe in the 1988-89 school
year. The margLn of error for our findingj ipmerslly ± 5 to ± 10 per-
centage point, depending on the item. Sampling errors for specific num-
bers are provided in appendix 11. Our findings for the 19 crc directly
funded districts reflect the status of inv education in these cities, which
were funded because they had high MCS caseloads.

Because the school district generally has considerable control over local
inv education, we discuss the reported activities and requirements of

'We ompleted lexervims S3 peeves or ay CIS nada* S'hses4,sta5 the IS other
SWAM, Alavsset set aSII not made at the baste or ebroset mobilo...re *Oro thee Ile
isegonSng astriete =wand Ise PS perdue or mbar schlet students la ex vielvissa

.1re used the 105743 pobbc adtralcel owl seesaw onto tieesufares or Educedrere ceeraos
osre or det ThIS derived has sorwy the Include. the encusimetety IWO edexl &Mete le
the mans in Met The universe for as warm esduclecl Wel school districts mites the West
grade yes less then 7, sonkcal stied districts (each se eupervissry/nrOmel SWIM end Nets
openrod useneke), and 45 superinterclent Often. in Whites, thet ewe deigneted me Iasi Owlets
but bad he student mato Me WI shoot IS= sctod esericte ham which ere empleel
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school districts. Our estimates of the Went of Inv education are stated
in terms of the frequency with which school districts reported various
my education activities. They do not include estimates of the number of
students receiving my education. Student estimates would have required
data collection at the ach...ol level, which was beyond the scope of our
study.

Our information on student mv education reflects what school district
officials reported was required by school districts' fomuil curricula. We
did not talk to teachers or visit dassroonw to see if um teachers were
actually adhering to school districts' curricula requiranents, although
we did visit one location before our survey. Nor did we collect informa-
tion about mv education occurring informally or as part of elective
courses. In addition to reviewing the literature related to ma education,
we drew on two studies to help assess what students were taught in the
classroom. (See p. 23.)

The information we present on incerviceseacher training relates only to
the training that school districts reported was received by I:hareem
teachers who teach about mv. Also, this information relates only to db-
Wets that required mv educadon.

We conducted our work at mc headquarters in Atlanta between Nay
and December 1989. Telephone interview* were done between May 31
and August 18, 1989. Additicnally, we interviewed coc officials respon-
sible for managing these mv activities and reviewed associated financial
mcords, ccoperative sgreement documents, and other coc records. We
discussed the results of our school district intetviews with officials from
am, six states that had the most districts providing um education in our
sample, and three iccal education departments on the east and west
cossts to obtain their reactions. Their comments were incorporated
where appropriate.

Our work was done in accordance with generally accepted govetnment
auditing standards. At the request of the Committee, we obtained oral
rather than written agency amments on a draft of this report-
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Chapter s

Stude...-kt IIENT Education

Nauonw Me, the midority of school districts had incorporated sorns fonn
of mv education into their curriculum in the 1988-89 school year. While
nearly all large schcols offered such training, a disturbing number of
smaller school districts (fewer than 450 students) had not required inv
education for their students. Even schcols that offered my education
programs typically did not require them at all grade levels. Only 5 per.
cent of school districts nationwide offered my eduadion at each grade
level in the 1988-89 school year. iuv education often was not provided at
the highest grades, where the probability of high-risk behaviors by
youth increases.

The Centers for Disease Control has recommended that rim education be
provided at es..11 grade level. cro believes schools should present age-
appropriate mv information that is expanded ipon and reinforced as the
students pass from one grade to another

CDC's School-Based
HIV Education
Program

cm is the lead federal agency for im prevention programs Its Division
of Adolescent and School Health, in the Center for Chronic Dbease Pre.
vention and lkalth Promotion, has responsibility for youth education.
a. s national education program prine,^ly targets students enrolled in
public schools because these schoc is can reach about 90 percent of the
young people in kindergarten through 12th grade. roc describe- this as a
multiyear effort to build the nation's school-based luv education pro-
gram air icourages state and local education departments to

develop curricula and necessary support materials (such as texts,
videos, and workbooks) ,
train mv education teachers,
educate parents to sumwt ant education, and
monitor the programs by colleaing student information

CDC Funding Since 107

33 6 0 - 90 - 8

Since it began efforts toward inv education in schools in 11 ,e 1986, cm
has funded programs principally through cooperative agreements with
state and local education departments. In September 1987, cm awarded
$5 4 million to 14 state and 13 local education departments, including
the Distnct of Columbia. These 27 awards, ranging from S119400 to
$342,607, involved education departments that served areas with a high
incidence of AEG cases
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Also in 1987, coc awarded $1.8 million to 15 national organizations,
such as the Council of Chief State School Officers and the National Asso-
ciation of State Boan-is of Education These organizations were to use
the funds, ranging from $92,919 to $302,000, to help Increase the num-
ber of schools and other organizations providing toy education to youth

In August and September 1988, me extended funding to a total of 63
state and territorial and 17 local education dep..runextx These 70 Kiee-
ments totaled $16 7 million. ranging from $81,182 to $441,267. Simi-
larly, cac awarded $3.8 million to 19 national organizations in 1988 In
1989, CDC awarded a total of $25 million to all these organizations.

Generally, state and local education departments are responsible for
manapng their cooperative agreements. CDC pro% Jes general guidance
and oversight (see app I for C:Ces guidelines) This cooperative effort
stresses the importance of providing immediate education about high-
mit behaviors to students. Specific education department activities
include developing curricula and materials, training teachers, educatim
parents, and completing surveys of students' itiv knowledge, beliefs, ani,
behaviors

State Involvement in HIV
Education

States have been addressing III2 education 'suet so shown by a Decem-
ber 1988 survey conuucted by the Council of Chief State School Officers.
The council canvassed all 60 states the District of Columbia, Puerto
Rio- the Virgin Islands, and Am. in Samoa. Bo: these 64 Jurisdictions,
the council reported (1)41 had miner a state law or State policy con-
eerning itiv education in schools, (2)41 had a curriculum or a cumculum
guide for Inv education. of which 32 were advisory and 9 mandatory,
and (3)41 provk1/44 teacher 1n-service training programs for etv educa-
tion Only two states said they had not addressed any of the above three
categories

That Inv Jucation was required in 28 states and the District of Colum-
bia was reported in another survey covering 65 states and territories I
KIM conducted by the National Association of State Boards of Educatkn
in May 1989

Page IS GA0/112224.2102 AIDS 2.4eatles NW Seirmla
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Most Districts
Required HIV
Education in 1988-89
School Year

Sixty-six percent of school districts nationwide reported to us that they
required students to receive Inv educition as part of their formal curric-
ula in the 1988.89 school year. Of the remaining districts, 27 percent did
not require my education, and 7 paean could not be contacted cc
refused to panicirAte in our survey. Most districts that did not require
mv education had (ewer than 450 students; very few had 2,600 or more
students. =should pay particular attention to these smaller districts to
determine their needs in inittathr my education. The 13 directly coo.-
funded school districts all required students to receive my education. As
their cooperative agreement funding was earmarked to help provide
such education.

Reasons why school districts rt ,red Kw education include
following

State mandates requiring local districts to teach my education ats
tricts' initiatives to respond to the my enidemit.
The national ins s..tucation program and media attention ...out lin.

As ts why some districts did not require HIV education, the folloodng
reasons were offered.

Conservative community values, fear of community reaction, or low
incidence of my infection locally
Insufficient school time to give students the necessary hours of instruc-
tion 23 well as parental reluctance for schools to teach about "safe sex."

Some districts out requiring nw education indicated that they planted to
implement such programs soon or were in the process of developing my
teaching guides Also, sone districts resided informal tin education
either during a school assembly or at the initiative of individual teach-
ers, they said

HIV Education Not
Provided at 1111 Grade
Levels

I.

very few school districts required tuv education in each grade, our rir-
vey of districts with grades 7-12 showed. Only 6 percent cf districts
with grade le-els ; through 12 nationwide, and 1 of the 13 high caseload
districts directly funded by we, required such education at each level. It
is crucial that sufficient classroom time provided at each grade level,
etc guidelines advise This helps assure that students aoigre essential
age-appropriate knowledge about mv and have the information
expanded and reinforced each year ac and almost a: state officials

per It GA0/1132)431124 JUDI rdocatts haat Ikbablo
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Tune Devoted to HIV
Education Varied
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eonally, from I to 40 class periods weer required by tuv cunicula
during the academie year the athool dutrkts reported. A class period
usually lasts about 50 minutes. Nationwide districts and the 13 ars
funded district, frQuired students to receive s rnedian of flee clan peri
ods of toy education Twenty percent of districts natict side repeated
that 10 or more class periods were required. and 25 percent reported
that 3 periods ce fewer were required (see (ig. 2.3)
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Planning and
Monitoring Data
Inadequate

11.11. gi/Ore Pomba

CCC lowed Orbs

Nomms Cramp

By the end of the 1988-89 school year, most of the 70 state or local edit.
cation agencies receiving cm granu had not colkcted ciumtial planning
and monitoring data. Of the 70 grantees, 14 did not evra conduct the
neceasmy surveys on students' ItlY knowledge, beliefs, and behaviors
(04 and 3 deprinaus had not provided necessary data to ad to
evaluate sampling emuuts Forry.flve tsnducted surveys that did nor
meet essentist stanlardsthey were not generating/4e and/or did aot
contain questions relatin* to students' behaviors. Only eight collected
adequate data. Of the 56 departments that did surveys, 27 obtained sex
and drug beh,orkie inforraatiom but only 8 obtained results that met
both essential standenia The 7n niv education cooperative sareements
with matt and local education dcparuncsus tr.4 ctic funded in 1988
inciuded a provision to gather thts planning and monitoring infornution.

sso data are critical to manaidfV alualittl. and improving stale and
load education deparunent luv education programs. Using baseline ants
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Chapter 3

Teacher HIV Training Often Inadequate
or Lacking

1111111,

One-Fifth of Teachers
Not Trained

About one out of five my temhers in school districts we surveyed had
received no training in the subject Even though mom me teachers were
trained, both the length of this 4/N, training and the coverage of impor
tant topics often were insufficient. Most of the officials of the distrk
we surveyed indicated an interest in providing mv teachers with addi-
tional training

Teacher training M a critical component of effective school-based on
education. In June 1988, the Presidential Commission on the my El:*
demic recvmmended that MY teachers receive extensive in-service tralo-
ing before they begin instruction In addition, clac recommended in
January 1988 that IRV teachers should receive specific training as soon
dlb possible (see arp I) '

Our survey showed that about one out of every five lin teachers nation-
al& had .ot been trained by the end of the 1988-89 school year. Twelve
percent of the school distracts nationwide that required student my edo-
cation provided no teacher training ia about two-fifths of the distracts
not providing training, officials said teachers do not need itiv training,
and the r mainire, threo-fifths cited various barriers to training These
included lack of in.service training days and lack of money to pay for
substitute teachers to relieve my teachers for training

10-service lue teacher training was available and utilized by the majority
of teachers in -aur nationwide survey i Specific& ly, 83 percent of 1111*
teachers in the nation's school districts actually received the training
All 13 aao-funded school districts provided olv t eacher training, 91 per.
cent of the ow temMers in these distracts received toy training

.ieveral reasons for the reported teacher training coverage were given
ha state and mac officods Two state officials said that school distncts
understand that teachers need to receive on training State mandates
HIV teachers requesting training, and coc's emphasis on training were
listed by other state officials as additional reasons The extens,ve pub-
licity concerrdng my and the ready availability of ow teaching materials
helped boost the number of teachers trained. cue officials added

'CDC Crtude6r. for F51...uve Sch..' Health telous11. in Pmerl ii.. Spreod of ALIN Ja ISM

.S.....toce tn.wrd be offetvd Winn,tnn arm duty hays or norapenage
tfulln, lot Ur tune ntresry tr, complete owls tramng
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or LacklAS

Length of HIV Teacher
Training Often
Insufficient

Tod* 3.1 CDC-Fundid School Districts
Provide toogthkre Teacher Training lbw
Nation**

While Inv teachers in school districts that required tuv education do
nettlee tuv education training. lt generally is not SS extensive PS educa
tion experts tecommend or school districts want. Officials of state and
local education departments and national education organizations
believe that teachers should receive a minimum of 12 hours of Me
Instruction This provides basic information about mv, they contend.
and helps ensure comfort in dtscussing topics of human sexuality More
training time is necessary for teachers who lack a backgroqnd in health
education

Generally, we teachers receiveJ less than 12 hours of training, school
chstnct officials nationwide told us (see table 3 In 67 percent of
school districts naticnally, lay teachers received training of 10 hours or
less, in 32 percent of distncts, 4 hours or less

me classroom teacheLi in the 13 cm-funded d stricts generally received
more in-service training than those nationwidea mechan of 12 versus
7 hours However, my teachers in almost one-half of the cuofunded dis-
tncts received training that lasted 10 hours or less

'PHA Of SC11001.0riet
13 CDC tv.100 ditnCti
OVVI v:11001aHncts natIonmrie

ftir/_0_..2____
Lomita Ilighost
quartos Modisn quarter

8 12 -18
4 7 12

cm has performed no systematic classroom observations to determine
the nature of my education provided nationally We visited one location
before ur survey and observed a range of teacher quality in terms of
the Information presented, teaching style, and student reactions

cuc issued guidelines in January 1988 recommending that me teachers
be trained as soon as possible But it has not yet develorzd official or
even preliminary standards for the number of training hours required
by teachers to effectively instruct an Me course While cric officials did
not disagree with the 12-hour minimum, they contend that suffictent
evidence on the optimal number of hours for me teacher training is not
available to support a specific level of training cue is concerned that
recommendmg a minimum amount of time for teacher training may be
undesirable, as it may mistakenly be used ss a standard. However, in
light of .ne senousness of the in' epx:^mic, preliminary guidelines that

P.4. GAO, H1010105 AIDS Pelseation I. Pub& Sciboola
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are updated as aridluonal research data are available would be appro.
priate For instance, guidance on the amoubt of time to be spent on indl
virtual topics to provide meaningful instruction would be useful to
school districts, even if a total time for the entire tov teacher training
course is not provided Such guidelines on content and coverage would
be a first step in ensuring the quality of theta training

Lneited resources, such as funds for substitute teachers while ritv teach-
ers are in tr ming. prevented districts from providing more training,
state and local officials said, Among their responses

The choice was between reaching all tut teachers with a little training or
only a few with more in-depth training
tichool sdmi nLstrators may not understand that training touchers to deal
with smsitive sit subjects requires more traiedits time
Teachers in the 13 cve-funded districts generally received longer train-
ing, because of the direct Cir fttding available and/or because the
higher incidence of inv in their communities served as an impetus.

With respect to the latter, if a higher Aim caseload has been an impetus
for these districts. (..iwr districts should not wait for a slinilar proiitem
to provide their motivation for pursuing tot education The chief benefit
of mi education is to prevent infection from occurring,

Limited Time Devoted
to Important HIV
Topics

Limited time N LS devoted to some key topics in teachers' im training,
perhaps in part due to the insufficient length of inservice training For
half or more of the nation's school districts, training covered 6 of 14 key
topics for 16 minutes or less, which educators contend Ls an insufficient
amount of time These topics tended to cover sensitive subjects, such as
the importance of using condoms and the dangers of unprotected homo-
sexual intercourse ard multiple sex partnere (See app V for a lt.st of the
key topics with their coverage )

Conversely, in the 13 orfunded districts, the 14 key teacher training
topics almost always are discussed for more than 15 minutes. officials
11; -ted Most of the districts addressed sensitive topics for more than
15 nutes Topics included the importance of using condom and the
risks of unprotected hthreLsexual intercourse (See app tv for a list of the
key topics with their cover:isle )

Teacher training should cover lopes and approaches having the great-
est potential for chenging studeo behavior that could lead not only to
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AIDS, but also to teen pregnincies snd drug abuse problems, CDC guide-
lines say. Among these are modes of my transmission and behaviors that
spread itni; ways to discuss sensitive topics, such es the use of condoms
and homosexual behavior; and waSa to hell) youth resiA SierSUulort,
gain ciseisionmaking skills, and build self-esteem so they min resist risky
behaviors These topics should be covered for a suffldent amount of
ttmemore than 16 minutesto allow teachers to gain expertise, edis
cators feel

But teacher training for some controversial or sensitive mv topics was
limited, state and load officials noted. ...cause school staff or individu.
als in the community were uncomfortable. With limied training time
available to Mart with, one stste official said, topic. Mist are too sensi-
the for teachers or the community are just not substantively addressed.

Most Districts Would
Like Additional HIV
Teacher Training

More in service 'raining is needed, school dist.ict officials in 64 percent
of districts asserted, and 25 percent said more mv teachers um needed
School district officials nationwide listed several problems that Inhibit
their ability to give teachers additional training or train more teachers
Among these problems ari the following

Too few in-service days available do extensive training
Teachers' reluctance to attend training held outside of regular contract
or working hours
Not enough money to pay for substitute teachers
Too few substitute tea-hers to release ritv classroom teachers for
training

In 12 of the 13 or-funded districts, officials want to provkle more rue
training to teachers In 7 of the 13 districts, officials said t. le number of
teachers trained is fewer than needed Officials listed barn ers similar to
districts nationwide, such as too few in-service days for extensive train-
ing, too tittle money to pay for substitute teachers, and too few substi.
tute teachers to release ins' classroom teachers for training.

Past If 0A0/1121141P103 AIDS Cascades IA Ps1.3. &UN..
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Chapter 4

Conclusions, Recommendations, and
Agency Comments

Conclusions

Recommendations to
the Secretary of
Health and Human
Services

Two-thirds of the nation's public school disings reported Inv education
programs in progress in grades 712 for the 1988-89 school year. Those
not offering Inv education tended to be the smallest school (Signets.
Additional focus on these districts Ls needed to ascertain their needs in
initiaiing luv education. But only 5 percent of scnool districts nation-
wide required my education at every grade level, as an retommends
ray edricationdrops off noticeably in the lith and 12th grades, yet this
is when students become more sexually active. Moreover, important
data on studants' knowledge, beliefs, and behaviors needed to plan and
monitor niv programs either have not been collected or are inadequate to
set educational ',derides. evaluate success, and Improve isv Programs.

The nnjonty of teache-s in school districts nationwide that required my
education have received in-service tral %lag on how to teach about AIM
Such training, honeeer. is not as extensive as the districts prefer or
authorities recommend One out of every five my instructors has
received no training

Judging by available statistics, youth are at risk of Illy infection through
various sexual and drng use behaviors. They are at higher risk than
adults through lrterosexual t xploration A/DS education programs are
the primary means to prevent HP, infection in youth 'The effort to edu-
cate youth about mos began only after several years of the epidemic
Although education la inerearing in scope and sophistication, it is not yet
commensurate with the threat posed and the call by the Surgeon Gen-
eral in 1986 for Immediate &lion

uso recommends that the Seermary require the Director of clxi to (1)
take a leadership role In de .eroping approaches to extend and reinforce
my-related education for I Ith. and 1 ategrade students. (2) work with
state education agencies to help smaller school (tstricts overcome
resource or community barriers preventing them from offering luv edu-
cation 13) ensure that state and local grantees collect adequate KIM data
from sludents to evaluate and improve school-based programs. and (4)
develop guidelines for the training of teachers who instruct the Isv edu
cation courses

Agency Conunents We discussed the contents of this report with the etc Deenty Director
cnis ), the Deputy Director of cies Center for Chronic Disease Preven-
tion and Health Promotion. and the Director of the DivLion of Adoles-
cent and School lkalth They generally agreed with the information
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carte also provided $3.8 rainiest In 1988 and 16.6 million In 1990 to
national organizations, such as the National Network for Runaway anti
iftuth Services (aee flg. 2). The average amount provided was about
ntt5,C00 In 1969 In 1989, etc funded 10 nationa/ criOutbadorilk of
which 6 targeted out-ofsdicol cr minority youth. A brief description of
the ccontr.funded prreieem In each of these national organbaticas is In
append:- U. Cczotte expects to award about $6.5 miBiart to national cep-
nizatacm in fiscal year 199/ amp chose to use cooperative sgree-
ments as the funding mecharlsen for state, local, and national groups.
This mechanism allowed reents considerable flexibUity in stnictur
ins their programs'
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sense

2..-norted barriers io education tor this high-rfak group included the fol-
lowing (1) state and foal educatice agencies lacked Menem's with
out-ofschool youth and the oeganhations that serve thorn. (2) few
guidelines or educational materials targeted to out-of-school youth were
avaeable, (3) communities !....ve resisted KM education. and (4) otit-of-
school youth are difficult to reach.

CCDPHP Has Strengthened
Cooperative Agreement
Requirements to Target
Out-of-School Youth

it was not until the third pro* t yesr Mace] 3 ear 1989), that ccDPIT
requested state and local education agency recipients to specify objec-
Uves and program activities for out-ofschool youth. These required
activities mdude: (1) developkg data on the number of agencies
assisted by the recipient that provide my education to out-of-school
youth, (2) assisting 360013 and local echeration agencies bi reaching
groupe that serve out-of-airol youth, -,3 (3) Promoting effective Inv
education programs in schools and agencies serving cut-of-school youth.

(XDPHP Plans to
Overcome Barriers to HIV
Education Efforts by
Relying on Health
Departments

CIn's Center for
Prevention Services
Funds HIV Prevention
Activities Targeting
Out-of-School Youth

Because education agencies had difficulties servkig out-of-schoci youth,
come plats to target the* rt.', through adoteacent health programs
in local health departments or scene ether load/ designated agency
Later this year, mom hopes to award about SI h million among such
lead agei-ies in six ci frith a high inadence of AM& The designated
-;;.oeiet will coordinate tantnunity tny education efforts ut those cities.
As pen of this initiative, each community will conduct a needs amess-
melt to identify service and policy gaps and devise a comprehensive
approach to provide the full range of services, including mv educance.
to out-ofschcol youth.

While 0=e1iP has only reonntly begun to focus its prosnm on out-of-
school youth, the Center foe Ft;-.-.-eatioo Services has been funding pre-
vention program* throw): cooperative agreements with heatth depart-
Ment3 and communin -based organiza&-ts to eopulatiorn at risk,
including outof-school youth as has prcgrams in place that reach out-
4-school youth and include- (I) state and load health department pre-
vention programs to support Health Educatten and Risk Reduction
activities and spevial Minority Intlatives. (2) ArD3 OxamtmitY Demon.
amine Project, to conduct research on cdnumuritty tor education striae.
ges. and (3) dtectly funded community-based apnizations to develop
inv prevention programs for minority and high-risk groups.
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Recommendation to
the Director of the
Centers for Di.9ease
Control

L UNN

In view of the potential duplication In coo-funded activities, the Director
of the Centers for Marne Control should consider merging the activities
of the Center for (Wank Disease Prevention and Health Promotion
aimed at out-of-school youth education into the Center for Prevention
Services.

Agencj Comments
At the request of the committee, we did not obtain fmecal comments on
this repott We &missed the contents of this report wtth agencyoffi-
dab and roteporsted their technks1 and factual comments from corre-
spondence received as appropriate.

As arranged with your office, unless you publicly announce itscontents
earlier, we plan no further distribution of this repxt =1130 days after
its issue date. At that time, we will send copies to the Secretary of
Health and Human Services, the Director of or, and other Interested
parties and wiii provide copim to others on request.

Please contact or on (202) 2768196 if you or your staff have any quer
dons concerning this report Other major contributors to this report are
listed In appendix VI.

Sincerely yours,

Mark V. Nadel
Asaociste Director, Nations) and

Public Health bsues
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Appendix I

Agencies Contacted During Our Review

=NSIMINN

Federal Agencies

Department of Health and Centers for Moue Cretrol.

Human Services
Nanonal kat:lune of Mental Hest&
National Institute of Drug Abuse.
Hes Resources and Services Administration.

Department of Justice Office of Juvenile Junta/ and Delinquency Prevention.

Department of Labor Office of the Job Corps.

Natio- al Organizations National Network of Runaway and %With Services.
National Organisation of Black County Offidals.
National Coalition of Advocates for Baykal&
Nadonal Coalition of Hispanic Health and Haim Services

Ortadationa
National Commission co Correctional Health Care.
Center for Population Options.

State Education
Age^cies

California State Department of Educaticn.
Colorado Departaent of Edo:laden.
Connecticut State Department of Education.
Fionda Deparboent of Maiden.
Illinois State Board of Education.
New York State Eduattion Depatiment.
Texas Education Agency.

Local Education
Agencies

&hot. Board of Dade County (UlamD.
Dallas independent School District.
Denver Public Sdiods.
Newark Board of Education.
New York City Eoard of Educrloo.
San Francisco Unified Sdnol Daunt

h. IS GA0/1129411W 666114mado tor Oretddrel
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Appendix U

CCDPHP-Funded National Organizations
Targeting Out-of-School Youth

National Network of
Runaway and Youth _

Services

National Organization
of Black County
Officials

The National Network of Runaway and Youth Servkes Safe Chokes

Pttdect. funded in fiscal years 1987, 1988. and 1889, is & comprehensive
vov-prevnition educatice effort for reaching ninaway and homeless
youth. The cornerstone of the project is en WV edv cation guide to help

runaway and homeless youth service ortanizadom develop tin educa
tion policies and bnpkment programs for hitting* yo th.

The National Organization of Black C---nity Official% fUnded in fiscal

ram 1987, 1988, and 1989, is developing amodel inv oducatice and
prevendon program targeting black vol minority youth. The model pro-

gram Involves outreach. training. and cuniculum develorment.

National Coalition of
Hispanic Health and
Human Services
Organizations

The National Coalltko of Hispanic Health and Human Services Organl-

rakes, funded in fikal years 1987. 1988, and 1989, is designed to
increase the number of Hispanic youth service agencies offering to edu-

cation. The project supports local tra..ing actMties in Hispanic youth

service agencies.

National Coalition of
Advocates for
Students

Staff of the National Coalition of Advocates for Students, funded in fis-

cal years 1987, 1988, and 1889, work with community-based orpniza-
tions. health agenda, and migrant and imi.tigram organizations to help

Provide itiv educanto to migrant and immigrant youth. The project
raises inv education awareness M. and providm icv education materials

to, theae ontudiations.

Center for Population
Options

Although funded in fiscal year 1987. 1988, and 1089. the Center for
Population Options did not impkment an out-of-school youth component

until the wend project year. The Centscprovides training workshoPs
and technical assistance to three affiliates of Big Bmthers BLg Sisters.

YMCA, and the Salvation Army to =Lit them in developing their own

tov education programs for high-risk youth.

National Commission
on Correctional Health
Care

The National Commission on Correctional Health Care received funding

in fiscal years 1988 and 1089 to help juvenile confinement facilities pro-

iide Inv education

pe. 0A0/611111111I A Dkeetkos tor 0.4011dmel Towd,
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Appendix at

Non-CDC-Fimded Federal Programs Addressing
HIV Educaton for Out-of-School Youth

Department of Health
and iluman Servioes

National lnstitnte of
Mental Health and
National Institute on Drug
Abuse

The National institute of Mental Health and theNational Institute on

Drug Abuse funded the my Center for Clinical and Behavioral Studies at

Columbia University in September 1987 for a 6-year study to evaluate

the effectiveness of NW education provams forout-of-school youth.

Funding for this study through January 31, 1991, tott.lis $941,806 941e-

cifkally, the Center is designing and evaluating an interval tor program

to decrease high-risk behavias smong gay andrunsway youth.

The prograt consists of four efforts aimed at mediating high-risk

behavior.; es (I ) build on existing programs to Wawayouth's Ventral

.zowledge of Amet C2)personalbe this knowle4ge, (3) allow youth to

practice intetpersonsi asseniveness-snd (4)develop a support network

to provide health cs.ce, including amass to condoms.

Health Resouices and
Services Administration

The Health Resources and Services Administrationswards service dem-

onstradon projects to support and coordinate awide rings of treatment

and suppon servi-es in cities with the highest incidence of reported ams

cues Support services include outreach,education, and prevention sen

vices for ethnic and minority populations engaging In high-risk behav-

iors s-41 for intravenous-drug 112011. By the endof fiscal year 1989, the
administration had awarded approximately $50 mllll..ei to aupPort29

servke demonatration crojects in 16 states, Wishington. D.C.; and

Puerto Rico trid requested 914.8 million to continue three projects in

fiscal ye:: din;

National Institute on Drig
Abuse

Since 1987, the National institute or. Drug Abusehas conducted a

National A1D11Demcagration Research Project, which mews the effec-

Uveness of various education and intervention techniques in promoting

behavior changes to reduce ['se risk of my. SOMeof the project% 29 own-

prehensive community outreach demonstration research cooperative

agreements, aa well as 12 Arcs-targeted outreach research contracts,

focus on nulaway and delinquent youth. in fiscal year 1990, the heti-

trite awarded a total of 436 million for this project.

Pop 11
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Department of Justice

Office of Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency
Prevention

Mead Juvenile hake mid Delinquency Pretty/tits 8is4wihn
thvsc*paseIofl and ImMemition hr ding ape and MS
sameg higlarlek youth. The Office awarded a MONO cooperative
agremmet to the Motion Development 011111W 12116 to develop m.d

test mos to mist put& ad primes epodes la providing comorelwm
sive prevestida sod lotarmattea services to tummy and len.....ras
yowl. Comprobashe amines in respond to theprobkinant ANA We-
pt drag use, mid scant expiciestion among these youth Include out.
reach. crisis laterveseat htermediene. loneena. after-cue
programa The Crater ;tens to subcontract the National Network for

Runaway and raw, services to help arm air this research and
development

Department of Labor

Job Corps
The Office of the Job Corps provides beak educational andvoceticnal
training for youth aged 16 to 21 who are severely educe:km.67 or mo.
negate:ally chadvartsged. The training is primarily prattled In a rest-
dentist setting In which ycuth ere provided with housing. fwd. clothing.
end medical and .4enta1 cart About 60.000 youth receive training In the

Mgr= each Pm, with an amain lcaith of stay of about 8 menthe.
an Job Corps zuff and students must receive my education.
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Major Contributors to 'This Report

!brnan Resources

Washington, D.C.

Janet %We% Director, Health Wanting and Policy Issues.
(202) 2754546 l

Michas: Gutowsid, Assistant Ditector
Cynthia Donato, Assistant amine
Cheril Ores, Assigunet Wager
Virsinkt T. Douitisa, &TAM Aratfa

,...an:=Affj,,,, Donald a Hunter, Region= =:-IGSGOUG Et-Preventative
538t°11 iNtruni Rasengnni, Evaluator-117,03M

Ann Thorns, Evaluator
Rszati-Ctiarkm Caen. Evaluvor
Christine Layten. Evaluator
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END

U.S. Dept. of Education

Office of Education
Research and

Improvement (OERI)

ERIC

Date 7i1met'

March 29, 1991


